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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG Die Telomerlänge ist von zentraler Bedeutung für die genomische Stabilität von humanen Zellen. Eine verstärkte Telomerverkürzung ist bereits ein erster Schritt zur zellulären Seneszenz, während eine abnormale Telomerlängen-Regulation mit zu den Kennzeichen der Tumorentwicklung gezählt wird. Bisher wurden unterschiedliche endogene und exogene Stressfaktoren untersucht, welche die Telomerlänge beeinflussen können. Das Ziel dieser Studie war es die Rolle von Stress und deren Einwirkung auf die Telomerlängen-Regulation zu untersuchen, welcher durch bariatrische Restriktion sowie akuter und chronischer UV-Bestrahlung induziert wurde.  Es ist bereits bekannt, das Adipositas psychischen und physischen Stress auslösen kann, welcher wiederum die Telomerlänge in Leukozyten negativ beeinflusst. Eine bariatrische Restriktion mit dem Ergebnis einer enormen Gewichtsreduktion wurde bisher mit einer veränderten Telomerlängen-Regulation assoziiert und müsste somit die negativen Effekte einer Fettsucht ausgleichen. Um diese Effekte auf die Telomerlängen-Regulation näher zu untersuchen, wurden im Rahmen der hier vorliegenden Studie die Telomerlängen von mononuklearen Zellen des peripheren Blutes (PBMCs) in krankhaft übergewichtiger Patienten untersucht, bei denen eine bariatrische Restriktion durchgeführt wurde. Ebenso wurden auch die Telomerlängen von gesunden, nicht übergewichtigen Probanden analysiert. Die bariatrische Restriction führte bei allen übergewichtigen Patienten zu einem hoch signifikanten Gewichtsverlust. Dies ging jedoch nicht unmittelbar mit einer Veränderung der Telomerlänge einher, jedoch zeigte sich 2 Jahre nach dem Eingriff eine generelle und signifikante Verlängerung der Telomere. Wir vermuten, dass diese Terlomerverlängerung durch eine komplexe multifaktorielle Kombination aus einer Reduktion von Inflammation und oxidativem Stress, sowie einer allgemeinen Verbesserung der Lebensqualität einherging. In dem Beobachtungszeitraum von 2 Jahren ergaben sich überraschend hohe Fluktuationen der Telomerlänge zwischen -38 % und +48 %. Daher war die Telomerelängenzunahme in den übergewichtigen Patienten nicht linear, sondern unterlag einem hoch dynamischen Längenregulationsprozess. Durch die zusätzliche Untersuchung der normalgewichtigen Kontrollgruppe konnten wir zeigen, dass diese Telomerlängendynamik keine Konsequenz der bariatrischen Intervention, sondern vielmehr eine allgemeine, zeitabhängige Regulation darstellt. Diese irreguläre Telomerlängen-Oszillation in der Kontrollgruppe korrelierte mit dem individuellen Gesundheitsstatus, welcher kontinuierliche über einen Fragebogen erfasst wurde. Darüber hinaus zeigte die Analyse der Blutproben mittels multiplex Zytokin-ELISA, dass die inflammatorischen Zytokine IL-4 und IL-10 negativ, sowie IL-12 positiv mit der Telomerlänge korrelierten. Diese Faktoren führten vermutlich zu einer unterschiedlichen Proliferation der Blut-Vorläuferzellen. Ebenso scheint aber auch eine Veränderung der Telomeraseaktivität durch diese Zytokine möglich, was die beobachtete irreguläre Oszillation der Telomerlänge in den PBMCs ausgelöst haben könnte. Ein weiterer bekannter, jedoch exogener Stressstimulus ist die Sonnenstrahlung, welche direkt die DNA-Struktur schädigt oder indirekt auf verschiedene andere zelluläre Ziele einwirkt. Folglich konnte bereits in sonnenexponierten Hautarealen kürzere Telomere gefunden werden. Da jedoch die mechanistische Ursache der UV-bedingten Telomerverkürzung weitgehend ungeklärt ist, war ein weiteres Ziel dieser Thesis die Telomerlängenregulation nach Bestrahlung von humanen Hautzellen als auch in dreidimensionalen organotypischen Hautmodellen zu untersuchen. Aufgrund dieser Studien konnten wir zeigen, dass chronische UVA und UNA+B Bestrahlung von organotypischen Kulturen zu einer Telomerverkürzung in p53-mutierten HaCaT-Keratinozyten, jedoch nicht in normalen humanen epithelialen Keratinozyten (NHEKs) führte. Durch akute UV-Bestrahlung konnten wir zudem nachweisen, dass es zu einer frühen Induktion von reaktiven Sauerstoffspezies, sowie einer unerwarteten Chromatin-Modulation an den Telomeren von NHEK nach 1 h sowie von HaCaT-Zellen 
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nach 48 h kommt. Diese Chromatin-Modulation wurde durch die Behandlung mit einem Histondeacetylase-Inhibitor als Relaxation des Chromatins identifiziert. Zusätzlich akkumulierten DNA-Reparaturproteine (γH2AX, p53BP1, ATM, PAR) an den Telomeren, was auf eine direkte oder indirekte Schädigung der telomerischen DNA durch UV-Bestrahlung hingeweist. Während NHEKs ihren Zellzyklus nach Bestrahlung blockierten, proliferierten p53-mutierte HaCaT-Zellen trotz vorhandener DNA Schäden weiter. Da zuvor gezeigt werden konnte, dass eine kontinuierliche Proliferation für die Telomerverkürzung notwendig ist, deuten diese Daten darauf hin, dass sich vor allem in Zellen mit p53-Mutation eine UV-induzierte Telomerverkürzung manifestiert. Die Konsequenz einer fortschreitenden Telomererosion kann einerseits zelluläre Seneszenz oder andererseits auch genomische Instabilität, eine Voraussetzung im Prozess der Karzinogenese, sein. Schlussfolgernd daraus bestätigen unsere Daten, dass Stress, unabhängig davon ob dieser endogenen oder exogenen Ursprungs ist, die Telomerlänge beeinflussen kann. Dies konnten wir einerseits für übergewichtige Patienten bei denen eine bariatrische Intervention durchgeführt wurde über eine anschließende zeitabhängigen Telomerverlängerung in PBMCs nachweisen. Andererseits führte chronischer UV-induzierter Stress zu einer beschleunigten Telomerverkürzung in p53-mutierten Keratinozyten. Darüber hinaus zeigte diese Studie zum ersten Mal, dass die Telomerlänge in PBMCs nicht statisch ist, sondern bereits in Zweimonatsintervallen signifikante, unregelmäßige Fluktuationen aufwiesen. Diese irreguläre Oszillation sollte bei einer Untersuchung der Telomerlänge als Biomarker z.B. bei Stress oder Erkrankung berücksichtigt werden. Der Mechanismus dieser Oszillation ist jedoch noch nicht vollständig verstanden und bedarf weiterer Untersuchungen.            
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SUMMARY Telomere integrity is an important determinant for genomic stability in human cells. Excessive telomere shortening can be a first step towards cellular senescence, and abnormal telomere length regulation is defined as hallmark of cancer. So far, different internal and external stress factors have been investigated that may influences telomere length. The aim of this study was to determine the role of bariatric surgery-induced stress as well as acute and chronic UV-irradiation on telomere length. It is suggested that obesity causes psychological and physiological stress which negatively affects telomere length in leukocytes. Bariatric intervention, with the result of significant weight loss, on the other hand, is known to alter telomere length and may revert the negative effect caused by obesity. To address this, we aimed to investigate telomere length regulation in PBMCs of morbidly obese patients undergoing bariatric intervention as well as healthy non-obese control probands. As result of the surgery, all obese patients showed highly significant weight loss. This did not immediately correlate with changes in telomere length; however, after 2 years an overall significant increase in telomere length was detected. We proposed that this increase in telomere length may be induced by a complex multi-factorial combination of key factors that reduced inflammation as well as oxidative stress and increased overall quality of life. Following telomere length regulation in the individual patient, we found large fluctuations from -38 % to +48 % during the 2-year observation time. Thus, telomere length regulation in these patients was not linear but a highly dynamic process. Investigating a control group of non-obese probands, we showed that this dynamics was not a consequence of intervention with obesity but was a general time-dependent regulatory consequence. Mechanistically, telomere length regulation in the control non-obese probands could be related to the individual “state of health”, as determined by a continuous questionnaire. Moreover, by multiplex cytokine ELISA of blood samples, the inflammatory cytokines IL-4 and IL-10 were identified as factors correlating negatively and IL-12 correlating positively with telomere length suggesting that these factors may drove a dissimilar proliferation of blood progenitor cells or regulated telomerase activity in the progenitor cells and thereby causing the observed variations (irregular oscillations) in telomere length. Second, solar irradiation is a known exogenous stress stimulus acting directly on DNA as well as indirectly on various cellular targets. As a consequence, telomere shortening is supposed to occur at sites of sun-exposed skin. As the mechanism of the UV-induced telomere erosion remained largely elusive, the aim in this study was to investigate telomere length regulation upon UV-irradiation in human skin cells as well as in three-dimensional organotypic culture models. We showed that chronic UVA- and UVA+B-irradiation of organotypic skin cultures caused telomere shortening in p53-mutant HaCaT cells but not in normal human epidermal keratinocytes (NHEKs). Aiming at analyzing the acute effects of UV-irradiation, we found an early reactive oxygen species induction and unexpected chromatin modulation at the telomeres 1 h after irradiation in NHEK and after 48 h in HaCaT cells, which upon treatment with a histone deacetylase inhibitor could be identified as heterochromatin relaxation. Moreover, DNA damage repair proteins (γH2AX, 53BP1, ATM, PAR) accumulated at telomeres, confirming that UV-irradiation directly or indirectly damage telomeric DNA. While NHEK arrested in cell cycle, the p53-mutant HaCaT keratinocytes continued to proliferate with DNA damage. As proliferation is required to manifest telomere loss, it was tempting to suggest that in particular the p53-mutant cells suffer from UV-dependent telomere loss. Thereby, these cells either progress towards cellular senescence or genomic instability, a prerequisite for carcinogenesis.  In conclusion, our data confirmed that stress whether acting endogenously or being induced by exogenous factors, influenced telomere length as shown for bariatric intervention and weight loss of obese patients causing a time-dependent telomere elongation in their PBMCs as well as for chronic UV-induced stress causing accelerated telomere erosion in p53-mutant skin keratinocytes. 
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Importantly, and for the first time, this study additionally demonstrated that telomere length in PBMCs is not static, but showed in as little as two-months-time intervals significant though irregular oscillation/fluctuation. This regulation is highly individual and needs to be taken into account when considering telomere length as a biomarker for instance in stress or disease. The mechanism of this native telomere length regulation, however, has not yet been fully understood and needs further investigation.                
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1.   Introduction  1.1 The telomeres; structure and function  Natural Ends prevent Chromosomal End-to-End Fusion. The term ‘telomere’ originates from the Greek words ‘telos’ (end) and ‘meros’ (part), which was named by Muller in 1938. He induced chromosomal breakage by X-ray irradiation and discovered in parallel with McClintock that the natural chromosomal ends, the telomeres, were not involved in the later chromosomal realignments (Muller 1938). McClintock further revealed that chromosomes without their natural ends stick together and breaking fusion bridges can be formed (McClintock 1941b). Telomeres protect the coding DNA of linear chromosomes. Three decades later Olovnikov first discussed the end replication problem of linear chromosomes by the loss of genetic information during every successive replication cycle (Olovnikov 1971). However, just one year later, Watson specified that in the last steps of the semiconservative DNA replication of linear phage chromosomes the excision of the last 5’ RNA primers, cannot be replaced by DNA-polymerase and genetic information might be lost. Thus, a non-coding sequence must maintain chromosome integrity, which today, we know as telomere sequence (Watson 1972). Nevertheless, it took 6 more years until the precise composition of the telomeres was elucidated. It was Blackburn and Gall who investigated the ciliated protozoan Tetrahymena thermophilia, which contained as DNA termini the 20-70 fold repetition of the hexa-nucleotide 5’-TTGGGG-3’ (Blackburn & Gall 1978). The human telomeres consist of the repetitive sequence 5’-TTAGGG-3’ and can be composed of 5 to 15 kb (Hug & Lingner 2006). Telomeres terminate in a 120-130 bases-long single-stranded 3’overhang which invades into the double-stranded sequence. Forming such a T-loop protects the DNA end from being recognized as double-strand break by the DNA repair proteins (Giraud-Panis et al. 2010). Beside the specific telomere structure, a number of proteins were identified which directly or indirectly interact with the telomeric DNA. The so-called shelterin complex consists of six shelterin proteins which only occur at the telomeric sequence. The telomeric repeat-binding factors 1 and 2 (TRF1, TRF2) bind with high affinity and sequence specificity to the double-stranded telomeric DNA. TRF1-interactin nuclear factor 2 (TIN2) bridges TRF2 and TRF1 by simultaneously binding and further recruiting TPP1. Finally, protection of telomere (POT1) protein interacts with TPP1, where it recognizes and binds the single-stranded telomere sequence. The sixth shelterin component RAP1 binds at each TRF2 protein forming in total a large-molecular-mass complex that is also referred as the mammalian telosome (fig. 1) (de Lange 2005; Diotti & Loayza 2011). 
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  The high-order structure of telomeric chromatin is peculiar. Beside the shelterin proteins numerous structural proteins are associated with telomeres. Just like the non-telomeric bulk DNA, the telomere sequence is collocated in nucleosomes; however, a distinct chromatin high-order structure is still unknown for human telomeres. The sequence of DNA defines various characteristics of nucleosome binding for instance stability and sequence dependent positioning. Thus, it was suggested, that the telomeric repeats with 6 base pairs (bp) could need higher energy for wrapping around the histone octamer in comparison with the 10.2 bp winding of common irregular DNA (Fajkus et al. 1995; Anselmi et al. 2000; Filesi et al. 2000; Pisano et al. 2008). Additionally, researchers exhibited of Drosophila extracts a short nucleosomal spacing of 160 bp between telomeric nucleosomes, whereas, general DNA exhibit a 200 bp distance (Galati et al. 2012). In bulk chromatin one linker histone H1 redounds upon one histone octamer but in telomeric chromatin less H1 is present (Dejardin & Kingston 2009). Taken together, a highly condensed telomeric chromatin structure seemed to be unlikely. However, the post-translational histone modifications of heterochromatin are commonly found at telomeres like the repressive chromatin marks H3K9m3, H4K20me3, heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1), and hypoacetylated H3 and H4 (Blasco 2007; Schoeftner & Blasco 2009).  The fact that, the repetitive telomere sequence is not coding for proteins and is mainly accessed during DNA replication additionally argues in favor for a highly condensed heterochromatin character (Blasco 2007).  Telomere transcription produces Telomere repeat-containing RNA (TERRA). For a long time, it was believed that the telomere sequence is transcriptional silent due to its non-coding character. In 2007, Azzalin and co-workers brought evidence that the mammalian telomeres are transcribed into a non-coding UUAGGG-repeat containing RNA, TERRA which plays a role in telomere length homeostasis and chromatin control (Azzalin et al. 2007; Luke et al. 2008; Schoeftner & Blasco 2008). 
Figure 1 | Human telomere localization and their structure with shelterin proteins  Telomeres are repetitive structures at the end of linear chromosomes. They consist of 5’-TTAGGG-3’ repeats and can be composed of 5 to 15 kb. Six telomere specific proteins localize at the telomere sequence and forming the shelterin complex. While telomeric repeat-binding factor 1 and 2 (TRF1, TRF2) binds to double-stranded telomere sequence the protection of telomere (POT) 1 protein localized at single-stranded telomere DNA. At each TRF2 protein one RAP1 protein can be observed. Interacting nuclear factor (TIN) 2 binds TRF1 and TRF2 and recruits TPP1 bridging to POT1 and the single stranded sequence. The telomeres terminate in a 3’ single-stranded overhang. By invading this strand into the double-stranded telomere sequence a protective T-loop is formed.  [Image from (Buckingham & Klingelhutz 2011)]  
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The transcription of telomeric RNA starts in the subtelomeric regions, close to the beginning of telomeres, into the direction of chromosomal ends. Thus, TERRA is constructed of telomeric and common RNA (Azzalin et al. 2007; Schoeftner & Blasco 2008). Little is known about the localization and function of TERRA. While it was found to intercalate into the double-stranded telomere DNA and to inhibit telomerase function, TERRA was also discovered in the nucleoplasm (Azzalin et al. 2007; Porro et al. 2010; Lai et al. 2013). The amount of TERRA in the cell seems to underlie a self-regulatory mechanism. Modification of heterochromatin regulates TERRA expression. If TERRA was depleted a decrease in the heterochromatin protein H3K9m3 was seen which led to a more euchromatin DNA state at the telomere sequence (Caslini et al. 2009; Deng et al. 2009; Arnoult et al. 2012). Consequences of telomere shortening. Due to the end replication problem, telomeres erode with each cell division. Critical short telomeres reveal molecular markers characteristic for DNA double-strand breaks like yH2AX, 53BP1, MDC1 and NBS1, which further lead to the activation of ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) and/or ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3 related (ATR) signaling pathway (d'Adda di Fagagna et al. 2003). The activation of the latter subsequently induces a p53-dependent signaling process, which either leads to cell death by apoptosis or to senescence by replicative arrest (Harley et al. 1990; Herbig et al. 2004). The replicative senescence or Hayflick limit was first described in 1961 by Hayflick and Moorhead. They characterized 25 strains of human diploid fibroblasts and without knowing of any checkpoint activation they found, that the cells “…degenerate after about 50 subcultivations and one year in culture” (Hayflick & Moorhead 1961). In the absence of checkpoint function, cell proliferation and telomere shortening continue until somatic cells undergo a crisis. Then, the telomeres lose their end-protective function and the uncovered chromatin ends are recognized as double-strand breaks. Aberrant DNA repair induces chromosomal rearrangement, which can further lead to breaking-fusion-bridges and genomic instability (McClintock 1941a; McClintock 1941b; Wong & Collins 2003). Telomeres can be maintained by telomerase. A physiological way to counteract telomere shortening is the attachment of telomere repeats by the ribonucleoprotein telomerase. In 1984 Greider discovered this enzyme in a cell free system of Tetrahymena extract, which was able to add the telomere repeats to telomeric primers (Greider & Blackburn 1985). The telomerase, which itself is a multi-subunits complex, consists of the catalytic unit the telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT), the RNA telomere template telomerase RNA component (TERC or TR) as well as the proteins NHP2, NOP10, GAR1, Dyskerin (DKC1), Pontin and Reptin (fig. 2) (Venteicher et al. 2008; Vulliamy et al. 2008; Sauerwald et al. 2013). Telomerase is assembled in the Cajal body in human cells and transported to the telomeres mediation of TCAB1 (Venteicher et al. 2009). It conducts its function as a dimer of two TERT subunits that executes telomere elongation by adding de-novo nucleotides to the telomeric DNA strand, making use of its RNA-template (Sauerwald et al. 2013).  
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 Telomerase is expressed in germ cells and in some tissue-dependent somatic cells. Telomerase activity is found in germline cells and is still being observed during embryonic development. However, it is suppressed in most somatic cells and hence, various tissues of adult humans do not reveal any telomerase expression (Harley 1991; Kim et al. 1994; Ulaner et al. 1998). In 1996 there was evidence provided that renewing epithelia like the epidermis of the human skin has telomerase activity (Harle-Bachor & Boukamp 1996; Taga et al. 1999). Following other renewing epithelia telomerase expression was also seen along the gastrointestinal tract (Hiyama et al. 1996; Bachor et al. 1999) the endometrium (Yasumoto et al. 1996) or hair follicle (Ramirez et al. 1997). Importantly, a strong relationship between telomerase activation and cancer was elucidated in the past. To maintain unlimited proliferation 85 to 90% of human cancers regain telomerase activity to escape the barrier of replicative senescence (Kim et al. 1994; Akincilar et al. 2016). When comparing telomerase activity of premalignant lesions like Barrett's esophagus, intestinal metaplasias and intestinal adenomas with telomerase activity in normal mucosa of the same patient, a decrease in telomerase expression was seen in the pre-carcinogenic tissue compared to the healthy tissue. These findings already suggested a late upregulation of telomerase activity during tumor development (fig. 3) (Bachor et al. 1999). Progressive telomere shortening may occur until replicative senescence is reached. If specific genetic and epigenetic alterations like the presence of viral oncogenes or somatic mutations are present, the telomeres continue to shorten and chromosomal ends become uncapped. Most of these cells undergo apoptosis due to increased genomic instability, however, in rare cases; cells escape crisis and reactivate telomerase. Bearing short telomeres these cells are able to continue proliferation (fig. 3) (Shay & Wright 1996; Shay 2016). Besides telomerase, an alternative pathway of the telomere lengthening can takes place under selective pressure. This alternative lengthening of telomere (ALT) pathway depends on homologous recombination and was detected in transformed fibroblasts and a small number of human tumors (fig. 3) (Henson et al. 2002). Most of these tumors have a mesenchymal origin but the reason for this remains unclear. For instance, ALT is prevalent in tumor types like, osteosarcoma, some soft tissue sarcoma, astrocytoma and glioblastoma (Bryan et al. 1997; Hakin-Smith et al. 2003; Henson et al. 2005; Jeyapalan et al. 2008). 
Figure 2 | Structure of the human telomerase  Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein and is able to elongate telomeres by attaching de-novo nucleotides. It consist of a catalytic site, the telomere reverse transcriptase (TERT), the human telomerase RNA component (TERC or hTR) as well as NHP2, NOP10, GAR1, Dyskerin, Pontin, Reptin and TCAB1. Later components are required for the telomerase to accumulate in Cajal bodies and to elongate telomeres.   [Image from (Gomez et al. 2012)] _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Figure 3 | Telomere shortening and telomerase reactivation  Due to the end-replication problem, somatic cells reveal telomere shortening with each cell division. Continued telomere shortening can either lead to replicative senescence of apoptosis. If the senescence checkpoints are altered, cells continue proliferation until telomeres become critically short leading to uncapped chromosomes and genomic instability. In rare cases, cells are able to become immortal by triggering telomere lengthening mechanisms like telomerase activation and ALT.  [Image from (Gomez et al. 2012)] ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________        1.2 Telomere length in the human skin  The human skin is build up by three compartments: The outer epidermis, the dermis and a subcutaneous fat layer. The epidermis is a stratified squamous epithelium and traverses a terminal differentiation program. Its main components are keratinocytes, but also melanocytes, Langerhans cells and Merkel cells can be found in small numbers (Watt 1989). Constant renewing and differentiation of the keratinocytes from the stratum basale into the stratum spinosum to the stratum granulosum can be seen. By reaching the most outer part of the epidermis the stratum corneum is reached, where cells are terminally differentiated into a dead horn squams, which do constantly shed off (Haake et al. 2001; Candi et al. 2005; Simpson et al. 2011).  The majority of cells in the dermis are fibroblasts which produce a connective tissue composed of extracellular matrix components like collagen type I+III as well as glycosaminoglycans and proteoglycans. Further cell types in the dermis originate from the vascular, sensory and immune system (Haake et al. 2001). Dermal fibroblasts exhibit no telomerase activity in vivo. As a population doubling of only 0.20-0.25 per year is assumed, however, just a loss of 60-75 telomeric bp per fibroblast cell was calculated after the measured rate of telomere loss and donor age in human skin fibroblasts (15 bp/year) (Harley 1991).   The skin epidermis exhibits telomerase activity. In contrast to skin fibroblasts, the human epidermis expresses telomerase. By dissecting the epithelium into different cell layers Harle-Bachor and Boukamp provided evidence for telomerase activity in the basal layer of the epidermis (Harle-Bachor & Boukamp 1996). One year later, telomerase-positive bulge cells of the hair follicle were discovered 
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(Ramirez et al. 1997). These findings correlate well with the small age-dependent telomere loss in human skin keratinocytes in vivo (Krunic et al. 2009).  High telomerase activity is found in keratinocyte skin cancers. Approximately 90 % of all malignant tumors contain telomerase activity (Kim et al. 1994). At the same time, telomere length was generally shorter or of the same length in comparison to the corresponding non-malignant tissue (Hiyama et al. 2009). For constant tumor growth, tumorigenic cells need to maintain proliferation capacity and a strong correlation with hTERT expression and the activation of telomerase was also found in skin tumors (Wu et al. 1999). The various skin cancer entities derive from different somatic cells. A more prevalent and highly malignant skin tumor type, which descends from melanocytes, is the malignant melanoma (MM). In these tumors, high telomerase activity was detected in 69-86 %. Furthermore, squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) and basal cell carcinoma (BCC) both derive from skin keratinocytes, also reveal high telomerase activity of 25-100 % or 77-95 %, respectively (Kim et al. 1994; Taylor et al. 1996; Shay & Bacchetti 1997; Parris et al. 1999). In 2014, Leufke and co-workers revealed evidence for two telomere phenotypes with two mechanisms of tumor initiation in SCCs: a longer tissue-wide heterogeneous and a tissue-wide evenly short to intermediate telomere length. The latter is suggested to originate from stem cell territories with the stem cell as the tumor-initiating cell. However, from which cells which telomere tumor type develops remains unclear (Leufke et al. 2014).   To date, it is well accepted that the development and progression of SCCs, BCCs and MMs is causally linked to solar irradiation. This photo carcinogenesis is manifested in UV-induced DNA damage typically at dipyrimidine sites leading to C-T or / and CC-TT tandem double mutations (Gruber et al. 2007).  UV-light can be boon and bane of human skin. The epidermis of the human skin is the outermost barrier of the human organism. It suffers and benefits from many endogenous factors. One of these factors is solar irradiation which can be both a blessing and a curse for the human skin. According to the electromagnetic spectrum the sun light which reaches the earth contains about 6.6-7.5 % ultraviolet (UV), 43-44.7 % visible (Vis) and 43-48.7% infrared (IR) light (fig. 4) (Schulze 1982; Lawrence-Berkeley-National-Laboratory 2017). UV-light can further be differentiated in UVA, UVB and UVC (IOS 21348 Definition of Solar Irradiance Spectral Categories). While UVC-light (< 280 nm) is absorbed at the ozonosphere, 5-10 % UVB-irradiation (280-315 nm) reaches the earth and UVA-irradiation (315-400 nm) passes with almost no resistance (Moura Valejo Coelho et al. 2016). Thus, the largest UV-fraction reaching the human skin is composed of UVA. UVA rays are capable of penetrating deep into the dermal layers of the skin.  
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Figure 4 | Solar radiation reaching the earth  Approximately 6.6% UV-light, 44.7 % visible light and 48.7 infra-red light reach the surface of the earth.       [Image from (Lawrence-Berkeley-National-Laboratory 2017) _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  They are absorbed by proteins and other photo-reactive compounds. In turn, this may cause imbalances in mitochondria and produce reactive oxygen species (ROS). UVB-light is meant to be absorbed in the epidermal layers and is capable to directly damage the DNA. Therefore, consequences of solar UV-exposure can be erythema, photo-ageing, photo-immunosuppression and as mentioned above for skin cancers (Schulze 1982; Marionnet et al. 2014).  Nevertheless, already in the early 20s of the 20th century the positive effect of sunlight was found by curing rickets, a bone disease of immature humans with an impaired vitamin D or calcium metabolism (Huldschinsky 1919). Later on, vitamin D deficit in humans was linked to various diseases and disorders revealing the importance of vitamin D for human health. Vitamin D supply can be achieved by nutrition or by the penetration of solar UVB-light into the skin. There, it converts the precursor 7-dehydrocholesterol into previtamin D3, which is further metabolized to vitamin D (Holick 2007; Hossein-nezhad & Holick 2013).  Telomeres are prone to UV-light induced damage. As solar irradiation with UVA and UVB-light is able to damage the DNA by direct or indirect mechanisms, telomeres are an excellent target for both UV-light damaging pathways due to their special repetitive sequence. Over 20 different types of oxidative damages to DNA bases have been reported so far (Cooke et al. 2003). The most common one, making up for about 5 % of all oxidative nucleotide alteration, is the 8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2’-desoxyguanosine (8-oxodG) molecule (Dizdaroglu 1992). The guanine triplets (5’-GGG-3’) of telomeres are notably prone for oxidative stress. For instance, telomere plasmids showed a 7-fold higher sensitivity to oxidative stress-induced strand breaks by Fe2+/H2O2 compared to bulk DNA (Henle et al. 1999). Furthermore, the indirect DNA damage 8-oxodG formation was approximately 5 times increased at telomeres after UVA-irradiated of lung fibroblasts in comparison to bulk DNA (Oikawa et al. 2001). Moreover, by analyzing fibroblasts Peterson et al. revealed a delayed telomeric single-strand break repair of 19 days after H2O2-treatment in comparison with DNA minisatellites (Petersen et al. 1998). Additionally, the telomere sequence exhibits tracts of bordering pyrimidines (5’-TTA-3’ or 5’-TAA-3’), which may cause multiple cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs) (Clingen et al. 1995; Tommasi et al. 1997). Whereas Rochette and Brash showed evidence that CPD removal from telomeres is 
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almost absent and cells still proliferate with consistent high level of telomeric CPDs (Rochette & Brash 2010), Parikh et al. found an about 2-fold lower CPD level at telomeres and a removal rate that was supposed to be 1.5-fold faster compared to bulk DNA (Parikh et al. 2015). They provided evidence that shelterin binding may partly protect telomeres from DNA damage and showed a functional NER repair at the telomere sequence. Nevertheless, the CPD induction and repair at telomeres remains contradictory. Additionally, electronic excitations, for instance via photons, can easily occur because chromophores in polynucleotides are close enough to interact. Additionally, adenosine-guanosine pairs are able to transfer energy to guanosine-cytosine pairs, resulting in reactive DNA sites (Gueron & Shulman 1968; Nordlund 2007). Another specific but less frequent dimeric DNA lesion produced by UV-light is the pyrimidine (6-4) pyrimidone photoproduct (6-4PP). Compared to bulk DNA, telomeres show equal amounts of 6-4PP after UVC-irradiation in vitro and revealed a similar removal rate (Parikh et al. 2015).  UV-light induces DNA damage repair. The DNA damage at telomeres or bulk DNA that is directly or indirectly caused by UV-irradiations induces alteration of the high-order chromatin structure changing or even breaking phosphodiester backbones of the DNA. Central sensing factors of this radiation induced DNA damage response is the ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) serine threonine protein kinase for double-strand breaks (DSBs) and the related serine threonine kinase ataxia telangiectasia and Rad 3 related protein (Kitagawa & Kastan 2005). The structural change of chromatin is recognized and transmitted to ATM (Lee & Paull 2005). ATM activation occurs by intermolecular auto-phosphorylation of inert ATM dimers (Bakkenist & Kastan 2003) leading to activated ATM monomers, which are able to activate several downstream targets like p53, CHK2, H2AX and BRCA1 (Lee & Paull 2004). In mammalian cells the non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) is the preferred DSB repair which is facilitated by the BRCA1 protein. Located near DSBs the histone variant H2AX can by phosphorylated by ATM to ɣH2AX on which 53BP1 is also able to bind. However, the exact role of 53BP1 is not fully understood. 53BP1 was proposed to be a coactivator of p53 (Iwabuchi et al. 1998) but later on, a simultaneously binding of 53BP1 and the p53 DNA binding site was shown to be sterically impossible (Joo et al. 2002). Clear is that 53BP1 functions upstream of ATM, because knockouts of either the H2AX or 53BP1 genes suppressed the phosphorylation of ATM after irradiation induced DSBs (Fernandez-Capetillo et al. 2002; Mochan et al. 2004).  A central role of the DNA damage response (DDR) comprises the “guardian of the genome” the tumor suppressor protein p53. As a transcription factor p53 is able to activate numerous downstream targets for cell cycle arrest like GADD45, p21 and 14-3-3σ or it induces apoptosis by expression of BAX, PUMA or Pidd (el-Deiry 1998; Yu & Zhang 2005). For several years p53 is known to favor an important role in the UV-induced DNA damage repair by transactivation-dependent and independent pathways. Thus various studies exist, showing the connection of p53 and the nucleotide excision repair (NER) exhibiting a p53-NER dependent CPD and 6-4PP repair after irradiation (Ford & Hanawalt 1995; Smith et al. 1995; Ford & Hanawalt 1997). NER renders the direct reversal of DNA lesions like 
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the repair systems base excision repair (BER), interstrand crosslink repair or the DSB repair. To enable access of repair proteins to the lesion the chromatin conformation needs to be modified. In the late 80ies, Smerdon and Liebermann provided evidence that the reachability of nucleases can be altered by the nucleosome rearrangements in human chromatin after UV-irradiation of cells in culture (Smerdon & Lieberman 1978). Later Smerdon described a simple model with three steps (access, repair, restore) how the photoproducts can be erased by the NER. After the recognition of the UV-lesion, the bulky chromatin needs to become loosened and remodeled by modification factors to allow i) access for the repair proteins. When ii) repair is performed iii) a restore of nucleosomes to the chromatin to obtain the initial state of chromatin (Smerdon 1991). In the meantime this model was further complemented with epigenetic evidence for various chromatin modulating factors (Green & Almouzni 2002; Gong et al. 2005; Marteijn et al. 2014), however, his core theory still endures. During DNA repair at telomeres besides the general chromatin proteins the telomere specific shelterin protein are additionally involved. For instance, the shelterin proteins prevent telomeres from being recognized as double strand breaks. In particular, inhibiting inappropriate DNA repair is achieved by suppressing ATM and ATR activation through TRF2 and POT1, respectively (van Steensel et al. 1998; Karlseder 1999; de Lange 2005). TRF2 and RAP1 are known to prevent the dimerization of the Ku70-Ku80 heterodimer which is an important unit of the NHEJ repair (Ribes-Zamora et al. 2013). This obstruction of false repair at telomere might be one reason why real telomeric DNA damage is refractory to repair and built persistent DDR foci. These foci are characterized by ɣH2AX and 53BP1 accumulation and were found in quiescent cells in a high number at telomeres even after 4 month of IR (Fumagalli et al. 2012).   UV-light induces telomere shortening. Repeated exposure of human skin to solar UV-irradiation may lead to photo ageing and carcinogenesis (Takeuchi et al. 1998; Berneburg et al. 1999) and was furthermore linked to telomere shortening in vitro and in vivo. For instance, Oikawa et al. obtained immediate telomere shortening of cultured lung fibroblasts after a single UV-treatment and this accelerated telomere erosion was intensified with increasing UVA-doses (Oikawa et al. 2001). A similar telomere shortening effect was seen in cultured foreskin fibroblasts 24 h after UVA-irradiation (Ma et al. 2012). Also 24 h after UVA-irradiation Yin and co-workers confirmed a dose-dependent telomere shortening in normal human dermal fibroblasts (Yin & Jiang 2013).  When male mice were UVB treated three times per week the telomere length of epidermal basal cells were shorter in the irradiated ventral skin as compared to unexposed dorsal skin. Here, the investigators argued that the telomere shortening is a result of hyperplasia through UV-exposure which resulted from an increased proliferation and thus increased telomere erosion (Stout & Blasco 2013). A pilot study with 12 humans revealed also UV-dependent telomere shortening. Therein, the skin of the volunteers was exposed to solar-simulated UV-irradiation with the minimum erythema dose three times on consecutive days and skin biopsies were taken 24 h after the last irradiation (Emanuele et al. 2013). Another study of human skin samples could also confirm these findings. By comparing 
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keratinocyte and fibroblast telomere length of subjects working either indoor or outdoor, the telomere length was shorter in subjects who worked in sun-exposed environments (Ikeda et al. 2014). Similar, these findings in humans were also received in our laboratory. In 2008, Damir Krunić demonstrated shorter telomeres in epidermal keratinocytes, dermal fibroblasts and melanocytes of sun-exposed sites as compared to sun-protected sites (fig. 5) (PhD thesis Dr. D. Krunić 2008, published online).  Figure 5 | Difference in the telomere length in sun exposed skin versus non-exposed skin  [Image and Text was kingly provided from Dr. D. Krunić (PhD thesis 2008, published online)] __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   Due to the increased oxidative stress after UV-irradiation by ROS induction a first mechanistic idea how telomere become shorten after UV-exposure was given by Ziglinicki and co-worker (von Zglinicki et al. 2000). They provided evidence for a replication-dependent telomere shortening mechanism after the induction of single-strand breaks (SSB) in fibroblasts with hydrogen peroxide. It was hypothesized that the induction of SSB by oxidative stress may be the main cause of telomere shortening due to a specific repair deficiency during replication (von Zglinicki et al. 2000). Furthermore, telomere length under increased stress level was investigated in 22 independent studies of 7 different laboratories. All, except of three studies connected telomere shortening with increased oxidative stress (von Zglinicki 2002). Nevertheless, these findings just describe the effects of the stress-induced telomere shortening while the exact mechanism still remains elusive.   1.3 The telomere length as biomarker In the past, beside UV-irradiation many stress factors have been investigated and were linked to accelerate telomere shortening in humans. Accordingly telomere shortening was linked to psychological and physiological disease and poor lifestyle. The telomere length determined in the hematopoietic system. Most of the studies connecting telomere length as biomarker with health or lifestyle status were performed with leukocyte telomere length (LTL). Leukocytes or white blood cells (WBC) are nucleus-containing cells of the blood 
Each dot on the graph represents the mean telomere signal intensity in one skin sample in keratinocytes (green), dermis (gray) and melanocytes (blue) from the sun exposed skin, and from the rarely exposed skins. Note the high variation within each group due to interpersonal differences and the small size of sample (5 donors only per group), nevertheless there is a tendency for longer telomeres in the non-exposed group in the keratinocytes and melanocytes, and significant difference in 
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protecting the body against pathogenic organisms or foreign cells. They are generated from multipotent mesenchymal stem cells in the medulla ossium ruba mainly found in the episternum and pelvis and further differentiated into the different leukocyte categories. These are B cells, T cells and natural killer (NK) cells and the myeloid cells consisting of monocytes (subdivided in macrophages, mast cells and dendritic cells) and the granulocytes (class-divided in neutrophil, eosinophil and basophil) (Cumano & Godin 2007). The discovery of the hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) and their frequent production of blood cells were made in the mid-twenties century (Till & Mc 1961; Metcalf 1970; Moore & Metcalf 1970). For a continuous production of blood cells, the HSC undergo a massive proliferation including their self-renewal for long-term. On average, 99 % of the HSC cells were found to divide every 57 days (Cheshier et al. 1999). After differentiation 20-45 % are lymphocytes (therefrom 15-25 % B cells and 40-75 % T cells) and 55-80 % are myeloid cells of the blood stream containing leukocyte. While monocytes and granulocytes exhibit a half-life of some hours up to few days, the memory cells of lymphocytes are able to survive for years (Blumenreich 1990). All other lymphocytes in the peripheral blood reveal a half-life of 1-6 weeks but according to the type of labelling, the half-life was found to vary. In particular, morphologically maturated B cells displayed a half-life of 5-6 weeks but residual B cells maintain for several days only (Fulcher & Basten 1997). Interestingly, human naive matured T-cells have a longer half-life and longer telomeres than memory T cells of the same donor (Weng et al. 1995; De Boer & Perelson 2013) (fig. 6).  With the analysis of telomere length in leukocytes of different aged donors, age-dependent telomere erosion was found in T cells, B cells and granulocytes (Rufer et al. 1999; Chen et al. 2011; Ishikawa et al. 2016). This age-dependent telomere loss was also detected in other tissues like endothelial cells of the vascular system (Chang & Harley 1995), skin cells (Sugimoto et al. 2006), skeletal muscle, subcutaneous fat (Daniali et al. 2013), thyroid and parathyroid tissue (Kammori et al. 2002) and mucosa of large and small intestines (Hiyama et al. 2009). The telomere loss is for most parts linked to [Image from http://www.lonza.com/products-services/bio-research/primary-cells/hematopoietic-cells/hematopoietic-knowledge-center/pbmcs.aspx]  Figure 6 | Mononuclear cells of the hematopoietic system Mononuclear white blood cells also called peripheral blood nuclear cells (PBMCs) can be divided into myeloid cells (plasmacytoids and monocytes, the latter can differentiate into macrophages or dendritic cells) and lymphoid cells (B, T or NK cells). The white blood cells granulocytes derived from myeloid cells are polynuclear leukocytes and thus not represented in the image.  
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the end replication problem but is also suggested to a age-related decrease in telomeric repair capacities of the (stem) cells (Kruk et al. 1995). In the human hematopoietic system lymphocytes and granulocytes showed a 30-time faster telomere decrease in the first years in childhood in comparison to the rest of the human life-span which supported a link between HSC division and loss of telomeric DNA. Furthermore, adults revealed to have longer granulocyte telomeres than lymphocytes telomeres. (Rufer et al. 1999) While age-dependent telomere loss was calculated as being 33 bp per year in T-cells, B cells only showed a telomere loss of 15 bp/year revealed to be slower in. On that account, B cells showed 15 % longer telomeres (about 1 kb longer) compared with T lymphocytes in adult peripheral blood. (Martens et al. 2002) Like T cells, the subpopulations of B cells show differences in telomere length. Based on the differentiation, naïve matured B cells reveal shorter telomeres than their activated germinal-center (GC)-form. After differentiation of the GC B cell to memory cells, lymphocyte telomeres occurred to be shortened again. (Weng et al. 1997)  The hematopoietic cells reveal telomerase activity. Like other extensively proliferating tissues the HSCs of the hematopoietic system express telomerase activity. In 1995, Counter and co-workers first showed evidence that peripheral, cord blood and bone marrow leukocytes of normal donors expressed low levels of telomerase activity (Counter et al. 1995). An increase in T cell telomerase activity was seen after their stimulation through serially transplanted HSCs. Furthermore, in this study Allsopp and co-workers found, a proliferating dependent HSC telomere shortening in the bone marrow of the donor mice. (Allsopp et al. 2002) The contrary of these two findings, that the telomerase positive HSCs show telomere shortening is not yet fully clear. One may speculate for a too rapid proliferation and too little telomerase activity. In addition, peripheral-blood T cells show almost no detectable telomerase activity, but T cells subpopulations in the thymocytes exhibit high levels. However, activation through chronic inflammation can also increase the telomerase activity in peripheral-blood T cells. (Weng et al. 1998) Furthermore, naïve or memory B cells showed little to no expression of telomerase activity, while GC B cells in the lymph nodes have a 128-fold higher telomerase activity (Weng et al. 1997).   Life style may influence telomere length in human peripheral blood cells. So far, an accelerated telomere shortening of leukocytes was associated with several lifestyle determinants. For example, two studies directly focused on the alcohol consumption and humans LTL revealed and showed shorter LTL after regular alcohol intake ranging from alcohol abuse to minor alcohol consumption (Pavanello et al. 2011; Strandberg et al. 2012). Additionally, a connection between short LTL and cigarette smoking was demonstrated (Muezzinler et al. 2015; Gao et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2016). Valdes and colleagues even demonstrated a dose-dependent telomere shortening with increasing smoking and recalculated for each pack-year smoked an additional telomere length loss of 18 % (Valdes et al. 2005), however, to quit smoking seemed to increase LTL, depending on the past time of smoking cessation (Wulaningsih et al. 2016). On the other hand beneficial behaviors for humans’ health were linked to longer LTL than humans with poor health behaviors like eating few 
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polyunsaturated fatty acids (Cassidy et al. 2010; Tiainen et al. 2012), performing a Mediterranean diet (Boccardi et al. 2013), higher vegetable consumption (Lian et al. 2015), having enough physical activity (Puterman et al. 2010; Song et al. 2013; Borghini et al. 2015) or enough sleep (Prather et al. 2015) were associated with longer LTL.   Stress to the human body may negatively influence telomere length. Beside the lifestyle impact on LTL, the physical and psychological stress exposure was manifold revered to have a critical influence on LTL. Various studies in adults showed accelerated LTL erosion with increased life stress. For instance, shorter LTL was associated with the posttraumatic stress disorder, (O'Donovan et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2014; Roberts et al. 2017), depression, anxiety and adjustment disorders (Wang et al. 2017), perceived stress during caregiving of a chronically ill children (Epel et al. 2004), unemployment (Ala-Mursula et al. 2013), experienced discrimination (Lee et al. 2017), or stressful and threatening life events within the previous 6 month like illness, social difficulties or loss of an intimate relationship because of death or separation (van Ockenburg et al. 2015; Verhoeven et al. 2015; Lopizzo et al. 2017). Additionally, the accelerated decrease of LTL due to stressful events (like violence, low socioeconomic status, maternal depression, family disruption, and institutionalization) was also obtained in children (Coimbra et al. 2017) and even in newborns the accelerated LTL erosion was associated with increased maternal perceived stress during pregnancy (Send et al. 2017). Obesity and telomere shortening is related to psychological and physical stress. Being obese may be both a psychological and physiological stress determinant to the human body. Obesity is the extreme accumulation of adipocyte tissue which has negative impact to the health state. According to the World Health Organization obesity is defined by a body mass index (BMI: m/l2 [kg/m2]) equal or higher than 30 kg/m2 (WHO 2000). Due to the increased body mass obese people have movement restriction, are often bullied, may suffer from the western slim ideal of beauty and suffer more often from depressions (Reeves et al. 2008; Luppino et al. 2010). Furthermore, Furukawa et al. suggested that obesity induces systemic oxidative stress and provided evidence that adipose tissue selectively increases the ROS production in mice and humans. This was further supported by an increased expression of NADPH oxidases and a decreased expression of antioxidant proteins (Furukawa et al. 2004). Linking the increase of several inflammation and oxidative stress markers to LTL, Bekaert et al. showed a negative correlation of increased oxidative stress and LTL (Bekaert et al. 2007). Based on the physiological and physiological factors it was not surprising that many researchers found evidence for shorter LTL in obese humans (Muezzinler et al. 2014; Mundstock et al. 2015). Onset of the 21st century, for the first time it was shown that obese woman had shorter LTL than non-obese women (Valdes et al. 2005; Kim et al. 2009). But also at young age, Buxton and co-workers found a shorter mean LTL in children between 2 and 17 years with early onset obesity (Buxton et al. 2011). Interestingly, in an population based study Bischoff and colleagues could not detect an association between shorter LTL and obesity in elderly and old people (73-94 years) (Bischoff et al. 2006). Five 
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years later, similar results were published by Njajou and co-workers. Here too, they did not find a correlation between obesity or LTL of participants between 70 and 79 years, however, they found LTL to be negatively associated with increasing subcutaneous body fat (Njajou et al. 2012). Non-smoking obese men with a starting mean BMI of 31.9 kg/m2 lost on average 10.6 kg after a 12-week energy-restricted diet. Biopsies of the rectal mucosa before and after weight-loss program revealed a significant increase in mucosa telomere length, which appeared to be larger with increasing weight reduction (O'Callaghan et al. 2009). However, a study with overweight or obese post-menopausal women did not demonstrate a leukocyte telomere change after one year through a weight reduction of 10 % with dietary weight loss and/or aerobic exercise (Mason et al. 2013). In a gender-mixed study with 5-year dietary weight reduction reported to an increase of LTL (Garcia-Calzon et al. 2014a). This effect was also seen in overweight/obese adolescents. Here a 2 month-long intervention of dietary habits, physical activity and psychological constitution was already enough to receive a significant LTL increase after 6 month of follow up (Garcia-Calzon et al. 2014b). Similarly, obese adults and adolescents revealed a weight-loss-dependent leukocyte telomere lengthening 6 month after a bioenteric intragastric balloon (BIB) placement (Carulli et al. 2016). In 2014 Formichi and colleagues first exhibited a study of weight reduction through bariatric surgery and LTL. The obese patients, with a BMI between 33 and 79 kg/m2, obtained either sleeve gastrectomy, gastric banding, gastric bypass, biliopancreatic diversion or a gastric plication. Even though a weight reduction was received no telomere lengthening was seen. Instead, a LTL decline was found after 3, 6, 9 and 12 months after the surgery (Formichi et al. 2014). However, after 10 years Laimer and co-workers provided evidence for an LTL increase induced bariatric surgery (Laimer et al. 2016).       
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 1.4 Aim of the study Telomere integrity is an important determinant for genomic stability and excessive telomere shortening can be a first step towards cancer (McClintock 1941a; McClintock 1941b; Wong & Collins 2003). Therefore, telomere length plays an important role in the maintenance and function of human cells. Besides the well-described continuously proceeding age-dependent telomere loss (Chang & Harley 1995; Rufer et al. 1999; Chen et al. 2011; Ishikawa et al. 2016), the process of accelerated stress-dependent telomere erosion is still less well defined. Accordingly, telomere shortening in leukocytes was associated with several lifestyle determinants and it was shown, that being obese may cause psychological and physiological stress which negatively affects telomere length in the peripheral blood lymphocytes (Muezzinler et al. 2014; Mundstock et al. 2015). If causally related, intervention may reverse this process. As a second, though external stress UV-irradiation is supposed to affect telomere length in human skin cells. Repeated exposure of human skin to solar UV-radiation were correlated with  photo-ageing and carcinogenesis (Takeuchi et al. 1998; Berneburg et al. 1999) and further linked to telomere shortening in human skin fibroblasts (Oikawa et al. 2001; Ma et al. 2012; Zhou et al. 2012; Yin & Jiang 2013). From in vivo studies it was suggested that sun-exposed skin contained shorter telomeres in epidermal keratinocytes, dermal fibroblasts and melanocytes compared to sun-protected skin (Emanuele et al. 2013; Stout & Blasco 2013). Therefore, in this thesis, I aimed to investigate the role of two distinct stressor-related regulatory consequences on telomere length regulation: first, the role of endogenous stress factors on the regulation of human telomeres in peripheral blood mononuclear cells of obese people during bariatric intervention and second, the role of UV-dependent stress on telomere length regulation in human skin cells. Thus, the following questions aimed to be answered:   I. a)   How is telomere length regulated after stress induction through bariatric intervention in       severely obese humans? b) How is telomere length regulated in healthy humans and what could impact the regulation? II. a)   How do telomeres respond to UV-irradiation in monolayer cultures and organotypic three-       dimensional skin cultures? b) What role plays the p53 protein in telomere regulation after UV-irradiation? c) Are telomeres of the skin cells differently regulated upon acute versus chronic UV-irradiation? d) What is the role of different irradiation regarding UVA versus UVA+B-radiation?   
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2.   Results  2.1    Telomere length regulation in response to bariatric stress  Stress is supposed to be a regulator of telomere length in peripheral blood mononuclear cells. Interestingly, stress can be twofold. Negative stress in the form of anxiety, posttraumatic stress disorder, depression, adjustment disorder, caregiving, discrimination, threatening life events and many more correlated with telomere length reduction and is supposed to be a negative regulator (Epel et al. 2004; O'Donovan et al. 2011; Ala-Mursula et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2014; van Ockenburg et al. 2015; Verhoeven et al. 2015; Coimbra et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2017; Lopizzo et al. 2017; Roberts et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2017). However, there were also reports that stress like weight reduction or physical activity can act positively on telomere length (O'Callaghan et al. 2009; Garcia-Calzon et al. 2014a; Garcia-Calzon et al. 2014b; Latifovic et al. 2016; Arsenis et al. 2017; Williams et al. 2017). We have asked for the role of intervention on telomere length regulation in high obese people. Bariatric surgery should cause a weight reduction of these severely obese humans to investigate the endogenous telomere length development. The intervention study was performed in co-operation with the groups of Prof. Christine Sers, Tumor Pathology and Prof. Jürgen Ordemann, Interdisziplinäres Adipositaszentrum, Charité Berlin. At the Charité Berlin a patient cohort of 105 severely obese patients (36x male, 69x female, age 20-68 y) with a starting BMI between 38-70 obtained bariatric surgery (38x bypass, 67x sleeve).  From the patients before the operation (105x preOP), 6 months (97x 6m post-OP), 12 months (74x 12m post-OP) and 24 months (32x 24m post-OP) blood was withdrawn and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) on objective slides were sent to Heidelberg, where I analyzed the PBMCs for telomere length by quantitative fluorescence in situ hybridization (qFISH) staining. Image acquisition and analyzation was performed in co-operation with Dr. Damir Krunić, Light Microscopy Facility, DKFZ Heidelberg and statistical analysis was performed in co-operation with Thomas Hielscher, Division of Biostatistics, DKFZ Heidelberg. Each sample obtained from Berlin was at least measured two times for TL.        
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2.1.1 Statistical post processing and cohort characterization   2.1.1.1 Batch correction of leukocyte TSI experiments for comparison of data series The resulting telomere signal intensity (TSI) data from the qFISH staining were collected over a period of 3 years. During this time, strong differences between the single time points of the mean TSI levels were observed for each batch. In particular, time series effects with systematic lower values 2013 and higher values 2014 were observed (fig. 7 a). As these differences may be the consequence of experimental and/or technical factors, normalization was used to eliminate these effects and to make the experiments intercomparable. The TSI data were corrected with the assumption that all experiments should have the same average of TSI values but by simultaneously preserving the connection between clinical (age, gender, BMI) and experimental (time point) factors. Thomas Hielscher developed a linear multivariable regression model with the factors of influence age, BMI, date of experiment, gender and time point relating to the surgery as well as a TSI batch correction. Thereby, these components of the experiment were decorrelated according to the estimated model parameters, while conserving all other factors (fig. 7 b). For instance, the observed time series effects with systematic lower values 2013 and higher values 2014 of the raw data (fig. 7 a) were normalized in the TSI data range to a linear distribution over time (fig. 7 b).                    
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  Figure 7 | TSI data over time with or without batch correction by a linear multivariable regression model a | TSI data before and after a bariatric surgery of obese patients were collected over 3 years. Differences between the single time points of TSI measurement were observed. b | TSI data were normalized by Thomas Hielscher using a linear multivariable regression model to correct batch effects by preserving the TSI relation between clinical (age, gender, BMI) and experimental (time point) factors. After the normalization, data collective exhibited a linear distribution over time. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   
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2.1.1.2 TL decline with increasing age of severely obese patients It is generally accepted, that telomeres shorten with increasing age in healthy humans (Rufer et al. 1999; Chen et al. 2011; Ishikawa et al. 2016). To see, if this also accounts for the severely obese cohort, the age and median TSI of the 105 patients were correlated (fig. 8 a) and a significant decrease of TL with increasing age was similarly determined.  Besides age, also the gender is supposed to be a determinant of telomere length. Despite contradictory studies it is assumed that healthy women have longer telomeres than healthy men (Gardner et al. 2014). To identify a possible gender-dependent influence on TL, TSI of PBMCs from 69 severe obese women and 36 severe obese men were plotted (fig. 8 b). No significant telomere differences between both genders were found, but obese women tended to have slightly higher TSI (fig. 8 b).  Additionally, several studies showed a connection of obesity with shorter telomere. Thus, the effect of obesity on telomere length of the cohort was further analyzed. No correlation of obesity and telomere length could be found (fig. 8 c).    Figure 8 | Telomere length in the context of age, gender and BMI of severely obese patients Telomere length was determined by qFISH in PBMCs of 105 severe obese patients. a | TSI was correlated with age [years] and a significant telomere length decline with increasing age was seen. Dot: median TSI of all measured cells of one obese patient, red line: linear regression curve (formula is indicated) and slopes is significantly non-zero. b | Severe obese women had no significant TSI difference than severe obese men (f: 69/ m: 36). Red triangle: median TSI of all measured PBMCs of one severe obese woman. Blue triangle: median TSI of all measured PBMCs of one severe obese man. Black line: mean. Unpaired t-test with two-tailed p-value calculation. c | TSI did not show significant correlation with BMI. Dot: median TSI of all measured cells of one obese patient, red line: linear regression curve (formula is indicated) and slopes is significantly non-zero. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    
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2.1.2 Significant BMI decline after bariatric surgery of severe obese patient  The BMI of the operated obese patients was also recorded with each blood withdrawal. Before surgery, the median BMI was 48.0 kg/m2. Already after 6 months, the median BMI significantly decreased to 38.5 kg/m2, which was continued within the 12- and 24-month time points, also demonstrating a significant decline to 36.0 and 35.5 kg/m2, respectively (fig. 9). Importantly, the distinct BMI decline persisted for long term after the bariatric surgery.  Figure 9 | BMI before and after bariatric surgery of severely obese patients Bariatric surgery of severely obese patients caused a significant BMI reduction after 6, 12 and 24 months. The starting median BMI before the surgery of 48 kg/m2 was reduced to 38.5 kg/m2, 36.0 kg/m2 and 35.5 kg/m2, respectively.    Black dot: BMI [kg/m2] of one patient, red line: median, one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test to pre-OP. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    2.1.3 TL regulation of severely obese patients after bariatric surgery-induced weight loss  To get a better understanding for the role of BMI loss on the telomere length regulation, the telomere length of PBMCs was analyzed before and during the weight reduction (fig. 10). The telomere length analysis with qFISH staining showed a 0.76 % increase (p=0.4632) 6 months after the bariatric surgery. At later time point at 12-month post-surgery, mean TSI was again slightly increased by +1.8 % (p=0.1857, fig. 10), while a significant TSI increase of +5.6 % was obtained 24 months post operation (p=0.0063).     
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Figure 10 | Telomere length alteration after bariatric surgery of severely obese patients Telomere length constantly increased from a mean TSI of 130400 a.u. before surgery of obese subjects. Thus, +0.76 %, +1.8 % and +5.6 % increase in TSI were monitored 6, 12 and 24 months post-surgery, respectively. Black dot: median TSI of measured PBMCs of one patient, red line: mean, pre-OP compared to other time points with Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon test.                   _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   Obese patients showed after bariatric surgery a decrease in BMI and an increase in telomere length. Thus, we further investigated the relationship of body weight and telomere length (BMI vs. TSI) at different time points (fig. 11).  Before surgery, no correlation between TSI and BMI of obese patient was seen (fig. 11 a). In addition, also 6 months after bariatric surgery no relation between TL and induced weight reduction was found (fig. 11 b). However, 12 and 24 months after surgery, a tendency of longer telomeres with lower BMI was detected (fig. 11 c, d), though, statistically significance was not reached.         
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   Figure 11 | Correlation of BMI and TL at different time points before and after bariatric surgery a | BMI and TSI correlation of severe obese patients (n=105). Here, the body weight did not influence TSI, since no significant correlation between BMI and TL was found. b | 6 months after a bariatric surgery) no significant BMI-TSI correlation could be detected. c | 12 months post-surgery, a correlation of BMI and PBMCs TSI was also not present. d | 24 month after surgery, no significant effect on TL was observed with increasing bodyweight. Importantly, though correlation between BMI and TL increased over time. Dot: median PBMC TSI of one obese patient, red line: simple linear regression curve (formula is indicated). _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    
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2.1.4 Chronological TL progression of severely obese individuals after bariatric surgery-induced weight loss  The preceding data described the effect of weight reduction on TL at the basis of the entire population, regardless of individual TL regulation. To obtain a better understanding for the role of weight loss on telomere length, it is however, of importance to follow all patients individually. To do this, TSI (black) and BMI (red) data were plotted chronologically for each subject before and after the bariatric surgery, thereby showing the number of time points analyzed for each individual and demonstrating the progression of the BMI and TSI curve, respectively (fig. 12). This graphic shows that, after 6 months, all subjects declined their initial BMI. At later time points, most of the subjects maintained or even reduced further their bodyweight. Nevertheless, 12 patients (ID 2, 3, 5, 16, 23, 27, 29, 40, 43, 48, 55, 63) again increased their BMI level 24 months after surgery. Relating to telomere length, after 6 months about 40 patients revealed a TSI increase and about 44 patients a TSI decrease while after 12 months about 29 increased and 26 patients decreased TSI. From 12 to 24 months about 20 patients increased TSI while just 4 patients showed a TSI decline (ID 12, 36, 43, 47). Comparing TSI vs. BMI regulation, about less than half of the subjects showed a parallel curve progression over time for TSI and BMI. For instance, patients 43, 45, 51 or 77 demonstrated a constant decreased in TL as well as a continuous decline in weight. In contrast, some patients revealed TSI and BMI regulation into the opposite direction. A BMI decrease and a TSI increase after 6 month was found for example in patients 4, 5, 10, 12, 24, 25, 30, 34, 35, 40, 46, 48, 50, 55, 56, 58, 60, 70, 71 and 74.   These data showed how differently the regulation of telomere length can occur after bariatric surgery-induced weight reduction. Due to this, a more detailed analysis in respective to TSI changes over time was performed. Patients were divided into three defined groups depending on their mean TSI change (fig. 13).  One group contained 9 patients with less than 10 % in TSI changes (ID 20, 21, 25, 29, 30, 36, 39, 47, 51) (fig. 13 a). Group 2 with median TSI changes between 10 and 30 % contained 11 patients (ID 2, 11, 12, 16, 19, 34, 35, 40, 43, 48, 52) (fig. 13 b) and group 3 contained 6 patients with TSI changes bigger than 30 % (ID 3, 9, 10, 17, 28, 46) (fig. 13 c). Group 1 showed very consistent TSI over timer. Minor TSI changes (decline/increase) were under 10 % from time point to time point. This TSI variation was much more pronounced in group 2, here the individual TSI varied between 10 and 30 % over time. In group 3 the variation in telomere length was even more pronounced.  This strongly suggests that telomere length is not a stable trait but can fluctuate significantly and that individual telomere length increases or decreases strongly depend on the time point of measurement. 
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     Figure 12 | Individual TL progression of severely obese patients after bariatric surgery and their corresponding BMI progression Telomere length of PBMCs was determined in severely obese subjects before and 6, 12 or 24 months post bariatric surgery. The individual TSI (black, a.u.) and BMI (red, kg/m2) progression of each patient was outlined. Patient numbers underplayed in light orange is indicated above the progressions. At 6 month after the operation, all patients lost some body weight as seen in an initial BMI decline. After 12 months, 44 patients decreased, while 40 patients increased their TL. Both, parallel and opposite progression of BMI and TSI were observed on an individual basis. Image was kindly provided by Thomas Hielscher, Division of Biostatistics, DKFZ Heidelberg.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________      
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Figure 13 | Severely obese patients after bariatric surgery could be divided into three groups according to their changes in TL progression  Telomere length of PBMCs was determined in severely obese subjects before and 6, 12 or 24 months post bariatric surgery. TSI changes of all patients with follow-up until 24 months were calculated according to pre-OP TSI values and individual TL progressions were arranged into three groups. a | 9 patients revealed changes smaller than 10 % of their TL (patient ID: 20, 21, 25, 29. 30, 36, 39, 47, 51). b | TL changes between 10 and 30 % were detected in 11 patients after the surgery (patient ID: 2, 11, 12, 16, 19, 34, 35, 40, 43, 48, 52). c | 6 patients revealed TSI changes of more than 30 % in PBMCs (patient ID: 3, 9, 10, 17, 28, 46).  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   Taken together bariatric surgery of severely obese patient strongly decreased body weight after 6 month and patients could maintain this reduction until 2 years. Their PBMC telomere length was at early time points unaltered but after 2 years a telomere elongation was seen. As longer the surgery dated back as more negatively correlated telomere length with body weight. Furthermore, this study demonstrated that in a group of 26 severely obese patients, which could be followed-up over 2 years post bariatric surgery, time-dependent telomere length changes could be found and according to TSI change amplitudes patients could be divided into three defined groups concerning these specific telomere length regulations.    2.1.5 Chronological TL progression of non-obese individuals 2.1.5.1 Cohort characterization of healthy non-obese probands Having experienced a significant variation in telomere length between different time points we asked whether this is specific for the obesity group. Therefore, we investigated a group of 22 healthy non-obese probands (BMI 18-28) spanning an age from 26-59 with 16 women and 6 men. Blood was taken all 2 month during one year and telomere length was measured in PBMCs by telomere qFISH.   The generated TL data for normal weight subjects were correlated with the corresponding age to confirm the quality of data set and the data normalization and the typical age-dependent telomere loss was seen suggesting for a control cohort (fig. 14 a). For the non-obese control group with 16 women and 6 men a significant difference in TL was not observed and mean TSI for women and men were almost identical (fig. 14 b).  Additionally, comparing the telomere length of the first blood withdrawal with the telomere length at 6 month and the last blood withdrawal (1 year) no differences of the untreated group in TL were found (fig. 14 c).  
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 Figure 14 | Basic TL analysis of non-obese, healthy probands a | TSIs were correlated according to their age [years] at the time of the first blood withdrawal. Correlation of mean TSI and subject age exhibited a decrease in TSI with increasing individual age. Dot: median TSI of the measured cells of one subject, n=22, red line: linear regression curve (formula is indicated) and slope is significantly non-zero. b | Gender dependent TSI analysis of 16 women and 6 men. A significant difference in telomere length between men and women was not observed. Triangle: median TSI of the measured cells of one subject at first blood withdrawal, black line: mean. c | TL of the same probands before, 6 months and after 1 year do not show alterations. Dot: median TSI of the measured cells of one subject, red line: mean. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    2.1.5.2 Comparison of individual TL progression of non-obese probands against obese patients with bariatric surgery Obese patients showed after bariatric intervention a significant telomere length variation over time, thus it is of interest, if such a telomere regulation is a specific trait caused by intervention in the obesity group. Thus, both obese patients and healthy individuals were compared with the same time intervals using a 6-month scale (fig. 15). As result, similar changes in TSI were observed over time. For instance, the patient with the ID 28 and subject F showed an increase of approx. 30 % after half a year as well as a subsequent decrease to almost the starting value.   In general, TSI changes for obese patients varied between +40 % and -30 % within the first 6 months and between +50 % or -40 % within the first 12 months, as normalized to the pre-OP TL value (fig. 15 a). Healthy individuals also revealed TL changes between +40 % and -30 % within the first 6 months. In comparison to obese patients the TL changes at 12 months showed a very similar pattern with a single extreme (ID: V) (fig. 15 b).  
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 Figure 15 | Comparison of telomere length changes between bariatric surgery patients and healthy individuals  a | Changes in PBMCs TL of severe obese patients before, 6 and 12 months after bariatric surgery. b | Healthy humans and their changes of PBMCs TL as measured at intervals of 6 month and normalized to their respective first TSI value.   _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________     2.1.5.3 Bi-monthly individual telomere length progression of non-obese subjects  Following the individual TL regulation and using the same criteria as for the obese cohort, we again distributed the probands according to their maxima bimonthly TL change over one year into the three defined groups (fig. 16). Interestingly, TL changes under 10 % was detected in just one subject (ID: G) (fig. 16 a).  TL changes between 10 and 30 % were found for 12 subjects (ID: A, B, C, D, E, H, I, N, Q, S, U, W, X) (fig. 50 b). While the TL change amplitudes varied strongly with the two-month time distance TL seemed to not increase/decrease over the year. TL change with even stronger amplitude (>30 %) could be found for 9 subjects (ID: F, P, V, L, O, K, M, C, T) (fig. 16 c). Also after one year 50 % seemed to increase TL (ID: V, K ,P), while 50 % of the subjects decreased TL (ID: L, T, O).     
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  Figure 16 | Non-obese control patients were divided according to their changes in TL progression Healthy humans donated venous blood on a bi-monthly basis for TL determination by qFISH. TSI changes were calculated compared to the first time-point and subjects were divided into three groups according to their range of TL change amplitudes. a | A TSI change under 10 % was found for subject G. b | TSI changes between 10 and 30 % were found for subjects A, B, D, E, H, I, N, Q, S, U, W and X. c | TSI changes over 30 % was observed for subjects F, P, V, L, O, K, M, C and T. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
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To determine whether TSI variation is real the telomere length was additionally measured with another telomere length measurement method, the qPCR. From 9 healthy non-obese subjects (A, B, G, H, K, M, N, V, X) 2 to 6 blood samples were collected bimonthly over about one year and telomere length was measured in PBMCs with qFISH and qPCR (fig. 17).  The correlation of the resulting TL measured with both methods revealed a good correlation between qFISH and qPCR method, indicating that both methods would be suitable for TL measurement of PBMCs (fig. 17 a) and also individual TL progression revealed similar curve progression over time (fig. 17 b).   Figure 17 | Comparison of TL measurement method qFISH vs. qPCR Telomere length measurement of the control samples were measured with both the qFISH and the qPCR method. a | Both methods revealed similar telomere length of the identical samples exhibited by the data correlation with an R2 of 0.4. Of each subject A, B, G, H, K, M, N, V and X, 2 to 6 different time points over one year were measured in technical duplicates with both methods. Symbols: mean of technical duplicates. Red line: linear regression curve (formula is indicated) and slope is significantly non-zero. b | Example chronological telomere progression over one year for subject G and M. Very similar TL progression was seen for subject G. Similar progression was seen for subject M with both methods. qPCR T/S ratio multiplied with 100 to achieve presentation in the same graph.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Taken together, we found a similar TL variation in non-obese subjects as in the obese cohort. Thus, the variation over time is probably independent from bariatric intervention and obesity. This showed that telomere length is not a stable setting which becomes shorter with age but obviously underlies some at the present unknown regulation.    
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2.1.6 Investigation of influencing factors on telomere length regulation  As so far, no connection was found which could explain the TL variation in obese and non-obese individuals. To get insight into the regulation of telomere length with each blood donation the healthy non-obese study population additionally answered a questionnaire asking for certain aspects of life style, subjective sensation and health comprising the last week and month. To date it is still unknown what and how the telomere regulation is affected by, however, different studies claimed that they found correlations of TL and such influences like stress, alcohol, sleep or food quality (Cassidy et al., 2010; Lian et al., 2015; Lopizzo et al., 2017; Prather et al., 2015; Tiainen et al., 2012; van Ockenburg et al., 2015; Verhoeven et al., 2015).  Thus, the questionnaire included questions concerning the amount of sleep, alcohol and food consumption, stress at home and at work, their personal emotional state and their subjective health impression. Answers ranged from 1 to 10 points, with 1 being equivalent to poor sleep, much alcohol and no healthy food consumption, a lot of stress, a bad emotional state and very poor health and 10 being related to enough sleep, no alcohol, healthy food consumption, no stress, a stable emotional state and good health. For detailed questions see appendix chapter 9.4. The correlation between the answers of the survey and the obtained TSI were plotted (fig. 18, 19, 20).   2.1.6.1 Association between life style and TL Correlating TL with the subjective amount of sleep neither for weekly nor for monthly analysis a significant relation was found (fig. 18 a, b), however, a tendency of longer telomeres with increased sleep amount was received retrospective for both time intervals.  The correlation of the weekly and monthly alcohol consumption with telomere length showed no trend (fig. 18 c, d) and TSI with food quality could also not be correlated with the weekly and monthly impression (fig. 18 e, f).             
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Figure 18 | Correlation of telomere length with subjective sensation of sleep, alcohol consumption and food quality of non-obese individuals a + b | The amount of sleep was evaluated retrospectively by the non-obese individuals for the week (a) or month (b) before the blood donation. Correlation to the TSI of the PBMCs revealed no significant connection but a positive trend in both cases. c + d | The amount of alcohol consumption was ranked retrospectively for the week (c) or month (d) before the blood donation. Correlation to TSI resulted in a not significant connection. e + f | The food quality was evaluated retrospectively for the week (e) or month (f) before the blood donation. Correlation to the TSI of the PBMCs revealed no significant connection. Symbols: TSI correlated with the evaluation of one healthy individual. Red line: linear regression curve (formula is indicated).  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    Various studies suggested that stress accelerates the erosion of telomeres and reveal an empirical link between an increased stress level and short telomeres (Shalev et al. 2013). Therefore, questions about stress at work, stress at home and the affectivity (emotional state) were included in the questionnaire. As a result, stress level at work did not significantly correlate with PBMC telomere length for the week (fig.19 a) or month before blood withdrawal (fig. 19 b).  Likewise, the “stress level at home” did not show a significant link for a week or month before blood withdrawal, however a tendency towards shorter telomeres with a lower home stress level was found (negative correlation; fig. 19 c, d).  Furthermore, the general affectivity and psychic state also revealed a tendency towards shorter telomeres with a balanced psyche and a positive emotional state could be found for weekly time interval, which was even stronger for the monthly interval (negative correlation; fig. 19 e, f). Given that the emotional human sensation is a complex and diverse research area, the relation of TL and the human psyche was not further examined.                 
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Figure 19 | Correlation of telomere length with subjective stress sensation of non-obese individuals  a + b | The amount of stress at work was evaluated retrospectively by the non-obese individuals for the week (a) or month (b) before the blood donation. Correlation to the TSI of the PBMCs revealed no significant connection. c + d | The amount of stress at home was ranked retrospectively for the week (c) or month (d) before the blood donation. Correlation to TSI resulted in a not significant connection but a negative trend in both cases. e + f | The emotional state was evaluated retrospectively for the week (e) or month (f) before the blood donation. Correlation to the TSI of the PBMCs revealed no significant connection but with better emotional state telomeres tended to be shorter in both cases. Symbols: TSI correlated with the evaluation of one healthy individual. Red line: linear regression curve (formula is indicated).  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________     2.1.6.2 Correlation of physical health and telomere length As former investigations revealed also a connection between shorter telomeres and poor health (Shammas 2011; Rehkopf et al. 2016; Yeh & Wang 2016) the individual health impression of each subject was subsequently evaluated from 1 to 10 (very poor - very good). Interestingly, telomeres were shorter when stating a poor health impression within the last week (fig. 20 a). A tendency was still observed within the monthly interval that was, however, not statistically significant (fig. 20 b).  The correlation between health and TSI pointed to some influences of health on telomere length and thus, the health effect was addressed more specifically. The amount of PBMCs was determined given that more PBMCs should hint to an inflammation. Of each subject the PBMCs were semi-quantitative isolated and the cell number was determined with a coulter counter. Plotting the PBMC amount with TL led to a positive correlation, without showing statistical significance (fig. 20 c). 
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36        _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   2.1.6.3 Influence of inflammatory cytokines on telomere length Correlation of the individual health evaluation and TL revealed a health dependent TL alteration. In particular, the most frequent disease stated during the one year examination was a common cold that is generally caused by a viral infection. Therefore, we next investigated for the role of inflammatory cytokines in the TL regulation of PBMCs. For the cytokine analysis proband G from the group 1 with under 10 % TSI changes, 8 probands of group 2 with TSI changes between 10 and 30 % (ID: A, H, I, N, Q, S, U ,W) and 4 probands with TSI changes over 30 % were chosen and the blood plasma of the bimonthly blood withdrawal was analyzed by ELISA for interleukin IL1-α, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12, IL-13, IL-15, IL-17 and Il-23 and the interferons IFNα, IFNβ, IFNγ and IFNL and as well for the tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα). For each cytokine, the levels were correlated with the bimonthly TSI value (table 1, fig. 21). 

Figure 20 | Correlation of telomere length with subjective health impression and the number of leukocytes  a + b | 22 non-obese individuals were asked to rate their health impression retrospectively for the last week (a) and month (b), before the bimonthly blood withdrawal. TL was analyzed in blood PBMCs by qFISH and correlated with the health impression. A positive correlation was received for the weekly, while a similar trend was observed for the monthly evaluation. Thus, with better subjective health impression, TL was increased. c | The number of PBMCs was semi-quantitative determined, but could not be significantly correlated to the TSI of the same PBMCs. Symbols: TSI correlated with the evaluation of health or PBMCs number. Red line: linear regression curve (formula is indicated).   
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For IFNα and INFβ the concentrations were below the detection limit, therefore no correlation could be performed. As shown in table 1 a correlation between cytokine levels and TL could be established for IL-4, Il-10 and Il-12.   Table 1 | Correlation of plasma cytokine concentrations and TSI. 
 Venous blood was obtained bimonthly from non-obese subjects. Telomere length of PBMCs was determined by qFISH and correlated with the blood plasma cytokine level using linear regression. IL-4, IL-10 concentration exhibited a significant negative correlation with telomere length, while IL-12 

concentration displayed a significant positive correlation with TSI. IFNα and INFβ concentration was below the detection limit and could not be further evaluated. All other cytokines did not show significant correlations with TSI. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  In particular, IL-4 and IL-10 levels revealed a negative and statistically significant correlation with TSI values (fig. 21 a, b), meaning that TL is decreasing with increasing IL-4 or IL-10 levels. IL-12 showed a positive correlation with telomere length. Increased IL-12 levels were accompanied with longer telomeres (fig. 21 c), however, likewise IL-4 concentrations, for many samples no interleukin could be detected.  
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38   _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  The preceding data described the effect of cytokine levels on TL at the basis of the entire population, regardless of individual TL regulation. To obtain a better understanding for the role of cytokines IL-4, IL-10 and IL-12 on telomere length regulation, telomere length with cytokine level and health status were plotted chronologically for each subject (fig. 22). Proband U, W, H and K showed almost parallel curve progression of TSI (black line) and health impression (broken line). As IL-4 ad IL-10 levels showed negative correlations with telomere length individual progressions confirm this finding. For instance, subject A, M or W showed TSI increases while IL-10 levels declined. Furthermore, the positive correlation of IL-12 and TSI was also present in the graphs of each individual; however, some exceptions were present.      

Figure 21 | Correlation of telomere length and cytokine blood plasma level of IL-4, IL-10 and IL-12  The TL of PBMCs and the blood plasma level was measured of the same blood samples of non-obese subjects. a | With shorter telomeres the interleukin 4 (IL-4) level was increased, thus, showing a significant negative correlation. b | Also interleukin 10 (IL-10) showed a significant negative correlation with PBMC TL. c | With shorter telomeres the interleukin 12 (IL-12) level was decreased, thus, showing a significant positive correlation. Symbols: TSI correlated with the cytokine level of blood plasma. Red line: linear regression curve (formula is indicated). 
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Figure 22 | Individual chronological telomere length with cytokine blood plasma level of IL-4, IL-10 and IL-12 and health impression Venous blood was obtained bimonthly from non-obese subjects. Telomere length of PBMCs was determined by qFISH and correlated with the blood plasma cytokine level analyzed by ELISA. Each graph shows the individual progression of one proband. X-axis: month for 1 (Jan) to 12 (Dec), y-axis: depending on the plotted data set: telomere signal intensity [1/1000] a.u. or heath impression multiplied with 10 to achieve presentation in the same graph or cytokine level [pg/ml], right corner: age of subject at first blood withdrawal. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   Taken together, all obese patients with bariatric surgery showed a significant weight loss leading to a highly significant decrease in BMI. This was not immediately correlated with changes in telomere length; however, after 2 years a significant increase in telomere length was seen. Most importantly, telomere length when measured at different time points after surgery could vary massively, demonstrating a high dynamic in telomere length regulation during the two years. This dynamic was not a consequence of the intervention of the obese patients but was similarly pronounced in non-obese control group showed in a 2 month-interval for 1 year. Further investigations suggest that telomere length is influenced by the amount of sleep, private stress and health (common cold) and that the inflammatory cytokines IL-4, IL-10 and IL-12 may play a role in this regulation.                     
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 2.2   The role of UV-induced stress on telomere length in dermal and epidermal human skin cells We showed stress is supposed to be an endogenous regulator of telomere length in peripheral blood lymphocytes. UV-irradiation, on the other side, is supposed to be an exogenous regulator of telomere length in skin and to date telomere shortening after single UVA-irradiation in monolayer culture was indicated in fibroblasts (Oikawa et al. 2001; Ma et al. 2012; Yin & Jiang 2013). Furthermore, in multiple UV-treated murine skin cells, however using UVB-light, also telomere shortening was reflected (Stout & Blasco 2013). Solar irradiation containing a mixture of UVA- and UVB-light light was also connected to shorter telomeres in sun-exposed human skin areas (Emanuele et al. 2013; Ikeda et al. 2014) (PhD thesis Dr. D. Krunić 2008, published online).  As former work mainly focused on acute UVA-induced telomere alteration in conventional cultured dermal fibroblasts, we investigated the impact of UVA-light in conventional culture of normal human epithelia keratinocytes (NHEKs) and HaCaT cells.   2.2.1 Single UVA-irradiation did not decrease TSI in NHEKs The effect of a single UVA-irradiation on epidermal NHEKs in cell monolayers was investigated. Therefore, cells were irradiated with 12 J/cm2 UVA, which correlates to a sun exposure of about 30 min around noon in mid Europe (Federal Office for Radiation Protection 2006, www.bfs.de). The TSIs in interphase cells were detected by telomere qFISH staining 1 h, 4 h, 24 h or 48 h after UVA-treatment. After 1 h TSI increased for 28 %. This effect was, however, abrogated 4 h after UV-treatment and the small TSI decrease of 6 % is in the range of biological variation and remained constant also after 24 and 48 h (fig. 23 a-d).        

http://www.bfs.de/
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 Figure 23 | Telomere signal intensity of NHEKs after single UVA-irradiation at different time points NHEKs were UVA-irradiated with 12 J/cm2 and telomere signal intensity was detected in interphase cells via qFISH a | UVA-irradiation caused a significant TSI increase of 28 % (p=0.0255) after 1 h. Later time points at b | 4 h (-6 %, p=0.6085), c | 24 h (6 %, p=0.4599) or d | 48 h (-7 %, p=0.1499) did not show a significant TSI alteration in NHEKs after UVA-treatment. a | 3 experiments (exp.) with either 1, 2 or 4 replicates  b | 3 exp. with either 2 or 4 replicates.  c | 3 exp. With either 2 or 3 replicates d | One exp. with n=10. Black dot: median TSI of all NHEK cells of one sample (n), red line: mean. To compare single experiments without losing information the control mean of all median (n) in one experiment was normalized to 1 and UV means were also corrected with the same factor used for CO samples. Unpaired t-test with two-tailed p-value calculation.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________     2.2.2 Single UVA-irradiation did not decrease TSI in p53-mutant HaCaT cells Next we analyzed the human HaCaT keratinocytes, which differ from NHEK by being impaired in p53, signaling, expressing high levels of telomerase, and exhibiting stable short telomeres (Krunic et al. 2009). As a result, single UVA-irradiation of HaCaT cells exhibited at the first three time points (1 h, 16 h, and 24 h) marginal TSI fluctuations (fig. 24 a, b, c). However, a statistically significant TSI increase, which was seen for NHEKs at 1 h after UV-treatment (fig 23. a), was found for HaCaT cells 48 h after UVA-irradiation, showing a TSI increase of 28 % (p=0.0037, fig 24. d). This effect was abolished after 72 h and also later time points (96 and 116 h) did not show TSI alterations (fig 24. e, f, g).      
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  Figure 24 | Chronological telomere signal intensity of HaCaT cells after single UVA-irradiation HaCaT cells were UVA-irradiated with 24 J/cm2 and telomere signal intensity was detected in interphase cells via qFISH at a | 1 h b | 4 h c | 24 h d | 48 h e | 72 h f | 96 h and g | 116 h after treatment. UVA-irradiation caused a significant TSI increase of 28 % (p=0.0037) after 48 h. All other time points at 1 h (6 %, p=0.6199), 16 h (-10 %, p=0.3200), 24 h (6 %, p=0.5457), 72 h (9 %, p=0.4296), 96 h (-8 %, p=0.6646) and 116 h (-0.2 %, p=0.9910) showed no significant TSI alteration in HaCaT cells after UVA-treatment. a | 6 exp. with either 1, 2, 4 or 5 replicates b | 2 exp. with either 2 or 4 replicates c | 4 exp. with either 1, 2, or 4 replicates d | 4 exp. with either 1, 2, 6 or 8 replicates e | 2 exp. with either 3 or 4 replicates f | One exp. with n=4 g | One exp. with n=9.  Black dot: median TSI of all HaCaT cells of one sample (n), red line: mean. To compare single experiments without losing information the control mean of all median (n) in one experiment was normalized to 1 and UV means were also corrected with the same factor used for CO samples. Unpaired t-test with two-tailed p-value calculation.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________     
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 2.2.3 Relation between TSI and telomere length after single UV-irradiation The above data pointed towards a significant TSI increase upon acute UVA-irradiation at which the conventional cultured NHEKs and HaCaT cells altered TSI at 1 h and 48 h, respectively. Telomere signal intensities were determined in interphase cells stained by qFISH using the telomere specific polynucleotide acid (PNA) probe (Dako). According to the manufacturer’s protocol, TSI should be equal to telomere length. However, this tremendous increase in telomere length within this very short time made telomere lengthening unlikely.  Thus, the UV-treatments of NHEKs and HaCaT cells were repeated in conventional cultures by analyzing telomere length comparing TSI with an alternative approach of the length measurement, the quantitative PCR. This latter method determines the absolute telomere length and was first described by Cawthon in 2002 (Cawthon 2002). While with qFISH the TSI of NHEKs was increased at 1 h and for HaCaT cells at 48 h after single UVA irradiation (fig. 25 a, c), the qPCR method showed neither for NHEKs nor for HaCaT cells a significant telomere length change (fig. 25 b, d).   Figure 25 | Telomere length determination with qFISH and qPCR Both, qFISH and quantitative PCR was performed to measure TSI and absolute telomere length (TL), respectively, after single UVA-treatment. a | After qFISH staining NHEKs showed a significant TSI increase of 28 % (p=0.0255) 1 h after treatment. 3 experiments with either 1, 2 or 4 replicates. b | With qPCR after 1 h NHEKs showed no change of relative TL (rTL: +1 %, p=0.5544, outcome of 2 experiments with 1x 1n and 1x 2n) c | With qFISH HaCaT cells showed a significant TSI increase of 28 % (p=0.0037) after 48 h d | With qPCR HaCaT cells showed no change of relative TL 48 h after UVA-irradiation (rTL: +3 %, p=0.1993, outcome of 4 experiments with 3x 2n and 1x 3n) Dot: mean rTL of technical duplicates of one biological replicate (n), red line: mean. To compare single experiments without losing information, the control mean of all n in one experiment was normalized to 1 and UV means were also corrected with the same factor used for CO samples. Unpaired t-test with two-tailed p-value calculation was employed.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   
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Given that UV-treatment of cells may cause damage at the telomere, which might allow an increase in the uptake of PNA probe at the telomeres, showing an increase in signal intensity and thus implicating telomere lengthening. We therefore investigated if the TSI increase after qFISH staining might be a result of chromatin modulation. To modulate chromatin the histone deacetylase inhibitor sodium phenylbutyrate (HDAC inh) was added to NHEKs and HaCaT cells. Subsequently, telomere “length” was quantified either by qFISH or qPCR (fig. 26). After 4 h of treatment with sodium phenylbutyrate, both, NHEKs and HaCaT cells demonstrated a TSI increase, as quantified by qFISH. Different from UVA-irradiation the TSI increase maintained for 24 h (fig. 26 a, b).  To determine its relation to telomere lengthening qPCR was additionally performed. In contrast, relative telomere length measured by qPCR did not demonstrate any major change between control and HDAC inhibitor treated NHEKs and HaCaT cells (fig. 26 c, d). This demonstrated that despite an increased TSI qPCR analysis after 24 h of treatment did not reveal any change (fig. 26).  The unequivocally altering of the chromatin organization allowed for an increase in TSI. In particular, by inhibition of the deacetylases, acetylation remains on histones, preventing positively charged residues on histones to bind the negatively charged DNA. This leads to a more relaxed chromatin structure and an increase of telomere-specific probe binding with qFISH staining.  Furthermore, the data hint that UVA-irradiation in a first step causes a chromatin conformation change, the relaxation of the chromatin, as also after acute UVA-treatment an increased amount of PNA probe at telomeres was detected.  A shift to relaxed chromatin after UVA-irradiation was observed in both keratinocyte types, but at an earlier stage in NHEKs compared to HaCaT cells. Thus, the question remains what provoked the reaction on telomeric chromatin. Due to the fact that UVA-light is known to cause ROS and further oxidative stress (Schulze 1982; Marionnet et al. 2014), the induction of ROS after UVA-irradiation was further determined to address this question.            
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  Figure 26 | Influence of HDAC inhibition on telomeres of NHEKs and HaCaT cells detected by qFISH and qPCR TSI of NHEKs a | or HaCaT cells b | treated for 4 or 24 h with the HDAC inhibitor (HDAC inh) sodium phenylbutyrate (10 mM) after qFISH staining. For NHEKs a TSI increase of 35 % and 17 % and for HaCaT cells a TSI increase of 44 % and 81 % was received. Dot: median TSI of one cell. At least 430 cells were detected per treatment. Red line: median TSI  Relative telomere length of c | NHEKs or d | HaCaT cells treated with 10 mM sodium phenylbutyrate. TL was determined by qPCR 24 h after treatment. No telomere alteration could be found for NHEKs (rTL: -0.3 %, p=0.8439, n=3) or HaCaT cells (rTL: +0.2 %, p=0.8298 n=7). Unpaired t-test, dot: mean rTL of technical duplicates, red line: mean. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________           
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2.2.4 UVA-irradiation induced superoxide anions The ROS and superoxide anion concentrations were analyzed in NHEKs and HaCaT cells after single UVA-treatment by adding two fluorescent dyes: an oxidative stress detection reagent and the superoxide detection reagent. Surprisingly, ROS level in NHEKs temporarily decreased early (20 min) after UVA-irradiation and a significantly increased after 24h (fig. 27 a). Similarly, ROS was also reduced early (20 min) in HaCaT cells but different from NHEKs the level progressed low (fig. 27 b).  Measuring the superoxide anion level in NHEKs, O2- was significantly increased already 20 min after UVA-treatment and after 1 h O2- significant decrease, which was again increased 24 h after UVA-irradiation. In comparison to NHEKs, an initial and significant increase 20 min after UVA-exposure was also found for the HaCaT cells. Thereafter, levels continuously declined at 1 h and 24 h until at 48 h no differences were found after UV-irradiation (fig. 27 c).   
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Figure 27 | UVA-irradiation altered ROS and superoxide anion levels of NHEKs and HaCaT cells a | By 12 J/cm2 UVA-irradiation, NHEKs initially generated lower (20 min) and at 24 h higher ROS-levels. 1 h after treatment no significant ROS level alterations were observed. b | UVA-treatment with 24 J/cm2 also led to a significant ROS decrease at 20 min and 1 h in HaCaT cells, which was normalized 24 and 48 h after UV-exposure.  c | UVA-irradiation of NHEKs led to an increase of superoxide anions after 20 min. This effect was cleared at later time points (1 and 24 h). d | Also HaCaT cells exhibited a significant gain in the superoxide anions level 20 min after UV-exposure, which was continuously normalized at 1, 24 and 48 h. Experiment with n=16, 2-way ANOVA, Bonferroni posttests CO vs. UVA, p-value given for row factor (time), error bars: mean & SEM _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Generally, without external insults reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the superoxide anions are generated in small amounts as side products during the reduction of molecular oxygen in the respiratory chain. To some extent, these molecules play an important role in the signal transduction. However, an imbalance of ROS and superoxide level, for instance through external influences like UV-irradiation, can provoke oxidative stress through the damage of proteins, lipids and DNA (Schulze 1982; Marionnet et al. 2014). After UVA-irradiation superoxide anions seemed to increase rapidly in keratinocytes, while increased ROS generation was found late only in NHEKs. This experiment was performed once with 16 replicates but to prove the ROS generation after single UVA-irradiation, antioxidant n-acetylcysteine (NAC) was additionally employed in order to prevent increasing levels of ROS (Aruoma et al. 1989).   2.2.5 Antioxidant NAC diminished the ROS generation Cells were pre-treated with NAC for 1 h before UVA-exposure and further on kept in the media. Interestingly, merely NAC-treatment of NHEKs led to a significant ROS increase (20 min, fig. 28 a) while HaCaT cells showed an early ROS reduction (20 min, fig. 28 b). Later detections of NHEKs or HaCaT cells showed significant ROS decrease at 1+1 h, 1+24 h or 1 + 48 h.  In NHEKs the combination of both UVA and NAC-treatment reduced the early significant ROS increase after UVA-irradiation to baseline levels. At later time points 1 h and 24 h post UVA-exposure,  the additional NAC-treatment led to a significantly decrease of ROS, which even abolished the UVA-induced ROS increase at 24 h post irradiation (fig. 28 a).  Pre-treatment with NAC before UVA-irradiation of HaCaT cells, led to a comparable ROS decrease as just antioxidant treatment at 20 min, 24 and 48 h after UV-light exposure. Also 1 h after NAC-treatments and UVA-exposure HaCaT cells revealed a strong decrease of the ROS level. At 24 h and 48 h, ROS levels were deceased up to 95 % through NAC (fig. 28 b). Additional pre-treatment with the antioxidant NAC showed for all late time points a statistically significant reduction of ROS, indicating for a UVA-induced ROS-generation. Furthermore, UVA-
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treatment under NAC-treatment reduced the ROS level similarly than NAC-treatment alone, suggesting a maximal inhibition of UVA-dependent ROS induction.   Figure 28 | Antioxidant NAC reduced UV-induced ROS level in NHEKs and HaCaT cells Cells were 1 h pre-treated with 5 mM n-acetylcysteine (NAC) and further UVA-irradiated. The time indicated in the graph describes the ROS level after UVA-treatment of 12J/cm2 for NHEKs or 24 J/cm2 for HaCaT cells. a | NHEKs generated after 1 h + 20 min NAC-incubation significantly more ROS compared to untreated cells. A significant ROS decline was revealed after 1 + 1 h NAC incubation, which was even stronger at 1 + 24 h. When cells were 1 h pre-treated with NAC and subsequently treated with UVA for 20 min or 1 h, ROS increase was found to be even more reduced, compared to NAC or UVA alone At 24 h NAC and NAC+UV-treated samples revealed similar and strongest ROS decrease compared to control and UVA-treated NHEKs. b | Treatment of HaCaT cells with NAC led to a significant ROS decrease in combination with UVA-irradiation or just NAC-incubation itself at 20 min compared to the control or UVA-irradiated cells. At 1 h NAC-treatment led to a stronger ROS reduction than UVA-irradiation. The combination of both NAC+UVA revealed an even higher ROS decrease at 1 h. NAC incubation and the combination NAC+UVA-treatment showed at 24 and 48 h similar and highest ROS reductions of all measured time points, while the untreated control and UVA only cells demonstrated similar levels.  Experiment with n=16, 2-way ANOVA, Bonferroni posttests CO vs. treatment either UVA, NAC or UVA+NAC, p-value given for row factor (time), error bars: mean & SEM _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
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Since NAC significantly reduced the amount of ROS after UVA-irradiation, the resulting influence on telomere chromatin modulation was further investigated in HaCaT cells. For that reason, HaCaT cells were 24 h pre-treated with glutathione (GSH) before UVA-irradiation. GSH is highly cellular abundant and as a natural thiol compound it combats ROS as a substrate for oxidation. GSH can be produced in the cells from NAC but since NAC is quite acetic, it is able to chelate metals and may disrupt phospholipid turnover, the antioxidant GSH shows almost no side effects and thus GSH was further used (Aruoma et al. 1989).  The signal intensity of telomeres was again measured by telomere-specific qFISH staining after GSH-incubation (10 mM, reduced, Carl Roth GmbH) and 48 h after acute UVA-treatment (24 J/cm2) in HaCaT cells. This time point (48 h) was used, because prior after merely UV-exposure HaCaT cells showed a significant TSI increase (chapter 2.2.2, fig. 24 d). By additionally adding GSH and thus, reducing oxidative stress within the HaCaT cells, the observed mean TSI increase of 28 % was decreased by 18 % to a mean TSI of +10 % compared to the untreated control samples (fig. 29). Thus, a UVA-triggered chromatin modulation was most likely reduced and additionally this hints that ROS might have caused this effect.   Figure 29 | Pretreatment with antioxidant glutathione reduced UVA-induced TSI increase of HaCaT cells Single UVA-irradiation with 24 J/cm2 of HaCaT cells showed a significant TSI increase of +28 % at 48 h, as determined by qFISH staining (yellow dots), due to an increased PNA-probe binding enabled by an relaxed chromatin structure at telomeres. HaCaT cells were 24 h pre-treated with glutathione (GSH) (green dots) and further UVA-irradiated with 24 J/cm2, which reduced the TSI increase by 18 % to a TSI increase of 10 %.  Dot: median TSI of all HaCaT cells of one sample (n), red line: mean. To compare single experiments without losing information the control mean of all median (n) in one experiment was normalized to 1 and UVA and UVA+GSH medians were also corrected with the same factor used for CO samples. P-value of 1-way ANOVA is indicated.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   2.2.6 DDR in the nucleus and at telomeres in NHEKs and HaCaT cells Next, we investigated whether the UVA-mediated increase in ROS and superoxide anion levels may lead to DNA damage repair (DDR). To do so, IIF stainings of NHEKs and HaCaT cells were analyzed 1 h after UVA-exposure for DDR proteins poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR), 53BP1, pATM and γH2AX and 
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the total protein amount was determined in the cell nuclei after IIF staining (fig. 30). Each dot in figure 14 a, b represented one experiment with at least 55 cells.  As consequence, acute UVA-irradiation led to an increase of all detected DDR proteins including PAR, 53BP1, γH2AX and pATM within the nucleus of NHEKs after 1 h (fig. 30 a). While PAR, 53BP1 and pATM stainings exhibited high variances between experiments, γH2AX was similarly increased for both experiments; however it showed the weakest increase. These findings differed from UVA-treated HaCaT cells (fig. 30 b). Here, 1 h after UV-treatment 53BP1 was also increased, but just 1.5-fold. Whereas γH2AX intensity was slightly reduced, the pATM amount was insignificantly increased. Moreover, the PAR amount in the nucleus was not altered at all by UVA-light exposure. To determine if the increased superoxide anion level was actually able to damage the DNA, HaCaT cells were additionally stained for 8-oxoguanine (8-oxo-G). In fact, an increase of the DNA lesion 8-oxoguanine was found in the nuclei (fig. 30 b). Unfortunately, the detection of 8-oxoguanin in NHEKs was not possible due to technical reasons.  
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Figure 30 | UVA-treated NHEKs or HaCaT cells were analyzed for a nuclear localization of different DDR proteins a | 1 h after irradiation by 12 J/cm2 UVA, NHEKs showed an increase of all measured DDR proteins in the nucleus (PAR, 53BP1, γH2AX and pATM), compared to untreated controls. a’ | Example images of DDR IIF stainings (green), nucleus (DAPI, blue). b | 1 h after UVA-treatment with 24 J/cm2, HaCaT cells demonstrated an increase of 8-oxoguanine (8-oxo-G) and 53BP1 protein in the nucleus, while other repair proteins like PAR, γH2AX and pATM were not affected to a large extend. b’ | Example images of DDR IIF stainings (green), DNA (DAPI, blue). Total staining amount was analyzed in the nucleus of each cell. Dot: median fluorescence intensity per area of all cells of one biological replicate (n), red line: mean. To compare single experiments without losing information the control mean of all n in one experiment was normalized to 1 and UV means were also corrected with the same factor used for CO samples. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  In the next step, we asked whether DNA damage is also present at telomeric DNA. Therefore, after telomere-specific qFISH staining, cells were additionally stained for DDR proteins and the colocalization of both stainings was measured (fig. 31).  No pATM signal was detected even in the positive control for NHEKs, no colocalization was received for telomere signals and pATM IIF staining. However, UVA-light caused an average DDR proteins increase of about four times at telomeres in NHEKs (fig. 31 a).  This average increase was not observed for UVA-irradiated HaCaT cells 1 h after treatment (fig. 31 b). Here, PAR and 53BP1 staining revealed a mean detection increase at telomeres of about 2.7 or 1.5-fold compared to untreated cells. No changes after UVA-treatment were seen for γH2AX and pATM stainings localized at telomeres. Taken together, HaCaT cells showed much less response and only PAR and 53BP1 were induced 1 h after UV-irradiation, while NHEKs increased all analyzed DDR proteins in the nucleus.            
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 Figure 31 | UVA-treated NHEKs or HaCaT cells were analyzed for a telomeric localization of different DDR proteins UVA-treated cells were fixed and telomere-specific qFISH stained 1 h after irradiation, followed by an IIF staining of DDR proteins.  a | NHEKs revealed after 12 J/cm2 UVA-irradiation an increase of all measured DDR proteins (PAR, 53BP1 and γH2AX at telomeres. Due to technical problems, no results were obtained for the pATM protein with NHEKs. a’ | NHEK example images of telomere staining (red), DDR IIF stainings (green) and DNA (DAPI, blue). b | UVA-treatment with 24 J/cm2 of HaCaT cells led to an increase of PAR and 53BP1 protein at telomeres after 1h. The repair proteins γH2AX and pATM did not exhibit changes. b’ | HaCaT cell example images of telomere staining (red), DDR IIF stainings (green) and DNA (DAPI, blue).  The colocalization of both stainings was analyzed (yellow). Dot: median fluorescence intensity per area of all cells of one biological replicate (n), red line: mean. To compare single experiments without losing information the control mean of all n in one experiment was normalized to 1 and UV means were also corrected with the same factor used for CO samples. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________     
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2.2.7 NHEKs are more sensitive to UVA-light than HaCaT cells  To address the consequences of UVA-irradiation on the cell cycle regulation, the cell cycle distribution of single UVA-treated NHEKs and HaCaT cells was determined 1 and 24 h after irradiation by staining of DNA content using propidium iodide and subsequent analysis by flow cytometry (fig. 32 + 33). Interestingly, 50 % of untreated NHEKs are in G2/M phase while 35 % are in G1 and 15 % are in S phase (fig. 16 a, 1h CO). This might be due to the starting confluency of 70-80 % in the beginning of the experiment and therefore cells might be prone for cell division seeing by an increase of mitosis. At 24 h the untreated cells reached a common distribution with 52 % in G1, 21 % in S and 27 % in G2/M phase (fig. 32 b, 24h CO).  After 1 h, UV-treated NHEKs showed almost no differences of their phases compared to untreated cells and UV-irradiation led just to minor decrease in G1 and S phase cells, causing a minor increase in G2 phase cells (fig. 32 a).   Figure 32 | Cell cycle analysis of UVA-treated NHEKs  Cell cycle phase was determined on a single cell basis by propidium iodide integration into the DNA and subsequent flow cytometry analysis. a | NHEKs revealed slight changes in cell cycle 1 h after single 12 J/cm2 UVA-irradiation. Less cells (-4 %) were detected in G1 and 1 % less in S phase, which resulted in a 5 % G2/M increase, compared to the untreated control. b | After 24 h, UVA-treated NHEKs demonstrated a shift to G2/M by +18 %, while 11% and 7 % of in G1 and S phase cells were reduced, respectively.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Compared to the untreated NHEKs, 24 h after UVA-irradiation, cells showed a slight reduction in the growth phase G1 (-11 %) but also S phase was reduced (-7 %). Hence, NHEKs showed a pronounced shift to G2/M phase of +18 % 24 h after acute UVA-irradiation hinting to a cell cycle arrest in G2/M phase (fig. 32 b). 
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Next, also the cell cycle distribution after UVA-irradiation in HaCaT cells was investigated. Just a marginal decrease in G1 cells (-5 %) and additionally, an increase in S phase cells (+4 %) were detected and thus G2/M phase was not altered 1 h after UVA-exposure (fig. 33 a).  Furthermore, 24 h after irradiation G1 and S phases were not altered in HaCaT cells. Accordingly, no alteration of G2/M phases was received demonstrating no UVA-induced cell cycle changes as the G2 shift seen for UVA-treated NHEKs at 24 h, was not obtained for HaCaT cells (fig. 33 b).  Figure 33 | Cell cycle analysis of UVA-treated HaCaT cells a | At 1 h after 24 J/cm2 UVA-exposure HaCaT cells revealed marginal changes in cell cycle. CO: 59 % G1, 16 % S and 25 % G2/M phase. UV: 54 % G1, 20 % S and 26 % G2 phase.  b | After 24h, UVA-treatment of HaCaT cells did not lead to major cell cycle changes. CO: 62 % G1, 12 % S and 26 % G2/M phase. UV: 60 % G1, 12 % S and 28 % G2-phase. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  To determine the consequences on cell proliferation in response to UV-irradiation, NHEKs and HaCaT obtained an acute dose of UVA- or UVA+B-light and proliferation capacity was analyzed until 120 h (fig. 34). Untreated NHEKs showed characteristic sigmoid proliferation behavior with between 24 and 96 h with plateau formation between 96 and 120 h (black dots, fig. 34 a). This proliferation behavior was completely abolished by single UVA- or single UVA+B-treatment. The starting cell number of 20 000 cells was bisected to about 10 000 cells over time and this number maintained until 120 h after the UV-irradiation (yellow triangles, fig. 34 a).  Untreated HaCaT cells seemed to start slower in proliferation than NHEKs, as reflected by a flatter proliferating curve as well as an initial increase in cell numbers at 48 h (black dots, fig. 34 b). Importantly, acute UVA or acute UVA+B-irradiation did not alter this HaCaT proliferation pattern (yellow triangles, fig. 34 b).   
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56     Figure 34 | Cell proliferation of NHEKs and HaCaT cells after UVA- or UVA+B-irradiation a | Untreated NHEKs indicated a sigmoid growth curve (black dot), single UVA-treatment with 12 J/cm2 led to a 50 % reduction of cell number 24 h afterwards, which was not restored until 5 days after UV-exposure (light yellow triangle). NHEKs reacted to single 12 J/cm2 + 24 mJ/cm2 UVA+B-irradiation similarly (dark yellow triangle). b |  Exponential cell growth of HaCaT cells started after 24 h and showed a slower growth behavior after seeding compared to NHEKs. Single UVA-treatment with 12 J/cm2 or UVA+B-treatment with 12 J/cm2 + 24 mJ/cm2 did not lead to differences in HaCaT cell numbers (yellow triangles). The day before UV-treatment 10 000 cells were seeded, n=8, time: 0, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120 h after UV-light. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    Taken together, the single UVA-irradiation of conventional cultured NHEKs and HaCaT cells showed with qFISH stainings via telomere-specific probe a TSI increase. However, no telomere lengthening was seen with the telomere length measurement by qPCR. Further studies with artificial induced relaxed chromatin showed the same effect hinting to an increase in telomere probe binding causing an increase in telomere signal. Furthermore, acute UVA-irradiation showed an increase of reactive oxygen species which were abolished with antioxidant pre-treatment. This pre-treatment also led to a reduction of TSI after UVA-exposure. In addition, single UVA-treated NHEKs showed inductions of DNA damage sensors γH2AX and PAR, apical local kinases ATM and DNA damage mediators 
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53BP1 at telomeres. Contrariwise, HaCaT cells showed just for PAR and 53BP1 an increase at telomeres after UVA-irradiation but neither cell cycle, nor proliferation was altered in HaCaT cells. NHEKs, on the other hand, were G2/M phase arrested and stopped their proliferation at least until 5 d after a single UV-treatment.    2.2.8 Single UVA- and UVA+B-irradiation did not alter keratinocyte and fibroblast telomeres in organotypic skin cultures Keratinocytes generally form a multilayered tissue epidermis and it cannot be excluded that in this tissue context UV-irradiation may “interact” differently with the telomeres. To address this, we performed organotypic 3D skin cultures (OTCs) which allowed the keratinocytes to form a well-structured epidermis.  The UV effect of an acute UVA-irradiation was investigated 1 h after treatment. For comparative reasons OTCs also obtained a single UV-treatment with a combination of UVA and UVB (UVA+B). To determine the role of mutant p53, HaCaT cells were additionally investigated in this scenario. Eight-week-old OTCs were treated with either a single 24 J/cm2 UVA or a single 24 J/cm2 + 48 mJ/cm2 UVA+B dose. Histological examination of these skin equivalents revealed a well stratified and differentiated epidermis similar to the non-irradiated control when irradiated with UVA. Treated with UVA+B, the epidermis appeared slightly compressed. The dermal equivalents, on the other hand, remained unaltered after both treatments and no change in fibroblast number (fig. 35 a) or alteration in the fibrillary collagen network, as visualized after staining with picrosirius red (second and third row). A better visualization of the fibrillary structure was achieved with circularized polarization microscopy of the picrosirius red staining, which further supported the unaltered structure of the dermal matrix after single UV-treatments (third row). Furthermore, staining for one major component of the basement membrane (BM), collagen type IV (colIV), demonstrated that also the BM remained unaffected by single irradiation with UVA- or UV+B-irradiation of skin equivalents with NHEKs. Under both conditions a continuous line of col IV was seen (fig. 35 a). The OTCs HaCaT cells formed a tick and somewhat disorganized parakeratotic epithelium. Upon radiation the epithelium became more compact and particularly after UVA+B radiation showed a reduced number of cell layers and a better structured and increased stratum corneum (fig. 35 b). Like NHEKs, the dermal equivalents were not affected by UV-irradiation in HaCaT OTCs. Collagen content and structure (picrosirius red staining) were very similar and also the BM (col IV staining) was well maintained under all conditions (fig. 35 b, second, third and fourth row). 
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58   Figure 35 | Single UVA- or UVA+B-irradiated OTCs 1 h after treatment OTCs with NHEKs or HaCaT cells were treated with either 24 J/cm2 UVA- or 24 J/cm2 + 48 J/cm2 UVA+B and structural components or TSIs were detected 1 h after UV-irradiation. a | Skin equivalents with NHEK epidermis: H&E, picrosirius red and collagen IV staining (orange) did not reveal changes after UVA- or UVA+B-treatment. b | OTCs with HaCaT cell epidermis: H&E, picrosirius red and collagen IV staining (orange) did not reveal changes after UVA- or UVA+B-treatment.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  One important effect of UV-irradiation is the generation of DNA damage and in turn, the activation of the DNA damage response (DDR) (Ford & Hanawalt 1995; Smith et al. 1995; Ford & Hanawalt 1997). To determine whether this is the case in OTCs after the here used UV-irradiation the DDR proteins pATM, 53BP1 and γH2AX were analyzed in the epithelium nuclei 1 h after single UVA- or UVA+B-exposure of OTCs. Example images of the IIF staining for OTCs are given in figure 36 (a’ for pATM and 53BP1 in NHEK OTCs) and (b’ for 53BP1 and γH2AX for HaCaT OTCs), respectively.   
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59   Figure 36 | Fluorescence intensity of DDR proteins in the nucleus of UV-treated OTCs OTCs with NHEKs or HaCaT cells were treated with either 24 J/cm2 UVA- or 24 J/cm2 + 48 J/cm2 UVA+B and DDR proteins were detected in the nucleus by IIF 1 h after UV-irradiation. To exclude unspecific signals of the secondary antibody, one sample was prepared without primary antibodies. The mean signals of these secondary antibody controls (data not shown) were normalized to 1, while respective samples were calculated accordingly. Dot: mean fluorescence intensity of one nucleus, red line: median, n=1 with 17-90 analyzed cells.   a | Skin equivalents with NHEK epidermis increased 53BP1 protein in the nuclei after UVA- but not after UVA+B-irradiation. 53BP1 and γH2AX levels showed no significant changes. a’ | Example images for pATM and 53BP1 stainings of NHEK epithelium.  b | The pATM amount was not altered in HaCaT cells after UV-exposure but 53BP1 and γH2AX levels were increased with both UVA- and UVA+B-irradiation. b’ | Example images for 53BP1and γH2AX stainings of HaCaT cell epithelium. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Compared to non-irradiated controls, NHEKs showed no significant changes with both UV-treatments for pATM and γH2AX, whereas an increase of 53BP1 was found 1h after UVA- but not after UVA+B treatment (fig. 36 a). The HaCaT cells of the UV-treated OTC epidermis showed also no change for pATM, however, 53BP1 and γH2AX were increased 1h after single UVA or UVA+B-treatment (fig. 36 b). Interestingly, 53BP1 was stronger increased through UVA+B-irradiation than just UVA-
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irradiation. Unfortunately, we were not able to determine DDR proteins at telomeres, because the combination of the qFISH and the IIF stainings in OTC cyro-sections was not successful and thus, no colocalization of both stainings could be performed due to technical reasons. Next, TSI was determined 1 h after UV-irradiation by qFISH analysis of the OTCs containing either NHEKs or HaCaT cells grown on the dermal equivalent, i.e. in co-cultured with NHDFs. Thus, the impact of UV-light on telomeres could be measured in epidermal and dermal interphase cells, respectively.  In OTCs with NHEK treated with UVA the TSI was moderately increased (9 %, p=0.5051) 1 h after irradiation, while UVA+B led to a slight TSI decrease (-14 %, p=0.4677). Here, neither UVA-treated nor UVA+B treated NHEKs revealed a significant TSI difference compared to the control group (fig. 37 a, left half). The fibroblasts of the same cultures reacted with stronger TSI changes than the NHEK. Upon UVA-irradiation, the TSI increased for 42 %, p=0.311, and upon UVA+B-irradiation for 26 %, p=0.176. Thus, a single UVA-dose rather tends to affects telomere regulation in fibroblasts than UVA+B (fig. 37 a, right half). With an out layer of UVA-treated HaCaT cells of OTCs, median TSI showed an increase (36 %, p=0.1838), while UVA+B led to a TSI decrease (-17 %, p=0.1595) in HaCaT cells. However, UVA-treated or UVA+B treated HaCaT cells revealed no statistically significant TSI difference compared to the control group (fig. 37 b, left half). The fibroblasts of the same cultures reacted comparably to the fibroblasts treated equivalents with NHEKs. Here, a TSI increase of 54 % (p=0.0575) and a minor TSI decrease of 2 % (p=0.9049) was found in comparison to the control cultures after UVA- and UVA+B-exposure, respectively (fig. 37 b, right half).      
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Figure 37 | Telomere signal intensity of single UVA- or UVA+B-irradiated OTCs 1 h after treatment  a | TSI determined after qFISH staining of OTCs with NHEKs epithelia. NHEKs showed no significant TSI alteration with one-way ANOVA (p=0.5795) and unpaired t-test with two-tailed p-value calculation: (UVA TSI +9 %: p=0.5051, UVA+B TSI -14 %: p=0.4677), while fibroblasts revealed a significant TSI increase after UVA-treatment (+42 %, p=0.0311), this effect was less and not significant with UVA+B-light (+26 %, p=0.1760) compared to the control (unpaired t-test with two-tailed p-value calculation). b | TSI determined after qFISH staining of OTCs with HaCaT cell epithelia. As UVA-light increased HaCaT cell TSI (+36 %, p=0.1838), UVA+B decreased TSI (-17 %, p=0.1595) compared to untreated control cultures. A similar effect was also found for fibroblasts of the same cultures (UVA TSI +54 %: p=0.0575, UVA+B TSI -2 %: p=0.9049, unpaired t-test with two-tailed p-value calculation) Data from two independent experiments, each with the following number of cultures: 4x CO, 2x UVA and 2x UVA+B treated cultures. To compare experiments without losing information the control mean of all median (n) in one experiment was normalized to 1 and UV means were also corrected with the same factor used for CO samples. Dot: median TSI of all cells of one culture section (n). Red line: median, one-way ANOVA is indicated in the figure.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   2.2.9 Multiple UVA-irradiations of OTCs with NHEKs Next, we investigated if multiple UVA-treatments cause similar or different effects in comparison to single UVA-treated skin cells. In order, to perform prolonged periods of UV-irradiation the OTCs were utilized for multiple UV-treatments, because this model allows the maintenance and irradiation of skin cells for months (Berning et al. 2015). Thus, OTCs with NHEKs and HaCaT cells were UVA-treated three times per week for a total time of four weeks.    2.2.9.1 Increasing UVA doses caused epithelial atrophy and reduced metabolic activity in NHEKs and fibroblasts To determine the role of chronic UVA-irradiation on NHEK, OTCs were irradiated with different doses of 12x 2 J/cm2, 12x 4 J/cm2, 12x 6 J/cm2 or 12x 8 J/cm2 UVA and the tissue was analyzed 3 days after the last irradiation (fig. 38 a). The histology revealed that by the lowest UVA dose of 12x 2 J/cm2 the epidermis was hardly affected with a well-organized stratum basale an a well-organized differentiated epithelium. At 12x 4 J/cm2 the basal layer became less dense and also the differentiated layers were less tightly structured. By further increasing UVA doses clear signs of damage were obvious. At 12x 6 J/cm2 the number of basal cells was strongly reduced and few vital cells generated the differentiated layers.  
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62    Figure 38 | Histology and vitality of multiple UVA-irradiated OTCs with NHEKs a | UVA-treated FFPE samples were stained with H&E. With increasing UVA doses, epithelia became more anthropic. Single UVA dose is indicated, to obtain total dose: 12x single dose. b | Dermal cell number of NHDFs after multiple UVA-irradiation were counted. N = 6 c | UVA dose-dependent reduction of metabolic capacity after multiple irradiation of NHEKs and NHDFs was determined by using a cell viability assay. N = 3 _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  At 12x 8 J/cm2 the integrity of the basal layer was destroyed causing a gradual atrophy of the epidermis. In general, with increasing doses the epidermis is less structured accompanied with a cellularity decrease (fig. 38 a). To address the effect of UV-radiation on the dermal components, cell numbers of the fibroblasts in the dermal compartment were determined (fig. 38 b). UVA-treatment with 12x 2 J/cm2 and 12x 4 J/cm2 led to a NHDF-reduction of -35 and -51 %, respectively, while after treatment with 12x 6 J/cm2 and 12x 8 J/cm2 almost no fibroblasts were detectable. Thus, and as a general result, dermal cell number was reduced in an UVA dose-dependent manner (fig. 38 b). The dose-dependent damage on both the epidermis and dermal equivalent was also confirmed by measuring the metabolic capacity of the OTCs treated chronically with the different UVA doses. The metabolic capacity which is adequate to cell viability was measured by the turnover of a non-fluorescent to a fluorescent dye, which was added to the culture media three days after the last UVA-irradiation. The resulting data confirmed the UVA dose-dependent decline in cell viability and allowed for the quantification of UVA-dependent damage upon chronic UVA-irradiation (fig. 38 c). At 12x 2 
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J/cm2 and 12x 4 J/cm2 there was a decline metabolic capacity of 16 and 25 %, respectively. At 12x 6 J/cm2 and 12x 8 J/cm2 the samples showed a metabolic reduction of 36 and 37 %, respectively.   2.2.9.2 Expression of structural proteins was altered by multiple UVA-irradiations  The histology had demonstrated some changes in the epidermis and dermis with increasing dose of UVA radiation. To determine these in more detail we investigated for the expression and localization of epidermal differentiation genes, the BM, and the dermal compartment (fig. 39). Kerartin-10, which is expressed in the suprabasal layers, was expressed for both non-treated (CO) and 12x 2 J/cm2 treated OTCs. Also in 12x 6 and 12x 8 J/cm2 treated skin equivalents, keratin-10 was detected in the suprabasal layer, through expression started later, i.e. was present only in upper most layers.  However, it appears that high-dose treated samples bearing fewer cells within the stratum spinosum have a weaker keratin-10 staining compared to less atrophic samples (fig. 39 a).  To test weather UVA-irradiation alters the terminal epidermal differentiation process, the cornification, samples were stained for the late cornified envelope protein filaggrin (fig. 39 b). Filaggrin was detected in the stratum granulosum of all samples, but was weaker for 12x 2 J/cm2, 12x 4 J/cm2, 12x 6 J/cm2 and 12x 8 J/cm2 treated samples compared to non-treated. Collagen type IV, as a major component of the BM, exhibited a continuous regular placement for untreated and 12x 2 J/cm2 irradiated OTCs (fig. 39 c). Samples treated with 12x 4 J/cm2 also showed a continuous placement but appeared less regular. This phenotype was even stronger by UVA-irradiation with 12x 6 and 12x 8 J/cm2. Another effect of constant UV-irradiation of human skin is the alteration and compositional remodeling of the extracellular matrix of the dermis (Yaar & Gilchrest 2007). Thus, one main components of the dermal extracellular matrix, collagen type I, were investigated but none of the four week long UVA- irradiation of OTCs exhibited a change in collagen type I (fig. 39 d). In addition, the extracellular matrix protein decorin, which binds mainly to collagen type I was investigated. A slight increase of decorin was observed for all multiple UVA doses (12x 2, 12x 4 and 12x 6 J/cm2 and, 12x 8 J/cm2) (fig. 39 e). Besides performing immunofluorescence stainings, collagen was also visualized by picrosirius red staining. In bright field microscopy, no structural change was observed in the collagen fibers throughout the different UVA doses (fig. 39, upper row). This finding could also be confirmed by circularized polarization microscopy (fig. 39, lower row).  
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Figure 39 | Protein expression of multiple UVA-irradiated OTCs with NHEKs Cryo-sections of skin equivalents were stained for different structural proteins by indirect immunofluorescence. Single UVA dose is indicated, to obtain total dose: 12x single dose. a | Suprabasal protein keratin-10 (red) was reduced with increasing atrophy. b | Late cornified envelope protein filaggrin (red) was present in the stratum granulosum and after UVA-irradiation, however, in lower amounts compared to the untreated samples. c | Basement membrane protein collagen IV (orange) staining exhibited with increasing dose an irregular structure. d | One of the major structural components of the dermal ECM, collagen type I (green), showed no differences after UVA-treatments. e | Late ECM proteoglycan and wound healing associated protein decorin (green) dose-dependently increases after UVA-irradiation. f | Paraffin sections of OTCs were stained with picrosirius red to detect fibrillary collagen. Upper row: Bright field microscopy. Lower row: Circularized polarization microscopy. No changes in collagen amount and localization were seen.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   2.2.9.3 Multiple UVA-irradiations caused long-term DNA Damage  In some cases cells are able to generate a persistent DNA damage response (Di Micco et al. 2008; Rodier et al. 2011). To determine whether the DNA damage response persisted long-term after chronic UV-irradiation, the multiply irradiated OTCs with 12x 4 J/cm2 for four weeks were analyzed for DDR activation 72 h after the last UV-treatment.  Compared to non-irradiated controls, an increase in the DDR protein pATM was detected in the multiple UVA-treated keratinocytes (fig. 40 a). However, the histone variant γH2AX level was not altered 72 h after multiple UVA-treatments (fig. 40 b).  NHEKs in untreated OTCs revealed already 53BP1 foci in untreated control samples (fig. 40 c). After multiple UVA-irradiations the 53BP1 level was not increased 72 h later and the epidermal keratinocytes even showed a slightly 53BP1 decreased (fig. 40 c).  
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66        Figure 40 | DNA damage repair proteins in the NHEK nuclei of multiple UVA-irradiated OTCs a-c | Cryo-sections of 12x 4 J/cm2 UVA-treated OTCs were stained for DDR protein pATM, γH2AX and 53BP1 by IIF and fluorescence intensity per keratinocyte nucleus area was analyzed. Multiple UVA-treated OTCs were harvested and stained 3 days after the last UV-irradiation. To exclude unspecific signals of the secondary antibody, one sample was prepared without primary antibodies. The mean signals of these secondary antibody controls (secAB CO, circles) were normalized to 1, while respective samples were calculated accordingly.  a | The amount of pATM kinase was increased in the 12x 4 J/cm2 UVA-treated NHEKs. b γH2AX amount was not altered in the irradiated NHEK nuclei. c | No change of 53BP1 was observed after multiple UVA-irradiation. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   2.2.9.4 Multiple UVA-irradiations did not lead to significant epidermal and dermal telomere length alterations The effect on telomeres length was subsequently analyzed. (Example images fig. 41 a, single dose is displayed). In situ hybridization of the multiple UVA-treated sections with the telomere-specific probe demonstrated an increase of TSI for all UVA doses. Treatment with 12x 4 J/cm2 led to a statistically significant TSI increase of 44 %, however, all other treated samples were not statistically significant.  NHDFs treated with 12x 2 and 12x 4 J/cm2 showed also a slight but not statistically significant TSI increase. Due to increased cell death of 92 and 97 %, no dermal TSIs were received of samples treated with 12x 6 and 12x 8 J/cm2, respectively (fig. 41). 
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67   Figure 41 | Telomere length of multiple UVA-irradiated OTCs with NHEKs a | Example images of DAPI and quantitative fluorescence in situ hybridized stained cryo-sections of untreated and UVA-treated OTCs with NHEKs. Single UVA dose is indicated, to obtain total dose: 12x single dose. Telomeres: red, DNA: blue, white broken line: basement membrane b-c | Median telomere signal intensity of untreated (black dot) and UVA-treated (circle) skin equivalents, red line mean. N = 6 OTCs. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test to CO, *p<0.05 for 12 x 4 J/cm2 treated NHEKs, all others p>0.05. b | After all different doses of UVA- irradiation, TSI tended to increase in NHEKs. c | 12x 2 J/cm2 and 12x 4 J/cm2 UVA-irradiation led to an insignificant increase of TSI in NHDFs. Due to dermal cell death, no TSI was obtained for 12x 6 J/cm2 and 12x 8 J/cm2 UVA-irradiated samples.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Taken together, multiple UVA-irradiations of OTCs revealed a dose-dependent increased cell death for fibroblasts, followed by epidermal atrophy and a reduction in total metabolic activity.  Epidermal differentiation markers like keratin-10 and filaggrin were slightly reduced and the BM component collagen IV appeared more irregularly shaped with increasing UVA doses. This phenotype was accompanied by a dose-dependent increase of the wound-associated protein decorin in the dermal equivalent. The major matrix component of the dermal equivalent collagen I, on the other hand was not affected by chronic UVA treatment. The DDR proteins pATM and its downstream target γH2AX were increased three days after the last UVA-treatment, while no significant telomere signal intensity (TSI) alterations was found in NHEKs or NHDFs. However, epidermal and dermal TSI showed a tendency of increase for all different UVA doses. 
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2.2.10 Multiple UVA+B-irradiations of OTCs with NHEKs Upon solar radiation UVA and UVB are acting together and it is not clear how this will affect tissue morphology and telomere regulation. Thus, to additionally determine the role of combined UVA/UVB radiation, skin equivalents were simultaneously irradiated with UVA- and with UVB-light using the chronic irradiation protocol.    2.2.10.1 Increasing UVA+B doses led to slight morphologic and metabolic alterations within the OTCs To determine the morphological effects after multiple UVA+B-irradiations, histological sections were H&E stained (fig. 42 a). Before UV-treatment NHDF derived matrices were generated within 4 weeks of cultivation before seeding of NHEK to allow for epithelial growth for another 4 weeks. Thereafter, OTCs were UVA+B-treated three times per week for a total time of four weeks The OTCs treated with 12x 2 J/cm2 + 4 mJ/cm2 or 12x 4 J/cm2 + 8 mJ/cm2 or 12x 6 J/cm2 + 12 mJ/cm2 UVA+B exhibited no morphological changes within the epithelium compared to the untreated control cultures. Three out of 6 OTCs irradiated with the highest dose (12x 8 J/cm2 + 17 mJ/cm2) showed a slight reduction in epithelia thickness of an otherwise perfectly structured epidermis and a reduction in the number of NHDFs in the DE (fig. 42 a). Quantification of the dermal NHDFs demonstrated a gradual decline in fibroblast number and confirmed the strong reduction for 72 % after UVA+B-irradiation with 12x 8 J/cm2 + 17 mJ/cm2 (fig. 42 b). Thus, UVA+B-irradiation caused a dose-dependent reduction of the amount of fibroblast in the OTCs. Measurement of the metabolic capacity confirmed the healthy state of the cultures, even at the highest dose, only a small loss of vitality was seen (fig. 42 c).  
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69   Figure 42 | Histology and vitality of multiple UVA+B-irradiated OTCs with NHEKs a | UVA+B-treated FFPE samples were H&E stained. With increasing UVA+B doses no epithelial changes were observed until reaching the second highest treatment regime (12x 6J/cm2 + 12 mJ/cm2). Highest UVA+B treatments (12x 8J/cm2 + 17 mJ/cm2) slightly reduced the epithelial thickness. NHDFs amount visible by the H&E staining correlated with the epithelial thickness. b | Quantification of dermal NHDFs revealed a dose-dependent decrease after multiple UVA+B-irradiation between -18 and -72 %. n = 6 c | UVA+B reduced cell vitality/metabolic capacity after multiple irradiations of NHEKs and NHDFs. Here, no dose-dependent reduction after UVA+B-treatment could be detected. n = 3  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   2.2.10.2 Multiple UVA+B-irradiations affected the ECM components rather than epithelial structural proteins To provide a more detailed analysis on potential effects by UVA+B-irradiation, the skin equivalents were further investigated for epidermal differentiation markers, markers to detect changes in BM integrity and markers to study matrix alterations (fig. 43).  As a result, keratin-10 was visible throughout all differentiated, suprabasal layers of control cultures and the multiple UVA+B-irradiated skin equivalents (fig. 43 a).     
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Figure 43 | Protein expression of multiple UVA+B-irradiated OTCs with NHEKs Cryo-sections of OTCs were stained by IIF for different differentiation and ECM markers. Single UVA+B dose is indicated, to obtain total dose: 12x single dose. a | No change of suprabasal protein Keratin-10 (red) was observed after UVA+B-irradiation. b | Late cornified envelope protein filaggrin (red) was reduced in the stratum granulosum and stratum corneum after UVA+B-irradiation beginning with 12x 4J/cm2 + 8 mJ/cm2. c | BM protein collagen IV staining (orange) exhibited a continuous line in all UVA+B-treated and untreated samples. d | Collagen type I (green), revealed no differences after UVA+B-treatments. e | Decorin (green) was increased beginning with 12x 4 J/cm2 + 8 mJ/cm2 UVA+B-irradiation. f | Picrosirius red staining showed with bright field microscopy (upper row) no change of fibrillary collagen; Lower row: Circularized polarization microscopy; less fibrillary collagen was seen after UVA+B-irradiation with different doses compared to the control.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   The late epidermal differentiation protein filaggrin was present in the stratum granulosum and stratum corneum in treated and untreated skin equivalents. However, multiple UVA+B-irradiated samples, beginning with 12x 4 J/cm2 + 8 mJ/cm2 and higher doses, revealed a reduction of filaggrin expression (fig. 43 b). Furthermore, the UVA+B-irradiation of skin equivalents did not alter expression or localization of the BM component, collagen type IV (fig. 43 c). Untreated control samples and UVA+B-irradiated skin equivalents exhibited a continuous line of collagen IV. Similarly, no variation of the major dermal extracellular matrix component collagen I was found after multiple UVA+B-irradiations (fig. 43 d).  Interestingly, wound healing associated matrix proteoglycan decorin became increased with higher doses UVA+B, starting with 12x 4 J/cm2 + 8 mJ/cm2 UVA+B-irradiation (fig. 43 e). Visualization of the fibrillary collagen with picrosirius red staining by bright field microscopy showed no difference between untreated and UVA+B-treated samples (fig. 43 upper row). However, circularized polarization microscopy revealed that UVA+B treatment led to a decrease of fibrillary collagen and fibers appeared more twisted in the irradiated samples (fig. 43 lower row).   2.2.10.3 Multiple UVA+B-irradiations showed no clear DDR in NHEKs  To detect long-term persistent DNA damage the multiple UVA+B treated skin equivalents were analyzed for DNA repair proteins 72 h after the last treatment and pATM, was slightly reduced 3 days after the last UVA+B-irradiation in NHEKs (fig. 44 a). Furthermore, the histone variant γH2AX was slightly increased because few cells revealed a high level of γH2AX at the same time (fig. 44 b). Interestingly, the amount of 53BP1was not significantly changed in the nucleus of NHEKs 3 days after multiple UVA+B- irradiation (fig. 44 c), however, already the control samples exhibited a high 53BP1 level in the NEHKs nuclei.   
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72   Figure 44 | DDR proteins in the NHEK nuclei of multiple UVA+B-irradiated OTCs a-c | Cryo-sections of 12x 4 J/cm2 + 8 J/cm2 UVA+B-treated OTCs were IIF stained for DNA damage repair proteins pATM, γH2AX and 53BP1 and fluorescence intensity per keratinocyte nucleus area was analyzed 3 days after the last UV-irradiation. To exclude unspecific signals of the secondary antibody, one sample was prepared without primary antibodies. The mean signals of these secondary antibody controls (secAB CO, circles) were normalized to 1, while respective samples were calculated accordingly.  a | The amount of pATM kinase did not significantly changes in UVA+B-treated NHEKs. b | γH2AX was slightly increase in the irradiated NHEK nuclei. c | No significant changes of the protein 53BP1 was observed after multiple UVA-treatment. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   2.2.10.4 Multiple UVA+B-irradiations caused significant telomere length alteration in dermis and epidermis Finally, we determined telomere length regulation by performing qFISH analysis with the telomere-specific probe. First we analyzed the epidermis and found that the treatment with the lowest dose of 12x 2 J/cm2 + 4 mJ/cm2 led to a statistically significant increase in TSI of 36 % (fig. 45 b). Interestingly, no change compared to the control was seen for next two higher UVA+B doses (12x 4 J/cm2 + 8 mJ/cm2 and 12x 6 J/cm2 + 12 mJ/cm2), whereas NHEKs treated with the highest UVA+B dose (12x 8 J/cm2 + 17 mJ/cm2) showed a reduction in telomere signal intensity of 19 %. 
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73   Figure 45 | Telomere length of multiple UVA+B-irradiated OTCs with NHEKs a | Example images of DAPI and quantitative fluorescence in situ hybridized stained cryo-sections of untreated and UVA+B-treated skin equivalents with NHEKs. Single UVA+B dose is indicated, to obtain total dose: 12x single dose. Telomeres: red, DNA: blue, white broken line: basement membrane b-c | Median TSI of untreated (black dot) and UVA+B-treated (circle) skin equivalents, red line: mean. N = 6 skin equivalents. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test to CO, *p<0.05 for 12x 2 J/cm2 + 4 mJ/cm2 treated NHEKs, **p<0.01 for 12x 2 J/cm2 + 4 mJ/cm2 treated NHDFs, all others p>0.05. b | Lowest UVA+B dose 12x 2 J/cm2 + 4 mJ/cm2 showed an TSI increase of 36 %. Next to higher treated samples revealed no significant TSI changes while highest UVA+B dose reduced TSI of 19 %. c | 12x 2 J/cm2 + 4 mJ/cm2 UVA+B irradiation led to an significant increase of TSI in NHDFs. UV-treatment with12x 6 J/cm2 + 12 mJ/cm2 led to no dermal TSI alteration, 12x 8 J/cm2 + 17 mJ/cm2 treatment reduced TSI of 18 %. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Second, we performed the same studies for the dermal fibroblasts (fig. 45 c). Much to our surprise, telomere length alteration in the dermal fibroblasts revealed a similar pattern after UVA+B-treatment compared to that in the epidermis. In particular, the lowest dose of 12x 2 J/cm2 + 4 mJ/cm2 caused a significant TSI increase (+66 %), the next dose could not be evaluated due to contaminations and UV-irradiation with 12x 6 J/cm2 + 12 mJ/cm2 UVA+B did not cause a change as compared to control. The highest dose (12x 8 J/cm2 + 17 mJ/cm2) caused, similar as in the epidermis, a reduction of the TSI (-18 %).   
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Taken together, multiple UVA+B-irradiations of human skin equivalents did not obviously affect histological appearance and metabolic capacity. In agreement with that, the epidermal differentiation remained largely unaltered, though filaggrin appeared to be reduced. Also unaltered was the BM. Within the dermal part, a reduction in collagen fibers was induced and wound-associated protein decorin was increased. This was observed in conjunction with a dose-dependent reduction in NHDF quantity. No long-term persistent DDR proteins were present after multiple UVA+B-irradiations in NHEKs and TSI was statistically significant increased for lowest dose in NHEKs and NHDFs.   2.2.11 Multiple UVA-irradiations of HaCaT cells in OTCs Normal human skin comprises a number of keratinocytes that are pre-damaged, carrying mutant p53. Furthermore, constitutive expression of telomerase is also an important step driving keratinocyte transformation. To determine how the p53-mutant, telomerase-positive HaCaT cells would respond, we next performed chronic radiation experiments with HaCaT OTCs. Like NHEKs OTCs, OTCs with HaCaT cell epithelium was treated three times per week for four weeks with four different doses and cultures were analyzed three days after the last irradiation.  2.2.11.1 Multiple UVA-irradiations slightly altered differentiation and metabolic activity of the HaCaT epithelia The stratum basale was observed for untreated control samples as purple layer between the dermis and the spinous layer. Multiple UVA-exposures of skin equivalents led to a tissue structure in which distinct basal layer could not be determined, neither for the lowest 12x 2 J/cm2, nor for the next three higher doses (12x 4 J/cm2, 12x 6 J/cm2, 12x 8 J/cm2). Moreover, terminal keratinocyte differentiation (stratum corneum) appeared reduced with 12x 2 J/cm2 while no stratum corneum was present at 12x 4 J/cm2 and higher doses. Interestingly, the epithelial structured is not altered with increasing doses (fig. 46 a). The rare alteration of the epidermis is also seen in the metabolic activity of UVA-treated OTCs. Even at high doses just a moderate decrease of fibroblast number was given, demonstrating that different from OTCs with NHEKs, fibroblasts co-cultured with HaCaT cells are “better” protected against UVA-dependent cell death (fig. 46 b). The measurement of the OTC vitality exhibited a reduction of -4 and -5 % after UVA-treatment with 12x 2 J/cm2 and 12x 4 J/cm2, respectively. The subsequent UVA-doses 12x 6 J/cm2 and 12x 8 J/cm2 further decreased the vitality by -15 and -17 % and a metabolic capacity decrease was obtained with increasing doses (fig. 46 c). By performing a picrosirius red staining, reduction in differentiation phenotype with increasing UVA doses could be confirmed. Under these conditions the stratum corneum is characterized by a yellow 
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color, which was just present for 12x 2 J/cm2 and untreated samples (fig. 46 d upper row). In the dermal area, no UV-induced changes were observed by bright light or polarization microscopy (fig. 46 d lower row). 
 Figure 46 | Histology, vitality and collagen structure of multiple UVA-irradiated OTCs with HaCaT cells a | UVA-treated FFPE OTCs were H&E stained. With different UVA doses, epithelia appeared less differentiated and disorganized. Single UVA dose is indicated, to obtain total dose: 12x single dose. b | Dermal cell number of NHDFs after multiple UVA-irradiation. Irradiation caused a minor and not dose-dependent reduction of fibroblasts between -5 and -10 %. n = 6 c | UVA dose-dependently reduced the cell vitality or metabolic capacity after multiple irradiation of NHEKs and NHDFs. n = 3 d | Picrosirius red staining revealed no dermal changes after UVA-treatment through light (upper row) and polarization microscopy (lower row).  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    
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2.2.11.2 Multiple UVA-irradiations caused long-term DNA damage in p53-mutant HaCaT keratinocytes To ask whether DNA damage persist in the HaCaT keratinocytes 72 h after the last UVA-irradiation immunofluorescence staining of DDR proteins was performed (fig. 47). Phosphorylated ATM (pATM) was not significantly changed in HaCaT cells three days after multiple UVA-irradiations compared to control cultures (fig. 47 a). In contrast, a 2-fold increase for γH2AX (fig. 47 b) were measured in UVA-treated HaCaT cell nuclei. The median amount of 53BP1 protein in the UVA-treated nuclei was reduced because the main cell quantity showed less 53BP1, however, treated samples revealed for some cells higher amounts compared to untreated control samples (fig. 47 c). In comparison, multiple UVA-irradiated OTCs with NHEKs increased pATM and γH2AX but not 53BP1.   Figure 47 | Amount of DDR proteins in the HaCaT cell nuclei of multiple UVA-irradiated OTCs a-c | UVA-treated OTCs (12x 4 J/cm2) were stained by IIF for the DNA damage repair proteins pATM, 
γH2AX and 53BP1 3 days after the last UV-irradiation. To exclude unspecific signals of the secondary antibody, one sample was prepared without primary antibodies. The mean signals of these secondary antibody controls (secAB CO, circles) were normalized to 1, while respective samples were calculated accordingly. a | The amount of pATM kinase was not changed in the UVA-treated HaCaT cells. b | The amount of γH2AX in the nucleus was 2-fold increased in the irradiated HaCaT cell nuclei. c | The median protein amount of 53BP1 was seemed to be reduced after UVA-irradiation, however, some cells showed high 53BP1 levels. Red line: median, dot or circle: mean fluorescence intensity of one cell nucleus. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
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2.2.11.3 Multiple UVA-irradiations caused significant epidermal telomere shortening To determine telomere regulation, qFISH analyses with the telomere-specific probe were performed on sections of the OTCs irradiated with the different UVA doses for 4 weeks 3x a week. Example images of the TL measurement are given in figure 48 a (single dose is indicated). The upper row shows the epidermal staining of the HaCaT cells, the lower row the dermal staining of NHDFs. This already nicely demonstrates the difference in telomere length between HaCaT cells (short telomeres) and NHDF (long telomeres). Continuous treatment with the two lower UVA doses (2 J/cm2 and 4 J/cm2) did not induce any major change in TSI in HaCaT cells (fig. 48 b). Treatment with the two highest UVA doses (12x 6 J/cm2, 12x 8 J/cm2), however, caused a significant reduction of the TSI in the HaCaT cells, suggesting for a significant telomere length decline upon high doses of chronic UVA-irradiation (fig. 48 b).  Interestingly, analyzing the TSI also for NHDFs of the HaCaT OTCs, the treatment with 12x 2 J/cm2 UVA led to a TSI increase of 10% and the treatment of 12x 4 J/cm2 increased TSI statistically significant of 37 %. Subsequently, treatments with 12x 6 J/cm2 and 12x 8 J/cm2 exhibited moderate dermal TSI alteration with each reduction of -3 and -6 % (fig. 48 c).      
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Figure 48 | Telomere length of multiple UVA-irradiated OTCs with HaCaT cells a | Example images of DAPI and qFISH stained cryo-sections of untreated and UVA-treated skin equivalents with HaCaT cell epidermis. Single UVA dose is indicated, to obtain total dose: 12x single dose. Telomeres: red, DNA: blue b-c | Median TSI of untreated (black dot) and UVA-treated (circle) skin equivalents. Red line: mean, n = 6. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test to CO, **p<0.01 for 12x 6 J/cm2 and 12x 8 J/cm2 treated NHEKs, **p<0.01 for 12x 4 J/cm2 treated NHDFs, all others p>0.05. b | The two lowest UVA doses (12x 2 J/cm2: TSI -13 % and 12x 4 J/cm2: TSI ± 0 %) resulted in no significant TSI alteration. Multiple UVA-irradiations with 12x 6 J/cm2 and 12x 8 J/cm2 resulted in a statistically significant TSI reduction of 73 and 69 %, respectively. c | Treatments with 12x 2 J/cm2, 12x 6 J/cm2 and 12x 8 J/cm2 led to small TSI changes of 10 %, -3 % and -6 % in NHDFs, respectively. Treatments with 12x 4 J/cm2 led to a significant TSI increase of 37 %.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Multiple UVA-irradiations of OTCs with HaCaT cells negatively affected the HaCaT cell differentiation and revealed the DDR proteins yH2AX and partially 53BP1 in cell nuclei even three days after the last UVA-irradiation. Furthermore, with higher UVA doses the telomere length was significantly reduced. Under the co-culture conditions with HaCaT cells, NHEFs seemed to be better UVA protected as nor change in fibroblasts number and nor change on the dermal structure were perceived. Also the signal intensity of telomeres revealed no significant change of the fibroblasts after multiple UVA-treatments. If the specific increase of 12x 4 J/cm2 treated samples is true, further investigations with different methods would be necessary.    2.2.12 Multiple UVA+B-irradiations of OTCs with p53-mutant HaCaT cells To compare the effect of additional UVB-light to the UVA-treated HaCaT skin equivalents, samples were multiple UV-irradiated with UVA and simultaneously also irradiated with UVB-light.    2.2.12.1 Multiple UVA+B-irradiations of HaCaT OTCs depleted basal cells and mediated a decrease in metabolism  Under control conditions the morphology of the HaCaT epidermis as determined by H&E staining showed a hyperplastic epithelium with early differentiation and the basal layer can be well characterized as purple layer between the dermis and the spinous layer. After multiple UVA+B treatment this layer disappeared with all different doses. Furthermore, also for all UVA+B doses multiple irradiated OTCs appeared better structured with clear delimitation of a parakeratotic stratum corneum, though, the cornified layer was reduced (fig. 49 a). Regarding the dermal morphology, also no changes were found after multiple UVA+B-exposure, which were also reflected by the number of dermal fibroblasts (fig. 49 b). In particular, lowest utilized UVA+B dose (12x 2 J/cm2 + 4 mJ/cm2) led to the negligible decrease of NHDFs, 12x 4 J/cm2 + 8 mJ/cm2 already decreased the fibroblast quantity, while further two higher doses (12x 6 J/cm2 + 12 mJ/cm2 and 2x 8 J/cm2 + 12 mJ/cm2) led to a minor NHDFs. 
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In agreement with the NHDF quantity, also the vitality of the culture was not effect after multiple UVA+B-treatments. UVA+B irradiation of each 12x 2 J/cm2 + 4 mJ/cm2 and 12x 4 J/cm2 + 8 mJ/cm2 caused a small metabolic decline of -7 and -6 %. Next higher dose (12x 6 J/cm2 + 12 mJ/cm2) changed vitality just by -0.2 %, and the highest utilized dose (12x 8 J/cm2 + 17 mJ/cm2) resulted in a metabolic decrease of -10 % in the HaCaT OTCs (fig. 49 c). For collagen fibers no difference was observed with bright field or polarization microscopy after multiple UVA+B irradiation after picrosirius red staining (fig. 49 d). 
 Figure 49 | Histology, vitality and collagen structure of multiple UVA+B-irradiated OTCs with HaCaT cells a | UVA+B-treated FFPE samples were stained with H&E and the stratum basales was diminished while epithelial differentiation was improved. Single UVA+B dose is indicated, to obtain total dose: 12x single dose. b | Determination of dermal cell number of NHDFs after multiple UVA+B-irradiation showed a minor reduction of fibroblast number between -1 and -10 %. N = 6 OTCs c | The cell vitality or metabolic capacity after multiple UVA+B exposures was slightly reduced between -0.2 and -10 % of NHEKs and NHDFs. N = 3 OTCs d | Picrosirius red staining revealed no dermal changes after UVA+B-treatment through light microscopy (upper row) and polarization microscopy (lower row). Through bright field microscopy UVA+B-treated epithelia appeared well differentiated. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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2.2.12.2 Multiple UV- irradiations caused long-term DDR in HaCaT cells  To determine the consequence of multiple UVA+B-irradiation on the damage profile of the HaCaT cells, pATM, γH2AX, and 53BP1 were quantified in the epithelia of UVA+B-treated OTCs. This demonstrated that the median pATM and 53BP1 amounts (red lines) were not altered in the HaCaT cell nuclei (fig. 50 a, c). However, 53BP1 staining exhibit cells with higher 53BP1 level than untreated samples and the mean 53BP1 amount is increased (mean not shown). On the other hand, regardless of mean or median calculation, γH2AX exhibited an increase of about 3-fold and thus, argued for long-term persistent DNA damage in the epithelia with p53-mutant HaCaT keratinocytes (fig. 50 b).   Figure 50 | Amount of DDR proteins in HaCaT cell nuclei of multiple UVA+B-irradiated OTCs a-c | UVA+B-treated OTCs (12x 4 J/cm2) stained by IIF for pATM, γH2AX and 53BP1 3 days after the last UV-irradiation. To exclude unspecific signals of the secondary antibody, one sample was prepared without primary antibodies. The mean signals of these secondary antibody controls (secAB CO, circles) were normalized to 1, while respective samples were calculated. a | After UV-exposure the amount of pATM kinase was not altered in HaCaT cells. b | γH2AX amount was increased of about 3-fold in irradiated HaCaT cell nuclei. c | The median 53BP1 amount was slightly increased after UVA+B-treatment. Mean 53BP1 level was increased after multiple UV-treatments.  Red line: median (because not all samples showed normal distribution), dot or circle: fluorescence intensity of one cell nucleus. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    
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2.2.12.3 Significant telomere shortening in HaCaT cells but not in NHDF after multiple irradiations with UVA+B To determine the consequence on telomere regulation, we evaluated the HaCaT OTCs after multiple UVA+B-treatments with different doses for telomere length by qFISH analysis. Example images of qFISH stainings are given in figure 51 a (single dose is indicated). In the epithelium of the HaCaT cells the lowest dose led to a significant TSI reduction of -51 %. Next two higher doses (12x 4 J/cm2 + 8 mJ/cm2 and 12x 6 J/cm2 + 12 mJ/cm2) induced a TSI decline of 43 % in the epithelia. The highest dose (8 J/cm2 + 17 mJ/cm2) caused a small TSI gain of 3 % (fig. 51 b). Within the dermal equivalent, the NHDF showed a quite different profile. Multiple UV-treatments did rather increased TSI (fig. 34 c). Compared to control cultures, the lowest (12x 2 J/cm2 + 4 mJ/cm2) and highest (12x 8 J/cm2 + 17 mJ/cm2) UVA+B dose caused an increase in TSI while doses with 12x 4 J/cm2 + 8 mJ/cm2 and 12x 6 J/cm2 + 12 mJ/cm2 moderately increased the TSI (fig. 51 c).        
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Figure 51 | TSI of multiple UVA+B-irradiated OTCs with HaCaT cells a | Example images of DAPI and quantitative fluorescence in situ hybridized stained cryo-sections of untreated and UVA+B-treated skin equivalents with HaCaT cell produced epidermis. Single UVA+B dose is indicated, to obtain total dose: 12x single dose. Telomeres: red, DNA: blue b-c | Median TSI of untreated (black dot) and UVA+B-treated (circle) OTCs. Red line: mean, n = 6. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test to CO, *p<0.05 for 12x 2 J/cm2 + 4 mJ/cm2 treated NHEKs, all others p>0.05.  b | NHEKs treated with the first three UVA+B doses showed a TSI decrease: 12x 2 J/cm2 + 4 mJ/cm2, TSI -51 % / 12x 4 J/cm2 + 8 mJ/cm2, TSI -43 % / 12x 6 J/cm2 + 12 mJ/cm2, TSI -43 %. UVA+B-irradiations with 12x 8 J/cm2 x 17 J/cm2 resulted in a negligible TSI change of +3 %. c | UVA+B treatment did not lead to significant TSI-alteration in NHDFs, however, all treatments increased TSI in this compartment between +5 and +34 %.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   Demonstrating the differential effect on HaCaT cells and fibroblast in OTCs, both UV-treatment regimens did not cause major changes in the DE, neither structure nor quantity of NHDFs was strongly affected. In addition, no significant changes of TSI were obtained but NHDF TSI tended to increase.  The epithelia of OTCs with HaCaT cells after multiple UVA as well as UVA+B treatments appeared better structured with clear delimitation, though, the cornified layer was reduced. Here, telomere shortening was observed for higher UVA and for almost all UVA+B doses and additionally, treatments led to long-term persistent DDR.    In contrast, in OTCs with NHEKs, UVA and UVA+B caused a tendency of TSI increase of NHEKs and NHDFs. However, we found a dose-dependent and strong reduction of dermal fibroblasts which was accompanied with an increase of wound healing protein and for UVA+B treatments a slight reduction of collagen fibrils; however, independent of radiation type other ECM appeared unaltered.   Overall, multiple UVA+B irradiation tend to be less harmful to the OTC structure, cell vitality and showed less cell death as compared to UVA-exposures, though, UVA+B seemed to rather facilitate telomere shortening.  Demonstrating the difference between NHEK and HaCaT cells, chronic UV-treated co-cultures with HaCaT cells showed no UV-induced NHDFs cell death, but clear telomere shortening was just seen for HaCaT cells after irradiations.   2.2.13 Induction of invasive growth by multiple UV-treatments  UV-irradiation is supposed to be the major cause of skin carcinogenesis. One early step in this process is the destruction of the BM and invasion of the epidermal cells into the underlying stroma. To unravel whether any of the UV-irradiation protocols were able to induce such changes in the human keratinocytes, we finally investigated all samples of NHEK and HaCaT OTCs for signs of invasion. Examples of histological sections demonstrating keratinocyte invasion into the dermal equivalent are given in figure 52 (black arrow). Thereby we found that invasion of NHEKs could be observed upon 
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UVA+B treatment in two samples treated with 12x 4 J/cm2 + 8 mJ/cm2 and 12x 8 J/cm2 + 17 mJ/cm2 (fig. 52 a).  HaCaT cells showed invasion in some samples treated with 12x 2, 12x 6 and 12x 8 J/cm2 UVA and for UVA+B-treatment with 12x 6 J/cm2 + 12 mJ/cm2 (fig. 52 b). Invasions phenotypes of keratinocytes were assessed and counted in relation to the utilized treatment. UVA and UVA+B-treated HaCaT cells exhibited a stronger tendency of dermal invasion compared to UV-treated skin equivalents with NHEKs. UVA-exposed NHEKs revealed no invasion into the dermal extracellular matrix, while multiple UVA+B-irradiated NHEK cells revealed one invasive spot after 12x 4 J/cm2 + 8 mJ/cm2 and 12x 8 J/cm2 + 17 mJ/cm2 treatments, respectively (table 2). Moreover, HaCaT cell already revealed invasion at lower UVA-doses and additionally by multiple UVA+B-treatment (table 2).  Since invasion sporadically occurred, it was not a general event in OTCs, however, invasion was predominantly with UVA+B-treatment and stronger with HaCaT cells in comparison with NHEKs.   Figure 52 | Invasion of multiple UVA or UVA+B-treated NHEKs and HaCaT cells of OTCs H&E staining of UV-light exposed OTCs revealed invasion of keratinocytes into the dermal equivalent. a | OTCs with NHEKs revealed only in UVA+B treated samples invasion of keratinocytes. b | Both, UVA and UVA+B-light caused invasion of HaCaT keratinocytes into the DEs.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Disruption of the basement membrane may be one reason for keratinocyte invasion into the dermis. Thus, the main component of the basement membrane, collagen type IV, was visualized by IIF to check whether a four-week long UVA or UVA+B-irradiation changed the basement membrane structure of HaCaT skin equivalents, which exhibited a stronger invasive phenotype compared to cultures with NHEKs (table 2).     
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Table 2 | Determined invasion sites of the OTCs epithelium into the DEs after multiple UV-irradiations Treatment NHEKs HaCaT S1, n=6 S2, n=6 S1, n=6 S2, n=6  CO 0 0 0 0 UVA 12x 2 J/cm2 0 0 1 1 12x 4 J/cm2 0 0 0 0 12x 6 J/cm2 0 0 2 0 12x 8 J/cm2 0 0 2 0 UVA+B 12x 2 J/cm2 + 4 mJ/cm2 0 0 0 2 12x 4 J/cm2 + 8 mJ/cm2 0 1 0 0 12x 6 J/cm2 + 12 mJ/cm2 0 0 1 1 12x 8 J/cm2 + 17 mJ/cm2 0 1 0 0  As result, untreated control samples and 12x 2 J/cm2 UVA-irradiated skin equivalents demonstrated a continuous regular collagen IV deposition at the basement membrane (fig. 53 a). Beginning with UVA-treatment of 12x 4 J/cm2, collagen IV staining appeared less strong and less regular. This phenotype was strongest after multiple UVA-irradiations of 12x 8 J/cm2. Here clear collagen IV interruptions were detected. Moreover, multiple UVA+B-irradiations showed an intermittent collagen IV staining beginning with 12x 2 J/cm2 + 4 mJ/cm2. In agreement with the highest UVA-treatment (12x 8 J/cm2), also the highest UVA+B dose with 12x 8 J/cm2 + 17 mJ/cm2 showed clear disruptions of collagen type IV at the basement membrane (fig. 53 b).   Figure 53 | IIF staining of collagen IV of multiple UVA or UVA+B-treated OTCs with HaCaT cells a | Multiple UVA-treated samples revealed after treatment with 12x 2 J/cm2 no change in the continuous structure of the basal membrane. With increasing UVA doses collagen IV appeared intermittent. b | Multiple UVA+B-treated samples indicates collagen IV intermittences beginning with 12x 2 J/cm2 + 4 mJ/cm2. Orange: collagen IV (BM), blue: DAPI (nuclei), n=3. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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In general, UVA-irradiation was harmful to OTCs concerning their morphology and metabolic cell activity. Both, UVA or UVA+B-treatment caused to some extent a persistent DDR activation in NHEKs and HaCaT cells, although, a clear TSI decrease was only obtained in UVA or UVA+B-irradiated HaCaT cells. Furthermore, the HaCaT skin equivalents exhibited increased invasion into the dermal equivalent in comparison to NHEKs skin equivalents. The fact that HaCaT cells represent an early stage in skin carcinogenesis including a mutation in TP53 may render these cells more permissive to UV-induced damage and subsequent related changes.     2.2.14 Multiple UVA-irradiations of dermal equivalents The above OTC experiments suggested that the fibroblast in the DE were most affected by UVA treatment (damage, death), though, the epidermal cell present in the co-culture (HaCaT cells versus NHEKs) seemed to strongly affect the outcome. When considering human skin, researchers described the penetration of solar light in a wavelength dependent manner. In particular, UVA-light deeply infiltrates into the dermis, whereas UVB is almost completely absorbed by the epidermis (D'Orazio et al. 2013). To determine the basic damage related to multiple UVA-irradiations we, therefore, investigated dermal equivalents that were maintained without epithelia. After UVA-irradiations three times per week for four weeks the effect on NHDFs in this tissue-similar context was investigated with six different UVA doses.   2.2.14.1 Dermal equivalents multiple treated with high UVA doses showed morphological and metabolic alterations Compared to the control cultures, only high doses starting with 12 x 8 J/cm2, nuclei in the lower part of the dermis became pyknotic while the upper half still remained unaffected. With 12 x 10 J/cm2 almost all fibroblast exhibited pyknotic nuclei and only the outermost dermal cell fraction contained normally shaped fibroblasts. Furthermore, the collagen meshwork appeared less tightly packed. At this state, the whole extracellular matrix appeared weakened and dermal thickness was reduced (fig. 54 a). At the highest UVA dose of 12 x 12 J/cm2, the dermis demonstrated a loosened and spongy structure. Especially stainings of the flattened nuclei showed a reduction in the basophil haematoxylin, which may suggest degradation of DNA (fig. 54 a). When quantifying the number of the NHDFs in the different DEs no major loss was detected (fig. 54 b). The fibroblast amount was slightly reduced between -6 and -11 % in all UVA exposed DEs. In good agreement with the histology, a more severe loss of vitality occurred at the two highest doses but was significant only at 12x 12 J/cm2 (fig. 54 c).  
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Interestingly, changes in the collagen matrix were not reflected by picrosirius red staining (fig. 54 d). At all doses of UVA radiation, a well-structured matrix was seen and the structure of the collagen fibers did not change significantly, however, they appeared somewhat less dense with a radiation dose of 12 x 12 J/cm2.  
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Figure 54 | Histology, vitality and collagen structure of multiple UVA-treated dermal equivalents a | Multiple UVA-treated FFPE samples were stained with H&E. Beginning with 12x 8 J/cm2 the morphological structure appeared changed. Half of the lower nuclei became pyknotic, which was increased at 12x 10 J/cm2 and a loosened structure was obtained with 12x 12 J/cm2. Single UVA dose is indicated in the image, to obtain total dose: 12x single dose. Two experiments with n = 3 b | Dermal cell number of NHDFs after multiple UVA-irradiation moderately decreased between -1 and -11 %. N = 6 c | Beginning with the first three UVA doses, the cell vitality or metabolic capacity after multiple UVA-exposure was reduced between 5 and 9 %. Increasing UVA doses, beginning with 12x 8 J/cm2 revealed a dose-dependent decline of fibroblast vitality up to 52 %. N = 3 d | Picrosirius red staining revealed no changes in the collagen matrix were not reflected by picrosirius red staining and structure of the collagen fibers did not change significantly. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   2.2.14.2 Multiple UVA-irradiations increased expression of wound healing protein thrombospondin-1  To analyze the DEs in more detail, i.e. to investigate for potential UV-dependent effects, IIF stainings of thrombospondin-1 (TSP1) and fibronectin were performed (fig. 55). The glycoprotein thrombospondin-1 is an extracellular matrix protein which is produced by fibroblasts particularly during wound repair and which is important for activating transforming growth factor ß1(TGF-β1) allowing for its active form to stimulate signaling in the fibroblasts and keratinocytes (DiPietro et al. 1996). The IIF staining of TSP1 revealed a slight increase after multiple UVA-irradiations of 12x 2 J/cm2, 12x 4 J/cm2, 12x 6 J/cm2 and 12x 8 J/cm2. A strong increase, however, was seen with the two highest doses of 12x 10 J/cm2, and 12x 12 J/cm2 suggesting that under these conditions UVA-induced a wound healing-like stimulation in the fibroblasts (fig. 55 a). Fibronectin has many different roles in wound healing and in this process it plays a crucial role by ECM formation and re-epithelialization (Lenselink 2015). To further detect the impact of UVA-light on the wound healing-like stimulation seen by thrombospondin-1, the collagen binding and glycoprotein fibronectin was additionally investigated (fig. 55 b). While thrombospondin-1 was increased at higher UVA doses, no laminar change in fibronectin could be found after the multiple UVA-irradiations of dermal equivalents. 
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88   Figure 55 | IIF staining of wound healing protein thrombospondin-1 and fibronectin after multiple UVA-irradiation of DEs a | Thrombospondin-1 stainings of dermal equivalents appeared slightly increased after irradiation with 12x 2, 12x 4, 12x 6 and 12x 8 J/cm2. Doses with 12x 10 and 12x 12 J/cm2 revealed a clear thrombospondin-1 increase.  b | With increasing UVA doses no change in fibronectin was obtained.  Single UVA dose is indicated in the example figure, to obtain total dose: 12x single dose. N = 6 skin equivalents. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   2.2.14.3 Multiple UVA-irradiations caused telomere shortening in the NHDFs of the DEs To address the role of multiple UVA-exposures on telomere length regulation sections of the different DEs treated with different doses of UVA were investigated by qFISH with the telomere-specific probe. Representative images are presented in figure 56 a. Quantification of the TSI demonstrated a rather heterogeneous pattern of TSI reduction with only little effect for 12x 2 J/cm2 and 12x 6 J/cm2, some more decline at doses of 12x 8 J/cm2 and 12x 10 J/cm2, and a statistically significant decline for doses of 12x 4 J/cm2 and 12x 12 J/cm2 (fig. 56 b). This diverse behavior demonstrated that UVA is affecting telomere length of the NHDF in DEs, however, this is not dose-dependent but rather a stochastic event.  
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89   Figure 56 | Telomere signal intensity of multiple UVA-irradiated skin equivalents a | Example images fibroblast nuclei of multi-UVA-treated DEs stained for telomeres (red) with qFISH and nucleus DNA (blue) with DAPI. Single UVA dose is indicated, to obtain total dose: 12x single dose. b | UVA-treated DEs showed an inconstant reduction of TSI for all different doses.  To compare experiments mean of the CO was normalized to 1 and treated samples correspondingly. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test to CO, **p<0.01 for 12x 4 J/cm2 and 12x 12 J/cm2 treated NHDFs, all others p>0.05. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   Taken together, high doses of chronic UVA-irradiations damage the dermal fibroblast causing an increasing number of pyknotic cells and at very high doses a somewhat loosened ECM structure. Whereby Fibronectin was not changed after UV-treatment, TSP1 increased with increasing UVA doses. The number of fibroblasts was slightly decreased in a non-dose dependent manner, while their 
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metabolic activity was dose dependently reduced up to -52 %. Finally, a reduction in telomere length was also found for all different UVA-treatments.  By comparison of the OTCs with the DEs without epithelia suggested that fibroblasts of DEs exhibit a higher tolerance towards UVA-light compared to fibroblasts in OTCs with NHEKs. This finding was reflected by histology, cell number of fibroblasts as well as metabolic activity. Interestingly, skin equivalents with HaCaT cells revealed a similar reduction of fibroblast cell number and metabolic activity like DEs only. While the telomere length of the fibroblasts in the DEs was reduced in a non-dose-dependent manner, fibroblasts of OTCs with NHEKs and HaCaT cells showed a tendency of TSI increase at the lower utilized doses (12x 2 J/cm2 and 12x 4 J/cm2).                  
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3.   Discussion We investigated the TL regulation after the exogenous stress stimuli UV-irradiation and the endogenous stress regulation after adiposity intervention. To intervene adiposity 105 severely obese patients obtained a bariatric surgery to target the maintenance or reduction of body weight. BMI and PBMC TL measured by qFISH were recorded before, 6, 12 and 24 months after gastric bypass or gastric sleeve surgery to obtain insight into the TL regulation upon weight reduction.  3.1   Blood telomere length in relation to age and gender Telomeres shorten with age in obese and non-obese people. Different studies revealed independently by a general analysis of telomere length in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from humans an increased telomere erosion in T cells, B cells and granulocytes with increasing age (Rufer et al. 1999; Chen et al. 2011; Ishikawa et al. 2016). These results were confirmed with our data. We could show for healthy subjects with increasing age an increased telomere length attrition (slope = -1.3 [a.u./y]). Also for obese patient, before bariatric surgery, a similar telomere erosion with age was received (slope = -0.92 [a.u./y]). This decrease might be on the one hand due to the end replication problem (Olovnikov 1971) and on the other and by an age-related decrease in telomeric repair capacities of the hematopoietic (stem) cells (Kruk et al. 1995).  Longer telomeres do not erode faster. In 2009, Nordfjäll and coworkers also showed an age-associated telomere shortening in blood samples taken at a 10 year interval from healthy humans. Additionally, they highlighted an individual telomere attrition rate which was inversely correlated with initial TL. Meaning, the attrition rate was most pronounced in individuals with long telomeres at baseline (Nordfjall et al. 2009). Therefore, we questioned if our populations showed a stronger age-dependent TL decline with longer telomeres at baseline. However, we could not confirm the findings from Nordfjäll and colleagues as we did not observe an increased telomere length decrease with higher basic telomere length over time in the obese and non-obese cohort.  Woman and men do not differ in telomere length. Until 2015, 25 studies were published on the whole blood cells and more than 5 studies on PBMCs connecting gender and TL (Gardner et al. 2014). To date, little is known about TL in obese woman and men. Most of the studies revealed longer telomeres in non-obese women than in men, however, these studies were performed with the TL measurement methods Southern blot, qPCR or FlowFISH but none of the studies measured TL with the qFISH method on a single cell basis. Our depicted data measured with qFISH and analyzed for gender differences did not show a significant telomere length difference between women and men but a small tendency of increased TL for obese and non-obese women was received. In 2004, it was suggested that TL of leukocytes might be influenced by X-chromosomal inheritance for longer telomeres in women (Nawrot et al. 2004), but also an estradiol-dependent up-regulation of hTERT and 
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activation of telomerase was demonstrated to have a positive effect on female telomere length (Kyo et al. 1999; Kawagoe et al. 2003).   3.2   Telomere length regulation of severely obese patients after bariatric intervention Bariatric surgery-induced significant weight reduction. The patient collective, consisting of 105 severely obese patients displayed an average BMI of 48.0 kg/m2. This average BMI is classified according to the WHO as super obesity and meets the highest obesity classification, the class III 
obesity (BMI ≥ 40)  (WHO 2014). Six month after bariatric surgery of either sleeve gastrectomy or the Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) the obese patient significantly reduced they average BMI to 38.5 kg/m2 which implies class II obesity (35 ≥ BMI ≤ 40). Later time points revealed a further general but slower BMI decline resulting in average BMI of 35.5 kg/m2 after 2 years, being close to class I obesity 
(30 ≥ BMI ≤ 35). These significant BMI reductions are in accordance with other bariatric surgery studies showing consistent results in extensive weight reduction. For instance, the most common bariatric surgery, the RYGB, resulted in an initial BMI loss of 20 to 40 % (Cummings et al. 2004). After 1 or 2 years the weight loss in another study revealed a weight reduction of 24 to 40 % (Sjostrom et al. 2007). The sleeve gastrectomy or also known as duodenal switch caused BMI declines of 18 % or even 80 % after 24 month (Hess & Hess 1998; Buchwald et al. 2004). We also observed median BMI decreases of 20 % to 25 % to 26 % after 6, 12 and 24 month post-OP, respectively and thus it is assumed that our obese patients gained life quality similar as described by others. This included the complete loss of the disease diabetes mellitus type 2, hypertension, dyslipidemia, obstructive sleep apnea (Buchwald et al. 2004; Huerta et al. 2007), cardiomyopathy (McCloskey et al. 2007), polycystic ovary syndrome, male obesity-associated secondary hypogonadism (Escobar-Morreale et al. 2017),  psychological body image disturbance (De Panfilis et al. 2007), or the improvement of economic productivity (Hawkins et al. 2007). Overall, the long-term total mortality after gastric bypass surgery was significantly reduced in comparison to obese non-operated persons (Adams et al. 2007). Hyperleptinemia induces inflammatory pathways and triggers the production of IL-6, TNF-α and activates macrophages and monocytes (Tilg & Moschen 2006; Ceci et al. 2007; Beltowski 2012). The resulted increased oxidative stress seen in blood samples of obese people was also reduced by bariatric surgery-induced weight reduction. Horn and co-workers showed a reduction of carbonylated protein, reduced glutathione, thiobarbituric acid reactive substance and an ascorbic acid level 6 month post-RYGB (Horn et al. 2017).  For that reason, the successful reduction of body weight caused through bariatric surgery in our obese patient cohort should have reduced the psychological and physiological stress following by an improvement of the quality of life.  
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BMI of class III obesity does not correlate with telomere length. Pervious work connected obesity to shorter telomeres and Müezzinler and co-workers suggested an inverse relationship between BMI and telomere length by peforming a meta-analysis between obesity and telomere length (Muezzinler et al. 2014). In their summary they ignored gender and not all included studies revealed statistical significance and heterogeneity in characteristics of population size, methods and age. One year later also Mundstock and colleagues supplied such a meta-analysis with a more moderate conclusion of just a tendency of negative correlation between obesity and telomere length (Mundstock et al. 2015). Unfortunately, linear TL-BMI regressions were rarely represented in the included studies and most of the studies compared LTL of obese vs. non-obese groups. By the latter approach, if overweight and obese patients were compared to normal-weight subjects a significant decline of LTL was received in adipose patients (Lee et al. 2011). Kim and colleagues compared a normal weight, an overweight and a class I obesity population with each other. Depending on the adipose classification LTL was shorter with increasing weight (Kim et al. 2009). This data were confirmed by Strandberg and co-workers; however, their data did not reach significance (Strandberg et al. 2012).  Comparing our class III obesity population with our normal weight population we could confirm the previous findings, nevertheless, our two populations were differently methodical conditioned and for that reasons, a comparison of both groups is critical. If we correlated by linear regression the BMI of class III obesity to the PBMC telomere length no TL alteration with increasing BMI was obtained. However, after bariatric intervention followed by increased weight loss a tendency of shorter telomeres with increasing BMI could be seen. This raised the question, if the level of being obese or being overweight might influence the TL-BMI correlation.  So far, we found studies correlating with linear regression the BMI of normal weight and overweight cohorts and a significant inverse BMI-TL associated was only found for women (Nordfjall et al. 2008). However, by correlating BMI and leukocyte TL of an overweight population (25 ≥ BMI ≤ 30) no association was seen. (Farzaneh-Far et al. 2010; Tiainen et al. 2012; Appleby et al. 2017) In class II obesity an inverse association of BMI and TL in whole blood samples was also only obtained in women so far (Al-Attas et al. 2010), whereas, no association between BMI and telomere attrition was seen in a class III obesity population (Laimer et al. 2016). These findings from Laimer et al. are in accordance of our data, as we also saw no correlation between BMI and TL in class III obesity samples and additionally, further subdividing into genders did not lead to a significant linear regression between TL and BMI.   Interestingly, depending on the approach for the investigation of obesity and TL relationship, different findings were obtained. If the TL of obese people is compared to the TL of normal weight people shorter telomeres are found in the obese group. If BMI data are correlated by linear regression with TL data, no BMI-TL association could be found. Thus, it could be, that regression analysis might not reveal significance if just small ranges of BMI in one group are connected with TL. This leads to the assumption that body weight itself just might have a small biological effect on TL and a linear 
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regression between BMIs ranging from normal weight (18.5 ≥ BMI ≤ 25) to class III obesity (BMI ≥ 40) is needed.  Bariatric surgery-induced weight reduction increased telomere length of severely obese patients So far, two interventional studies with bariatric surgery exist, which investigated the telomere length alteration in human blood over time. In 2014, Formichi and co-workers investigated the leukocyte TL of obese patients, They followed the patients over 1 year after bariatric surgery by measuring TL all 3 month and a continuous significant telomere length decrease (of 6.4, 10.6, 13.8, and 16.0 % at 3, 6, 9, and 12 month afterwards, respectively) was seen after bariatric surgery (Formichi et al. 2014). These findings are in contrast to our results. At 6 month we saw no telomere length change (meanTSI +0.76 %) was received, which was also not changed after 12 month (meanTSI +1.8 %).  Formichi et al. had a similar patient cohort but a different methodic setup. Their subjects showed a mean BMI of 46.5 kg/m2 and in our study the average BMI was 48 kg/m2, however telomere length was measured with the qPCR and in leukocyte samples including granulocytes. Furthermore, they included subject receiving several different surgeries like sleeve gastrectomy, gastric bandings, gastric bypasses, biliopancreatic diversions, and gastric plication. Furthermore, with their data they could not show the telomere shortening effect with increasing age (Formichi et al. 2014). Additionally, we also investigated for the first time the TL of human PBMCs at 24 month post-bariatric surgery. Most importantly, at this time point we were able to show a significant TL increase of +5.6 %, revealing a possible starting point for telomere lengthening after bariatric surgery-induced weight reduction. Subdividing these data for gender affiliation we also received a +5.6 % TL increase for women. Due to the low number of male participants no further assumption for men could be made.  Besides Formichi and co-workers, a second study indicated recently TL regulation in bariatric-aided obese humans. Here, Laimer and colleagues indicated with a prospective intervention study a 2.3 % increase of telomere length for obese women 10 years after weight reduction surgery (Laimer et al. 2016) while a normal weight control population revealed over the same period a telomere length decline of 4.9 %. Different from our study, their cohort received either a gastric banding or a RYGB, while our patients received either a sleeve gastrectomy or RYGB and TL was measured in leukocytes with the qPCR method. The starting mean BMI of their cohort was 41.4 kg/m2 and thus lower but a similar weight reduction was indicated as we have seen (- 21 %).  Here, we showed for the first time a TL increase 24 month after bariatric surgery-induced weight reduction and demonstrated that this is the time of beginning TL increase. Conflicting results up to 1 year post-surgery between Formichi et al. and our data might be due to the post-surgical state and its changed metabolism until catabolism discloses stability. So it could be that these radical changes also led to a disordered TL regulation after the first month of surgery receiving TL variations, underlining, that adipose tissue is known for bioaccumulation of lipophilic environmental substances (Durante et al. 2016). The stored toxins may be released during weight loss and become released back into the 
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metabolism causing additional negative effects to human health and imbalanced TL regulation. Reaching a weight balance and a stable environment for catabolites and hormones, the weight reduction might have induced a positive effect on physical and psychical state and together with the 10 year study this suggest, that upon intervention TL in obese people increases and that this effect is long lasting.   3.3   Telomere length regulation in human PBMCs varied over time Telomere length of severely obese patients was investigated before, 6, 12, and 24 month post-bariatric surgery and we took the chance to investigate TL progression for each individual subject. Interestingly, across the different time points TL changes ranged from -38 % up to +48 % and revealed a highly dynamic fluctuation over 24 month in all of the 26 investigated patients. Svenson and co-workers also indicated such a TL dynamic in 5 individuals on irregular monthly-time intervals up to 1 year (Svenson et al. 2011). Unfortunately no declaration of weight was given for these 5 individuals. Therefore, we questioned if the irregular TL oscillation over time is an effect of the intervention in obese people or if we would find these TL regulation also in healthy untreated subjects, we were able to show for the first time this TL variation over a whole year with 2-monthly intervals.  Confirming the TL with a second telomere length measurement method we showed that the found telomere dynamic is real and is not due to obesity and is also given on a bimonthly level in PBMCs of healthy humans.  According to the change of TL, we could arrange the obese and non-obese individuals into three groups. We defined a minor TL fluctuation of less than 10 % change, a medium TL change between 10 and 30 % and a major TL change over 30 %. Interestingly, with 9, 11 and 6 subjects we could almost equally divide the 26 obese patients in the three groups. For the 22 normal-weight probands just one subject revealed a minor TL change over one year, whereas 13 showed a medium and 8 probands a high TL alteration. Thus, this may suggest, that the weight intervention might have consequences on TL regulation; showing that median to major changes are more likely in healthy probands.  As this was not yet reported, we further investigated the 22 healthy subjects and correlated the individual TL progression with lifestyle behaviors to determine any potential “reason” for the TL fluctuation. Recently, it was shown that poor sleep quality and short sleep duration can be associated with shorter telomeres of lymphocytes in men and women (Liang et al. 2011; Prather et al. 2011; Jackowska et al. 2012) and this effect was similarly reported for obese subject (BMI 30-45 kg/m2) (Prather et al. 2015). Having established a whole catalogue of life style questions poor sleep was not among those that correlated with individual TL progression. Furthermore the negative correlation between TL and increased alcohol uptake reported by Appleby and others (Pavanello et al. 2011; Strandberg et al. 2012; Appleby et al. 2017) was also not seen in the normal-weight control group. 
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Because TL increase was additionally referred to healthy food intake, like Mediterranean diet (Borghini et al. 2015), low polyunsaturated fatty acid or high vegetable consumption (Cassidy et al. 2010; Lian et al. 2015) we further analyzed the individual TL changes in correlation to the quality of food intake. Also this did not allow for a correlation with TL in our cohort. Lastly, the linkage of shorter telomeres with increased stress (Epel et al. 2004; O'Donovan et al. 2011; Ala-Mursula et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2014; Roberts et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2017) was investigated and for the tempted stress at work and at home was asked. Also here, no connection could be drawn. However, it needs to be mentioned, that the results of our lifestyle questionnaire are based on subjective impression of each proband and it may be that this subjectivity had generate differences between studies.  Due to the stringent regulation of telomerase activity during T and B lymphocyte activation the health status may be one possible influencing factor of telomere length. It was shown that resting, peripheral CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes increased their telomere length upon activation and clonal expansion (Weng et al. 1997; Weng et al. 1998; Allsopp et al. 2002). Thus, to explain the bimonthly irregular TL oscillating, TL was additionally correlated with the health impression of each healthy individual was related to telomere length. Interestingly, retrospective for one week, but not retrospective for a month, we found a tendency of longer telomeres with better health impression.  As health correlates with the increase in inflammatory cells, we quantified PBMCs amount and correlated the number to the corresponding telomere length. Here, no correlation between the amount of PBMCs and their TL was found. This finding might be realistic, because none of the probands experienced any severe thickness and it was shown earlier that the quantity of WBC cannot be associated with a low-grad inflammation (Compte et al. 2015). In addition, the determination of PBMCs number was only semi-quantitative. Therefore, to obtain a more solid impression of the health status immune-dependent cytokine levels were analyzed.  This demonstrated that together with TL of PBMCs that IL-4 and IL-10 were negative correlated with longer telomeres, while IL-12 was increased with increasing telomere length. Rode and co-workers showed that an increase of inflammation indicated by a high C-reactive protein level can be associated with shorter leukocyte telomeres (Rode et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2016), we did not reveal PBMC TL associations with the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1α, IL-5, IL-6, IL-15, IL-17, IL-23, INFα, INFβ, INFy, INFL or TNFα, anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-13, or chemokine IL-8. As TL was decreased with increased anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 our data may support the findings of telomere elongation upon lymphocyte activation (Weng et al. 1997; Weng et al. 1998). Furthermore, our IL-12 data also support this finding, because we saw longer PBMC telomeres with increased pro-inflammatory IL-12 cytokine level. IL-4 is known to induce the differentiation of naïve helper T cells and through this activation, TL of T cells should become elongated (Weng et al. 1997; Weng et al. 1998; Allsopp et al. 2002; Sokol et al. 2008) However, we found shorter PBMC telomeres with increasing pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-4 level. Thus, it is of debate, if the seen telomere elongation after differentiation of lymphocytes by 
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Weng and colleagues might be an initial step, which later leads to proliferation-dependent telomere erosion.  Together, these data point to a highly dynamic TL regulation over time and it appears that irregular TL oscillation is a general trait of telomeres in the human PBMCs. We also cannot exclude at present that the irregular oscillation of TL might derive from a dissimilar proliferation of blood progenitor cells with differences in TL and thus have led to the TL variations over time. That this oscillation in individual subjects is a true phenomenon was supported with data of parallel TL alteration seen in different blood cell types (Elisabeth Blackburn, Salk Institute, La Jolla, USA, personal communication 2014) In addition, we belief, that the increase of blood telomere length after bariatric surgery-induced weight-reduction may be induced by a complex multi-factorial causation. This causation underlies the reduction of psychical and physical stress which was composed before the bariatric intervention by poor body experience, little exercise, inflammation and oxidative stress and other poor medical condition rendered by the metabolic syndrome.   After the insight into the TL regulation upon internal stress by bariatric surgery-induced weight reduction, we further investigated the TL regulation in human skin keratinocytes upon the exogenous stress stimulus UV-irradiation. In conventional monolayer cultures and in organotypic 3D skin cultures the TL regulation after acute or chronic UV-exposure was investigated. Therefore, the human HaCaT keratinocytes were compared with normal human keratinocytes (NHEKs), which differ from being impaired in p53, signaling, expressing high levels of telomerase, and exhibiting stable short telomeres. Furthermore, the role of UVA and the combined UVA+B radiation were examined.    3.4   Telomere regulation after acute UV-irradiation Acute UVA-irradiation caused temporary chromatin modulation at telomeres and no telomere shortening in keratinocytes. After acute UVA-irradiation the qFISH staining with the telomere-specific probe indicated a TSI increase of 28 % after 1 h in NHEKs and after 48 h in HaCaT cells. This temporary TL increase was in contrast to other findings of acute UVA-treated skin cells; but these findings were made with human skin fibroblast. For instance, Ma and co-workers showed a dose-dependent telomere shortening in cultured foreskin fibroblasts 24 h after UVA-irradiation and Yin and Jiang confirmed these findings (Ma et al. 2012; Yin & Jiang 2013). Furthermore, Zhou et al. provided evidence with embryonic skin fibroblasts that this telomere shortening is still be seen for 7 days after UVA-exposure (Zhou et al. 2012). So far, the only available data on keratinocytes in monolayer cultures were derived with HaCaT cells that were multiple irradiated for 5 and 15 weeks and here no telomere shortening was seen (Wischermann et al. 2008). Even though it was demonstrated that UVA-irradiation may cause telomerase activation in human skin (Ueda et al. 1997), 
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a TSI increase of 28 % within short time of 1 h may be unexpected, if we considering telomerase activation.  Accordingly, analyzing TL with a second method, for example qPCR, did not confirm a change in TL and suggested that the increase in TSI reflected a phenomenon different from telomere lengthening. One difference between qFISH and qPCR is the constitution of the DNA during telomere length determination. In case of qFISH, telomeric DNA is visualized as chromatin in interphase cells. In contrast, for qPCR preparation protein-digestion is performed, having ‘naked’ DNA. Thus, it appeared likely that telomeric DNA organization might influence the outcome of the performed telomere length measurements.   It was suggested that a condensed heterochromatin structure at telomeres may be unlikely due to steric reasons (Fajkus et al. 1995; Filesi et al. 2000; Pisano et al. 2008; Dejardin & Kingston 2009; Galati et al. 2013) however, histone modifications of heterochromatin are commonly found at telomeres, indicating that chromosome ends are assembled into heterochromatin domains. Furthermore, the repetitive telomere sequence is not coding for proteins and is mainly accessed during DNA replication which additionally argues in favor for a highly condensed heterochromatin character (Garcia-Cao et al. 2004; Gonzalo et al. 2005; Gonzalo et al. 2006; Blasco 2007; Schoeftner & Blasco 2009). To test, if the histone modification at telomeres might have influenced the outcome of the qFISH staining the chromatin was artificial modified to relaxed chromatin through inhibition of histone deacetylase (HDAC). Interestingly, 4 h after HDAC inhibition NHEKs as well as HaCaT cells showed an increase of TSI and this increased TSI was maintained. Importantly, also here no TL alteration was found with TL measurement by qPCR. For that reason, we have to conclude that the TSI increase with qFISH after HDAC inhibition was due to an increased binding of telomere-specific probe which might be a result of chromatin relaxation, or else chromatin formation.  Therefore, also the TSI increase triggered by UVA-irradiation in NHEKs and HaCaT cells was likely a result of the shift from packed chromatin to loosened chromatin allowing increased probe incorporation into the telomeric DNA. Thus, demonstrating that UV-irradiation is causing a temporary chromatin structure but in our hands no telomere shortening. This alteration to loosened chromatin structure was already described after UV-irradiation (Smerdon 1991) and they suggested this as a step how UV-induced photoproducts may be repaired. UVA-induced chromatin modulation might be due to ROS-triggered DNA damage at telomeres. Preceding work showed that a possible cause of telomeric photoproducts after acute UVA-irradiation is the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Greinert et al. 2012) and this ROS increased between 15 and 20 min after UVA-irradiation in HaCaT cells and human keratinocyte (Grether-Beck et al. 1996; Valencia & Kochevar 2008; Aroun et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2017).  Contradictory, we found 20 min after UVA-treatment a ROS decline in these cells. For NHEKs this decline was turned into a significant increase 24 h after treatment, while HaCaT cells showed at later 
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time points no ROS changes. The antioxidant n-acetylcysteine (NAC) was able to prevent UVA-induced ROS. Additionally, the superoxide anion level was measured after UVA-irradiation and with an increase after 20 min we confirmed the ROS induction in NHEKs and HaCaT cells upon single UVA-exposure. Thus, the ROS increase might have caused relaxed chromatin at telomeres, seen by TSI increase. Furthermore, this TSI increase could be reduced through the pre-incubation with antioxidant glutathione (GSH) in keratinocytes from 28 to 18 % arguing against telomere elongation and for an increased probe binding due to chromatin relaxation. Similar effects after antioxidant treatment were shown by Yokoo and colleagues. They showed in NHEKs the prevention of telomere alteration by treating the cells with vitamin C derivatives (Yokoo et al. 2004).   Given that chromatin modulation is required for DNA-repair proteins to find access to the lesion (Green & Almouzni 2002; Gong et al. 2005) we asked if we see activation of the DNA damage response (DDR) in NHEKs and HaCaT cells nuclei after UVA-exposure. Detecting DNA-damage proteins at entire DNA, 1 h after UV-treatment NHEKs showed an increase of the DNA damage sensors γH2AX and Poly-ADP-ribose (PAR), the apical kinase ATM and the damage mediator 53BP1. This is in agreement with prior findings, as it was shown that DNA damage can be sensed by apical local kinases ATM/ATR which caused through phosphorylation the activation of the histone variant yH2AX, which is also an indicator of double-strand breaks. But also other DNA damage sensors like Poly(ADP-ribose)-polymerase (PARP) and its post-translational modification PAR plays an important role in the recognition of DNA lesions. Additionally, it is suggested that DNA damage mediator 53BP1 amplified the DDR to downstream diffusible checkpoint kinases which further trigger effector proteins like p53 (d'Adda di Fagagna 2008; Fischer et al. 2014). Thus, with our findings we can assume that UV-exposure induced DNA damage at bulk DNA and triggered the DDR in p53 wild-type keratinocytes In contrast, regarding also the damage at entire DNA, the p53-mutant HaCaT keratinocytes just showed a slight increase in 53BP1 but no alteration in the levels of γH2AX, PAR or ATM. Thus, to detect if UVA-induced ROS was able to cause damage at DNA HaCaT cells were additionally stained for the oxidized guanine variant 8-oxoguanine (8-oxo-G). This staining showed an increase of 8-oxoguanine after UVA-irradiation indicating damaged DNA and we can suggest, that the UV-irradiation indeed caused damage. That we did not obtain γH2AX increase 1 h after UVA-irradiation in HaCaT cells was in contrast to other work. For instance, also in HaCaT cells Wischermann and co-workers showed γH2AX foci formation 30 min after UVA-irradiation; however, with 60 J/cm2 they used a three times higher UVA dose (Wischermann et al. 2008). But also with  lower UVA-dose (10 J/cm2) Eastham and colleagues detected γH2AX formation in HaCaT cells (Eastham 2016) and the reason for this discrepancy is present unclear. Also unclear is the finding, that we did not see an increase of ATM in HaCaT cells after UV-exposure, because it was shown that the ATM pathway can 
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be activated upon UV-treatment (Craig et al. 2010) and furthermore that this can be achieved through UVA-induced ROS production in HaCaT cells (Zhang et al. 2002). A substrate of ATM is the p53 binding protein 53BP1 (Ward et al. 2003) but interestingly, while no ATM increase was seen, its downstream target 53BP1 amount was present 1 h after UVA-treatment in HaCaT cells. Because 53BP1 inhibits the double-strand break repair (DSB) homologous recombination (HR) and promotes non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) (Daley & Sung 2014) a DNA repair with the NHEJ pathway in the UVA-treated both keratinocytes type is possible.  As it was suggested that relaxed chromatin is required for DNA damage repair (Green & Almouzni 2002; Gong et al. 2005) we asked if the UVA-induced relaxed telomeric chromatin in NEHKs and HaCaT cells might be due to DNA damage at telomeres. Therefore, the DDR proteins PAR, ɣH2AX, ATM and 53BP1 were analyzed at telomeres with the help of telomere qFISH staining.  NHEKs showed 1 h after UVA-irradiation an increase of PAR, ɣH2AX and 53BP1. Unfortunately, no ATM at telomeres could be analyzed due to technical reasons, but the increase of ɣH2AX at telomeres in NHEKs may suggest for also an increase of ATM, as it was shown that the formation of ɣH2AX is largely dependent on the activation of ATM (Burma et al. 2001).  In contrast, UVA-treated HaCaT cells showed no increase of ɣH2AX or ATM at telomeres and UV-treatment led just to an increase of PAR and 53BP1 after 1h. This increase suggested also for DDR at telomeres. While bulk DNA of UV-treated HaCaT cells showed no increased PARylation compared to untreated control cells, another mechanistic pathway for the increased PAR formation at telomeres might be suggested. The chromatin alteration in NEHKs was seen after 1 h and for the TP53-mutant HaCaT cells after 48 h. In line with this described delay in telomeric chromatin modification, the p53-mutant HaCaT cells were not arrested in their cell cycle during the first 24 h, while NHEKs showed a clear G2 phase arrest. Accordingly, NHEK proliferation was inhibited at least for five days, while HaCaT cells showed no differences in proliferation behavior after UV-treatment. But also others found, that HaCaT cells demonstrated cell cycle progression after UV-treatment (He et al. 2008) and, on the other hand, UVA-treatment of normal esophagus keratinocytes showed cell cycle arrest accompanied by a transient growth arrest at least four days (Morales et al. 2003). Taken together, UVA triggered the localization of PAR, ɣH2AX, 53BP1 and possibly also ATM at telomeric DNA in NHEKs. In HaCaT cells PAR and 53BP1 were increased at telomeres after UVA-treatment, however, no differences in ATM or ɣH2AX levels was detected. This hints for a different telomeric damage response and a time-dependent difference in chromatin modulation. Because no later time points after UV-irradiation were investigated for DDR proteins in NHEKs and HaCaT cells, it is not clear if the UV-induced DNA damage is repaired. As former work showed, that UV or other induced DNA-damage is refractory and even irreparable at telomeres (Rochette & Brash 2010; Fumagalli et al. 2012; Hewitt et al. 2012); we can only assume that the observed DDR at telomeres in 
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keratinocytes 1 h after UV-irradiation might not be later removed. This might be crucial for HaCaT cells as they did not arrest cell cycle and went on in proliferation upon UV-irradiation. Thus, DNA-damage may induce replication-dependent DNA breaks also at telomeres leading to telomere erosion. To determine whether a similar damage response to UV-irradiation occurs also in the tissue context, we also investigated DDR proteins in HaCaT cells and NHEKs grown in three-dimensional organotypic skin cultures (OTCs). As result of acute UVA-irradiation, we detected an increase in 53BP1 in NHEKs 1 h post treatment. This was in accordance with UV-treated NEHKs monolayers. Though, the increase of ɣH2AX and ATM after UVA-exposure was not seen in NHEK nuclei of OTCs and because no other time point was analyzed it is questionable whether these proteins are induced later on. In agreement with monolayer cultures, NHEKs showed a TSI increase 1 h after UVA-irradiation but the increase was less intense. HaCaT cells in OTCs showed in addition to 53BP1 also an increase in ɣH2AX. This occurred despite any changes in ATM. Moreover, a TSI increase 1 h after UVA-irradiation was also seen in HaCaT cell OTCs, while this increase was seen 48 h post irradiation in monolayers.  In agreement with the demonstrated DDR in monolayer cultures and OTCs, Bernerd and co-workers showed in reconstructed human skin in vitro that the DNA damage cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPD) is present after UV-irradiation in NHEKs (Bernerd & Asselineau 1997; Bernerd et al. 1999; Bernerd et al. 2003). Unfortunately, no work by others showed the detection of any of the here analyzed DDR proteins in OTCs. Thus, the reason for the discrepancies between monolayer and OTC irradiation remains elusive, so far; however this may lie in the presence of dermal fibroblasts in the OTC situation and it could be that a cross-talk between fibroblasts and keratinocytes induced different DDR.   3.5   Telomere regulation after chronic UV-irradiation As acutely or single treated OTCs showed no changes in histology, chronic UV-irradiation led to morphological changes in OTCs with NHEKs. Here, OTCs revealed decreased filaggrin protein levels accompanied with an increase of the wound-associated protein decorin. These findings were previously confirmed in solar-irradiated skin (Scott 1986; Yeo et al. 1991), arguing that the OTC irradiation model well represents the in vivo situation.  Different effects can be found after chronic UVA or UVA+B-irradiations in OTCs. In general, UVA and UVB-light are supposed to cause different reactions in the skin. While UVA-irradiation can penetrate deep into the dermal layer of the skin, UVB-light is known to be directly absorbed in the epidermal layer (Ichihashi et al. 2003). However, solar radiation is composed of both UVA and UVB-light. Therefore, besides UVA-radiation we additionally included the composition of UVA and UVB-
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light (UVA+B) into the study of the telomere length regulation in order to simulate the in vivo situation more accurately. When characterizing the chronic UV-treated NHEK OTCs, we found that increasing doses of chronic UVA-exposure caused increased cell death of dermal fibroblasts followed by epithelial atrophy. In contrast, chronic UVA+B-irradiation resulted in less dermal cell death indicated by maintenance of a well-stratified epidermis. Importantly, this suggested that UVA+B, actually representing the in vivo situation more accurately, treatment is less harmful to OTCs.  Interestingly, Bernerd and colleagues showed a clear reduction of fibroblast number already after 24 and 48 h with a single UVA or UVA+B-treatment (Bernerd & Asselineau 1997; Bernerd & Asselineau 1998; Bernerd et al. 1999; Bernerd et al. 2003; Duval et al. 2003; Bernerd & Asselineau 2008). This is surprising as in our hands only UVA caused a clear reduction in the number of fibroblasts, while 4 week long UVA+B-treatments still showed a rather “unaltered” fibroblasts profile.   Moreover, different from our findings but by using a similar multiple UV-irradiation approach, Huang and colleagues showed in human engineered skin no morphological changes by UVA, UVB and UVA+B-irradiation (Huang et al. 2009). An important difference between this study and the present analysis, however, was the time schedule of irradiation. While the skin model by Huang et al. was UV-treated four times for one week, our OTCs were treated three times per week for a total time of four weeks, resulting in about a 3-4 times higher total UV-dose. Thus, the effect on morphology might be time-dependent and only be detectable when administering a continuous irradiation   When UV-irradiating OTCs with HaCaT cells, a different response compared to OTCs with NHEK was observed. Interestingly, chronic UVA- or UVA+B-treatments did not alter the number of fibroblasts. Because HaCaT cells are tetraploid, it might be that the HaCaT cell epidermis is absorbing more UV-irradiation than NHEK epithelia. But also a different cross-talk between fibroblasts and HaCaT cells might be possible, inducing other protein expression which might have resulted in more resistant fibroblasts upon UV-exposure.  Taken together, we found that chronic UVA+B exposure was less harmful to keratinocytes and fibroblasts than chronic UVA-irradiation. This suggests that the cellular regulation can be different depending on the UV composition. Thus, we cannot conclude from data acquired with UVA- or UVB-light only.  Telomere maintenance after chronic UV-irradiation is dependent on a functional p53 pathway in keratinocytes. Telomere shortening in keratinocytes was shown in sun-exposed skin compared to sun-protected skin sides (PhD thesis Dr. D. Krunić 2008, published online, Ikeda et al., 2014). Given that this shortening might need protracted exposure, the exact mechanism of UV-induced telomere shortening in human skin remains elusive. Therefore, we investigated the TL regulation after multiple (chronic) UV-irradiations over weeks in a tissue context.  
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As mentioned earlier, chronic UV-exposed of NHEKs in OTCs showed an increase in TSI, which was not expected. So far, we cannot predict if this TSI increase indicated a real lengthening of telomeres or alternatively due to increased probe incorporation into the relaxed telomeric chromatin during qFISH staining as overserved in monolayer cultures. To enlighten the cause of the TSI increase further investigations including TL measurement by qPCR, would be necessary. Unfortunately, the extraction of telomeric DNA from OTCs for qPCR was not possible due to technical reasons. As increased ATM activation was seen after chronic UVA-irradiation in NHEK nuclei, the repair of this damage may lead to further DNA damage-dependent chromatin modulation in conjunction with increased probe binding to telomeres. On the contrary, a real increase in length could be due to telomerase activity. Indeed, Taylor and colleagues identified higher levels of telomerase activity in sun-exposed skin compared to non-exposed skin, suggesting that UV-light can increase telomerase activity (Taylor et al. 1996). Thus, both scenarios are possible and the discrimination between both may be possible by collecting additional data.  It is important to note that fibroblasts grown in co-cultures with NHEK (OTCs) showed different telomere length regulation than those grown in dermal equivalents without keratinocytes after irradiation with the same UVA doses. While normal human dermal fibroblasts (NHDFs) in OTCs showed increased TSIs after UVA-exposure, the TSIs of NHDFs in dermal equivalents was decreased. Thus, it is possible that the presence of epidermal keratinocytes influenced the fibroblasts via cross-talk through soluble factors including cytokines (Bassino et al. 2017), impacting the telomere length regulation. Moreover, the presence of keratinocytes with their cornified layers may have also largely altered the UV dose ultimately reaching the NHDFs and thus, the response in telomere length. Thus, we concluded, that the telomere regulation of fibroblasts in UV-irradiated dermal equivalents is dependent on their environment in the model system. Generally, telomere shortening as response to chronic UV-irradiation was most reliably reproduced in HaCaT cells within the OTC setting after UVA+B and even stronger after UVA-irradiation. As the repetitive telomeric DNA was found to be permissive for UV-induced damage in several publications (Clingen et al. 1995; Tommasi et al. 1997; Oikawa et al. 2001; Rochette & Brash 2010), here, we add the detection of telomeric DNA damage shortly after UV-irradiation in keratinocytes. Moreover, we propose that impairment of p53 that is present in HaCaT cells hinders telomeric DNA repair, likely as cells are not stopped in the cell cycle. As consequence, continued irradiation leads to the accumulation of damage that might lead to telomere erosion during cell cycle progression. This assumption is supported by the findings of a replication-dependent telomere shortening mechanism after the induction of single-strand breaks (SSB) through hydrogen peroxide. Thus, oxidative stress can lead to telomere shortening due to a specific repair deficiency during replication (Petersen et al. 1998; von Zglinicki et al. 2000). Furthermore, in an earlier study, I detected an increase of single-stranded binding protein protection of telomere-1 (POT-1) after UVA-irradiation at telomeres, which suggests the presence of UV-induced single-stranded breaks within the telomere sequence (Bort Master thesis 
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2012). Taken together, UV-induces DNA damage especially at telomeres that cannot be repaired in HaCaT cells, as impaired p53 does not lead to the required growth arrest, causes telomere erosion over time.  Conclusion  Our data confirmed that stress whether acting endogenously or being induced by exogenous factors, influenced telomere length as shown for bariatric intervention and weight loss of obese patients causing a time-dependent telomere elongation in their PBMCs as well as for chronic UV-induced stress causing accelerated telomere erosion in p53-mutant skin keratinocytes. Importantly, and for the first time, this study additionally demonstrated that telomere length in PBMCs is not static but showed in as little as two-months-time intervals significant irregular oscillation/fluctuation. Thus, besides replication-dependent telomere loss, and loss under various stress conditions, as demonstrated in numerous recent studies, we encountered a continuous endogenous regulation of PBMC telomere length also in healthy probands. This regulation needs to be taken into account when considering telomere length as a biomarker. The mechanism of this native telomere length regulation, however, has not yet been fully understood.                
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4.   Materials and Methods  4.1   Materials 4.1.1 Chemicals Table 3 | Chemicals Name Company Acetic acid Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany Acetone Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany Bovine serum albumin (BSA) Jackson Immuno Research, Suffolk, UK  Dimethylformamide (DMF) Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany Ethanol (absolute) Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany Ethanol (denatured) Berkel AHK Alkoholhandel, Berlin, Germany Formaldehyde 37% Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany Formalin Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany Glycerol Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany Hydrochloric acid (HCl) Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany Iso-propanol Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany Methanol Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany Milk powder Bio-Rad Laboratories, Herfordshire, UK  NaOH Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany Nuclease-free water Qiagen, Hilden, Germany Paraffin  Vogel, Gießen, Germany PBS powder Serva Electrophoresis, Heidelberg, Germany Propidium iodide Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany Sodium chloride  Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany Tissue Tek Sakura Finetek, Zoeterwoude, Netherlands Trisodium citrate Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany Triton-X 100 Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany Trypsin Roche Applied Sciences, Mannheim, Germany  Tween-20 Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany Xylene Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany  
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4.1.2 Consumable materials Table 4 | Consumable materials Material Company 10-1000 µl Pipette filter tips Nerbe-Plus, Winsen/Luhe, Germany 10-1000 µl Pipette tips Gilson Pipetman, Middleton, USA 12-well ThinCert inserts 0.4 µm pore size, translucent, Cat No 665640 Greiner Bio-One, Frickenhausen, Germany,  12-well ThinCert-Plate  Cat No 665110 Greiner Bio-One, Frickenhausen, Germany 24-well plate (flat bottom) Nunc, Wiesbaden, Germany  6-well Falcon inserts 0.4 µm pore size, high pore density, Cat No 353493  BD Biosciences, Heidelberg, Germany 6-well ThinCert-Plate Cat No 657110 Greiner Bio-One, Frickenhausen, Germany 96-well plate (flat bottom) Nunc, Wiesbaden, Germany  Adhesive clear qPCR seals Biozym, Hessisch Oldendorf, Germany CASY cups Roche Applied Sciences, Mannheim, Germany Cell culture dishes, various sizes BD Biosciences, Heidelberg, Germany Cell culture tubes CELLSTAR 15-50ml Greiner Bio-ONE, Frickenhausen, Germany Cell Lifter Corning 3008 Corning, Amsterdam, Netherlands Cell strainer 70 µm BD Biosciences, Heidelberg, Germany Costar stripette serological pipettes 2-50ml  Corning, Amsterdam, Netherlands Cover glasses, various sizes Menzel, Braunschweig, Germany Cryomold caskets, various sizes Sakura Finetek, Zoeterwoude, Netherlands Cryo-tubes vials Nunc, Wiesbaden, Germany FACS tubes, Cat No 352235 DB Biosciences, Heidelberg, Germany Glass cover slips various sizes Thermo Fisher Scientific Gerhard Menzel, Braunschweig, Germany Parafilm M Bemis Plastic Packaging, Neenah, USA Plastic disposable transfer pipets, Corning Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA Safe-lock reaction vials 1.5 µl Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany Scalpel 05XX Swann-Morton, Sheffield, UK Microscopy slides SuperFrost Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA  Microscopy slides Histobond Marienfeld, Lauda- Königshofen, Germany  Syringe Luer Lock Tip, (5, 10, 30ml) Terumo, Leuven, Belgium Vacutainer cell preparation tubes with sodium citrate 3 ml BD Biosciences, Heidelberg, Germany 
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4.1.3 Kits Table 5 | Kits Name Company Picrosirius Red kit, Cat No 13425 Morphisto, Frankfurt a. M., Germany QIAamp DNA Mini kit, Cat No 51304 Qiagen, Hilden, Germany ROS/Superoxide Detection Kit, ENZ-51010 ENZO Life Science, Lörrach, Germany VeriPlex Human Cytokine 16-Plex ELISA Cat No 51510-1  PBL Assay Science, NJ, USA SYBR Green PCR Kit (2x) QuantiFast for qPCR, Cat No 204054 Qiagen, Hilden, Germany Venor GeM Classic Mycoplasma PCR Detection, Cat No 11-1250 Minerva Biolabs, Berlin, Germany  4.1.4 Solutions Table 6 | Solutions Name Company/ Composition CASYclean Roche Applied Sciences, Mannheim, Germany CASYton  Roche Applied Sciences, Mannheim, Germany CellTiter Blue Cat No G808A Promega, Mannheim, Germany Eukitt mounting medium  O.Kindler, Freiburg, Germany Ficoll Paque Plus, 17-1440-02 GE Healthcare Life Science, Freiburg, Germany Fixative for anatomy and histology  Morphisto, Frankfurt a. M., Germany  Formamide solution 10 mM Tris HCl in 70 % formamide, pH 7.2 PBS 1x Serva Electrophoresis, Heidelberg, Germany PBSMT 0.05% Tween 20 + 5% milk powder in PBS Propidium iodide (PI) solution 80 mg/ml in ddH2O Proteinase K (600 mAU/ml), EO0491 Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA RNAse A (20 mg/mL) Life Technologies, Frederick, MD, USA  SSC solution 0.15 M NaCl, 0.015 M Trisodium citrate in H2O SYBR Green for proliferation assay Life Technologies, Frederick, MD, USA  Telomere PNA probe, Cat No K53226 Dako, Glostrup, Denmark Tween solution 0.05 % Tween-20 in PBS Vectashield mounting medium with 1.5 μg/ml DAPI Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, USA Weigert’s iron hematoxylin Morphisto, Frankfurt a. M., Germany  
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4.1.5 Cell culture supplements, media and solutions 4.1.5.1 Cell culture supplements Table 7 | Cell culture supplements Name Company 2-Phospho-L-Ascorbic Acid, trisodium salt  Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany  Choleratoxin (10-5 M in ddH2O) Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany DermaLife K Medium Complete Kit  Lifeline Cell Technology, Frederick, MD, USA  DMEM F12 Lonza, Verviers, Belgium  DMEM, high glucose with L-glutamine (Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium)  Lonza, Verviers, Belgium  DMSO Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany  EDTA  Serva Electrophoresis GmbH  Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) GOLD,           Lot: A15112-1936  GE Healthcare, Munich, Germany  Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) GOOD,          Lot: P132307  PAN-Biotech, Aidenbach, Germany  HDAC inhibitor (Sodium phenylbutyrate, Tributyrat®) Kindly provided by Dr. Steven Gray; Gene Therapy Center, USA Hydrocortisone  Biochrom, Berlin, Germany N-acteyl cystein Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany Penicillin/ Streptomycin (10,000 U/ml /10,000 μg/ml) Biochrom, Berlin, Germany  Penicillin/ Streptomycin/ Amphotericin B 100x (P/S/A, 10,000 units/ml, 10,000 mcg/ml, 25 mcg/ml) Lonza, Verviers, Belgium Resveratrol Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany rh bFGF Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany rh EGF Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany rh Insulin Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany rh TGF-ß1 Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany Trypsin Roche Applied Sciences, Mannheim, Germany     
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4.1.5.2 Cell culture media and solutions Table 8 | Cell culture media and solution Name Composition 2-phospho-L-ascorbic acid trisodium salt 1 M in ddH2O Earle’s Balanced Salt Solution (EBSS) GIBCO (14155-048), Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA EDTA solution EDTA (0.05% (w/v) in PBS + 1 μl/ml   Phenol red FDM medium  DMEM + DMEM F-12 (1:1) with 10% (v/v) FBS, 1% (v/v) Penicillin/ Streptomycin/ Amphotericin B, 200 μg/ml 2-Phospho-L-Ascorbic Acid, 2.5 ng/ml rh EGF, 5 ng/ml rh FGF-Basic, 5 μg/ml Insulin, 1 ng/ml rh TGF-beta-1  Freezing medium  Adequate medium with 20% FBS and  10% (v/v) Glycerol  Growth medium  DMEM with 10% FBS and 1% (v/v) Penicillin/Streptomycin  Hydrocortisone solution 5 mg/ml hydrocortisone in ethanol, 400 µg/ml in ddH2O Rat collagen/ acetic acid solution (1 mg/ml) in 0.1% (v/v) acetic acid Isolated (from rat tails) and kindly provided by Iris Martin rFAD medium  DMEM + DMEM F-12 (1:1) with  10% (v/v) FBS, 1% (v/v) Penicillin/ Streptomycin, 200 μg/mL 2-Phospho-L-Ascorbic Acid, 0.1 nM Cholera toxin,  0.4 μg/ml Hydrocortisone  rh bFGF solution 10 µg/ml rh bFGF in PBS with  0.1% BSA rh EGF solution 5 µg/ml rh EGF in PBS with 0.1% BSA rh Insulin 3 mg/ml insulin in culture medium, titrated with 0.5 M HCl rh TGF-ß1 solution Acidic activated 2 µg/ml rh TGF-ß1 in PBS with 0.1% BSA Trypsin solution NHDF: 0.10% Trypsin Trypsin/ EDTA solution NHEK: 0.40% Trypsin/ 0.025% (w/v) EDTA  HaCaT: 0.05% Trypsin/ 0.025% (w/v) EDTA     
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4.1.6 Laboratory Equipment Table 9 | Laboratory Equipment Name Company CASY-Cell Counter with the TTC analysis system Schärfe System, Reutlingen, Germany Cell Incubator (hypoxia) HeraCELL 240 ThermoScientific, Schwerte, Germany Cell Incubator (normoxia) HeraCELL 240i ThermoScientific, Schwerte, Germany Centrifuge 5415 R, F45-24-11 (cell culture) Eppendorf, Cologne, Germany Centrifuge 5417 R, FA-45-30-11 (lab work) Eppendorf, Cologne, Germany Centrifuge for blood isolation Heraeus Instruments, Hanau, Germany ChemoCam imager 3.2.  INTAS Science imaging, Göttingen, Germany Cryostat CM 3050S Leica, Nussloch, Germany Digital Timer, Neolab 2-2002  neoLab, Heidelberg, Germany FACSCanto II Flow Cytometer BD Biosciences, Heidelberg, Germany  Fluorescence Reader infinite F200 PRO Tecan, Männersorf, Switzerland Fluoroskan Ascent  Thermo Fischer Scientific Forceps Dumont Dumont, Montignez, Switzerland Freezing boxes Cryo-Safe Nunc, Wiesbaden, Germany Labofuge 400, 8179 (cell culture) Heraeus Instruments, Osterode, Germany Laboratory Scale Delta Range PC440  Mettler-Toledo, Giesen, Germany Light Cycler 480 II Roche, Mannheim, Germany Liquid nitrogen dewar KGW Isotherm, Karlsruhe, Germany Micro scales Sartorius, Gottingen, Germany MilliQ ultra-pure water system Merck Millipore, Billerica, USA NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer Thermo Fischer Scientific Nitrogen tank CHRONOS Messer, Griesheim, Germany pH Meter ph522 WTW, Weinheim, Germany Pipetboy Comfort Integra Biosciences, Zizers, Switzerland Shaker KS250 basic IKA Labortechnik, Staufen, Germany Sliding microtome SM2010 R Leica Biosystems, Nussloch, Germany Sterile tissue culture hood, HeraSafe HS18 Heraeus Instruments, Hanau, Germany Thermomixer 5436  Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany Tissue-Tek VIP 5 Jr. Vacuum Infiltration Processor Sakura Finetek, Zoeterwoude, Netherlands Tissue-TekR TEC Tissue Embedding Consol Sakura Finetek, Zoeterwoude, Netherlands 
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UVB blocking filter Hoya UV34, Galvoptics, Basildon, UK  UV-light source: HB 404 tanning lamp  Philips, Hamburg, Germany Vortexer REAX 200  Heidolph, Schwabach, Germany Water bath (cell culture) Kottermann, Hanigsen, Germany  4.1.7 Microscopes Table 10 | Microscopes Microscope Camera Software Company AX-70, Olympus F-View II CCD Olympus cell^F Olympus Deutschland, Hamburg, Germany  AxioPhot, Zeiss AxioCamMRc AxioVison 40 V 4.8. Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany  BX-51, Olympus OSIS Color View CCD Olympus cell^D 3.2 Olympus Deutschland, Hamburg, Germany Cell Observer, Zeiss AxioCam MRm ZEN 2012 (blue edition) Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany IX 81-ZDC inverted, Olympus (IX2 Series) MT20 Hamamatsu C10600 Olympus cell^R 3.2 Olympus Deutschland, Hamburg, Germany  4.1.8 Software Table 11 | Software Name Company Creative Suite 5 Adobe Systems Inc., San José, USA Analyser System Model TT for Cell Counter Schärfe System, Reutlingen, Germany FACSDiva for FACSCanto II  BD Biosciences, Heidelberg, Germany  FIJI/ ImageJ 1.47k/ Java 1.6.0_24 (64-bit) National Institutes of Health, USA FlowJo v10.07 FlowJo, Ashland, OR, USA  GraphPad V 4.0 Statcon, Witzenhausen, Germany i-control 1.10 for infinite F200 PRO Tecan, Männersorf, Switzerland Chemostar for ChemoCam imager INTAS Science imaging, Göttingen, Germany Light Cycler 480 1.5.0. SP4  Roche Applied Sciences, Mannheim, Germany  Office 2010 Microsoft Corp., USA Q-View 3.082 Quansys Bioscience, Logan, USA  
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4.1.9 Antibodies Table 12 | Primary antibody Specificity Species Name/ Clone Dilution factor Fixation agent Company/ Source Cat. No. 53BP1 Rabbit n/a 1:100 Formaldehyde Novus Biological, CambridgeUK NB100-904 Aggrecan Mouse 6-B-4 1:50 MetOH/ Acetone Abcam, CambridgeUK ab3778  Collagen I Rabbit n/a 1:50 MetOH/ Acetone US Biological C7510-15 Collagen IV Rabbit 1042.0 1:100 MetOH/ Acetone Progen, Heidelberg Germany 10710 CPD Mouse KTM53 1:100 MetOH/ Acetone Abnova, Taipei Taiwan MAB5146 Decorin Rabbit n/a 1:200 MetOH/ Acetone H. Kresse, Munster Germany n/a Fibronectin Rabbit n/a 1:100 MetOH/ Acetone Telios, San Diego USA A101 Filaggrin Mouse FLG01 1:200 MetOH/ Acetone Acris, Herford Germany AM00245PU-N H3K9ac Rabbit n/a 1:100 Formaldehyde Merck Millipore, Billerica USA 07-352 HP1ß Rat MAC353 1:100 MetOH/ Acetone Abcam, CambridgeUK ab10811 Integrin ß1 Mouse P4G11 1:100 MetOH/ Acetone Millipore, Billerica USA MAB1951 Keratin-10 Mouse DE-K10 1:20 MetOH/ Acetone Progen, HeidelbergGermany 11414 Ki67 Rabbit n/a 1:200 MetOH/ Acetone Abcam, CambridgeUK ab15580 PAR Mouse H10 1:200 MetOH/ Bürkle n/a 
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AcOH Lab, Konstanz Germany pATM Rabbit EP1890Y 1:100 Formaldehyde Abcam, CambridgeUK ab81292 PML bodies Mouse C7 1:200 Formaldehyde Abcam, CambridgeUK ab96051 RPA70 Rabbit n/a 1:100 Formaldehyde Novus Biological, CambridgeUK NB100-2204 TGF-ß3 Rabbit n/a 1:100 MetOH/ Acetone Abcam, CambridgeUK ab15537   Thrombo-spondin Rat n/a 1:20 Formaldehyde Immuno-tech, Marseille France 0148 yH2AX Mouse JBW301 1:100 MetOH/ Acetone Merck Millipore, Billerica USA 05-636   Table 13 | Secondary antibodies Specificity Species Conjugate Dilution factor  Company/ Source Cat. No. Mouse Goat Alexa488 1:200 Life Technologies, Carlsbad, USA A11029  Mouse Donkey Cy3 1:200 Dianova, Hamburg, Germany 715-166-151 Rabbit Donkey Cy5 1:200 Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, West Grove, USA 711-175-152 Rabbit Donkey Alexa488 1:200 Dianova, Hamburg, Germany 11-546-152 Rabbit Donkey Cy3 1:200 Dianova, Hamburg, Germany 711-166-152 Rat Donkey Cy3 1:300 Dianova, Hamburg, Germany 712-166-153    
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4.1.10 Primers Table 14 | Primers Gene/ DNA sequence Primer sequence (5’-3’) Telomeres Tel1b 5’-CGGTTTGTTTGGGTTTGGGTTTGGGTTTGGGTTTGGGTT-‘3 Tel2b 5’-GGCTTGCCTTACCCTTACCCTTACCCTTACCCTTACCCT-‘3 RPLP0 fw 5’-CAGCAAGTGGGAAGGTGTAATCC-‘3 rw 5’-CCCATTCTATCATCAACGGGTAC-‘3   4.1.11 Cells and cell lines The spontaneously transformed immortal keratinocyte cell line HaCaT originates from adult human keratinocytes (Boukamp et al., 1988) and was routinely cultivated as previously described (Boukamp et al. 1988; Boukamp et al. 1997). Normal human epidermal keratinocytes (NHEKs) and normal human dermal fibroblasts (NHDFs) were isolated from the epidermis and dermis of an explant of human skin as previously described (Maas-Szabowski et al., 2003; Schoop et al., 1999). The performance of cell isolation was routinely done by the technical assistants Iris Martin and Katrin Schmidt and cells were committed for the experiments for the present thesis. All cells and cell lines in culture were regularly tested for mycoplasma contamination (Venor GeM Mycoplasma Detection Kit; Minerva Biolabs, Berlin, Germany) or other contaminations (Multiplex Cell Authentication by Multiplexion, Heidelberg, Germany) by Hermann Stammer according to manufacturer´s protocol. No mycoplasma, SMRV, Epstein-Barr or contaminations with other animal-derived cells were detected.   4.1.11.1 Ethic approvals All human material was conducted according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki received and utilized with the agreement of the ethical review committee.  Donors of PBMCs were enlightened in connection with the adiposity study (“Einfluss bariatrischer Eingriffe bei adipösen Patienten auf Epigenetische Regulationsfaktoren wie Telomeren-Länge und DNA-Methylierung”) ethic approval (EA1/140/11), director of studies PD Dr. med Jürgen Ordemann (Chirurgische Klinik für Allgemein-, Visceral-, Gefäß- und Thoraxchirurgie, CCM, Berlin). Skin samples were obtained from surgical excision and the patient consents were approved by the Institutional Commission of Ethics of the University of Heidelberg (103/2001) or the University of Freiburg (42/2005).  
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Table 15 | Origin of normal keratinocytes and fibroblasts Name Donor Age Body site Isolation date NHEK female 23 years Abdomen 04.04.2007 I NHEF female 23 years Abdomen  04.04.2007 I   Table 16 | Origin of PBMCs of obese patient ID Age BMI Gender Surgery ID Age BMI Gender Surgery 2 60 70 female Sleeve 71 66 50 female Sleeve 3 58 47 female Sleeve 73 27 60 female Sleeve 4 37 47 female Sleeve 74 51 40 female Bypass 5 60 52 male Sleeve 75 56 46 male Bypass 9 51 55 female Sleeve 76 42 52 male Bypass 10 53 58 male Sleeve 77 49 45 female Bypass 11 59 50 female Sleeve 78 36 52 female Bypass 12 59 51 female Sleeve 79 60 44 female Sleeve 16 40 44 female Sleeve 80 66 46 male Sleeve 17 53 49 female Sleeve 81 42 43 female Bypass 19 52 59 female Bypass 82 54 45 female Sleeve 20 52 54 female Bypass 83 28 54 female Bypass 21 40 44 female Bypass 84 49 42 female Sleeve 23 38 43 female Sleeve 85 41 57 female Sleeve 24 52 43 female Bypass 86 25 48 male Sleeve 25 68 43 male Sleeve 87 28 51 male Sleeve 27 45 50 female Bypass 88 39 39 female Bypass 28 42 44 female Bypass 89 56 70 male Sleeve 29 31 57 female Sleeve 90 52 47 male Sleeve 30 44 46 male Sleeve 91 35 42 female Bypass 32 28 53 female Bypass 92 29 44 female Bypass 34 28 42 female Sleeve 93 65 41 male Sleeve 35 48 69 female Sleeve 94 61 47 male Sleeve 36 63 62 male Sleeve 96 62 39 female Sleeve 37 47 64 male Sleeve 97 35 45 female Sleeve 39 50 55 male Sleeve 98 37 46 female Sleeve 40 37 65 female Bypass 99 54 43 male Sleeve 41 55 54 female Sleeve 100 41 45 female Sleeve 42 51 47 female Bypass 101 50 44 male Sleeve 43 40 47 female Bypass 102 21 47 female Bypass 46 43 67 male Sleeve 104 49 65 male Sleeve 47 48 46 female Sleeve 106 30 61 male Bypass 48 64 40 female Sleeve 108 56 40 female Bypass 
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49 51 54 male Sleeve 109 54 46 female Sleeve 50 30 61 male Sleeve 111 24 53 male Sleeve 51 57 44 female Bypass 112 26 47 female Bypass 52 47 39 male Bypass 113 42 54 male Sleeve 54 50 45 female Sleeve 114 32 46 female Sleeve 55 58 67 female Sleeve 115 34 60 male Sleeve 56 51 70 male Sleeve 116 22 52 male Sleeve 57 52 58 female Bypass 117 57 45 male Sleeve 58 39 54 female Bypass 119 56 61 female Sleeve 59 55 41 female Bypass 120 37 47 female Bypass 60 65 52 male Sleeve 123 55 42 female Bypass 61 32 49 female Bypass 124 49 67 female Sleeve 62 43 56 female Sleeve 125 46 47 female Bypass 63 48 38 male Sleeve 126 31 55 female Sleeve 64 43 51 female Bypass 127 24 55 male Bypass 65 26 48 male Bypass 128 60 57 female Sleeve 67 53 43 male Bypass 131 40 41 female Sleeve 68 20 43 female Sleeve 133 48 48 male Sleeve 69 43 49 female Sleeve 135 64 40 female Bypass 70 25 53 female Bypass        Table 17 | Origin of PBMCs of non-obese probands ID Age* BMI Gender Months of blood withdrawal A 46 23 male Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sept, Nov B 31 23 female Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Nov C 26 n/a female Feb, Apr, Jun, Aug, Oct D 59 28 male Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Nov E 27 24 female Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sept, Nov F 37 22 female Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sept, Nov G 28 18 female Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sept, Nov H 28 22 male Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sept, Nov I 29 21 female Feb, Apr, Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec K 37 24 female Feb, Apr, Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec L 31 20 female Feb, Apr, Jun, Aug, Oct M 59 23 female Feb, Apr, Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec N 34 26 male Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sept, Nov O 30 23 female Feb, Apr, Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec P 49 n/a female Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sept, Nov Q 34 18 female Feb, Apr, Jun, Aug, Dec S 26 22 female Feb, Apr, Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec T 35 19 female Feb, Apr, Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec U 27 20 female Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sept, Nov 
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V 45 22 female Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Nov W 27 26 male Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sept, Nov X 27 20 male Feb, Apr, Jun, Aug, Oct, Dec * at first blood withdrawal    4.2   Methods 4.2.1 Maintenance of cells NHEKs were cultivated in an incubator at 37 °C, 95% humidity and 5% CO2 (normoxia) and obtained DermaLife K medium complete three times per week. After thawing the cells at 37 °C, they were singularized at a confluency of about 80%, which was reached between 5 or 7 days: NHEKs were washed with EDTA solution, detached at 37 °C for 3-5 min using a 0.025% EDTA/ 0.4% trypsin solution and seeded for subsequent experiments. If NHEKs were placed on glass objective slides and not in coated plastic dishes, the glass surface was coated with rat collagen (kindly provided by Iris Martin) by covering the slide with rat collagen/acetic acid solution, air-dried and washed with PBS. HaCaT keratinocytes were also cultivated in an incubator at 37 °C, 95% humidity and 5% CO2 (normoxia) and obtained growth medium three times per week. After 10 days HaCaT cells were singularized by washing the cells with EDTA solution and incubated them at 37 °C for 5 min in 0.025% EDTA/ 0.5% trypsin solution. Trypsinization was stopped by giving the cell suspension into 2 volumes growth media. For maintenance, the cells were seeded at a ratio of 1:10 and for experiments the stated cell number was used. NHEFs were incubated 37 °C, 95% humidity, 5% CO2 and 5% O2 (hypoxia) and cells obtained fresh growth medium two times per week. Every 10 days the cells were singularized 1:3. Therefore, cells were washed with EDTA solution and kept at 37 °C for 3 min in 0.1% trypsin for detachment. Trypsinization was stopped by giving the cell suspension into 2 volumes growth media and cells were seeded with the stated cell number for experiments.   4.2.2 Freezing and thawing of cell stocks To prepare cell stock for later usage all cells and cell lines grew in the appropriate medium up to a confluency of 80%. The cell separation was performed as previously described (see 4.2.1) and the cell suspension was centrifuged at RT for 5 min at 1,000 rpm. The pellet was resuspended in freezing medium (see Table 8) with a concentration of 2x 106 cells/ml. 1 ml of the freezing cell suspension was 
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given into cryo-tube vials and placed in freezing boxes filled with iso-propanol for controlled freezing (1 °C/min). Before the freezing boxes were given overnight in a -80 °C freezer, the cell containing boxes were precooled in a 4 °C fridge for one hour. On the next day, cryo-tube vials with the frozen cells were long-term stored in the gas phase of liquid nitrogen at -196 °C.   4.2.3 Cell number determination of cell suspensions  To determine the cell concentration 50 µl of a cell suspension was given to 10 ml of CASYtone solution and cells were automatically counted and concentration was calculated by the Casy Cell Counter system.      4.2.4 UV-irradiation of two-dimensional cell cultures To avoid media degradation and a reduction of the actual UV dose, the growth medium of HaCaT cells was replaced by EBSS during all UV-irradiation periods. Supplements, which were added prior to UV-irradiation, were also added to the EBSS in the same concentration. After the UV-irradiation, the same media was given to the cells, which they had before. Therefore, the growth media was kept in the incubator during radiation and was added to the cells after treatment. NHEKs were kept in transparent DermaLife K medium during the UV-irradiation which they obtained for maintenance.  Around 10 min before cell treatment, the UV-lamp (HB 404 tanning lamp, Philipps) was turned on. Lids of the plates were removed before UV-treatment (for UVA+B composition see spectra, 9.1 fig. 64 red line, appendix) but just UVA treated samples were covered with a UVB-blocking filter (Hoya UV34, Galvoptics, for UVA composition see spectra, 9.1 fig. 64 blue line, appendix). Overheating of the cultures was prevented by mechanical ventilation, which was built in the UV-lamp housing. UV-dose was adjusted by different time units: 1 J/cm2 + 2 mJ/cm2 UVA+B equals to 45 s radiation, while covered with the UVB filter 1 J/cm2 UVA equals to 55 s radiation.  A UVA dose response curve was performed for both NHEKs and HaCaT cells (fig. 57, a, b respectively) and the metabolic activity or vitality of the treated cells was measured according chapter 4.2.7. This demonstrated a reduced sensitivity of HaCaT cells in comparison to NHEKs towards UVA-treatment. Thus, to obtain same metabolic activity reduction after UVA-treatment further 2D culture experiments with NHEKs were performed with 12 J/cm2 and for HaCaT cells with 24 J/cm2 receiving about the same metabolic activity reduction of about 17 %.  
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 Figure 57 | Metabolic activity of NHEKs and HaCaT cells 24 h after different UVA-irradiation  The metabolic activity of UV-treated cells was measured 24 h after UVA-irradiation. a | NHEKs showed with UVA doses of 6, 12, 24, 36 and 48 J/cm2 a metabolic activity decline of 16, 17, 26, 65 and 82 %, respectively. b | HaCaT cells showed with UVA doses of 10, 12, 24, 36 and 48 J/cm2 a decrease in metabolic activity of 6, 4, 16, 39 and 64 %, respectively. Dot: mean fluorescence intensity of one sample (n). Black line: mean fluorescence intensity of all samples, n=8.  Mean black line of the control was normalized to 1, whereas all control and UV samples were corrected accordingly.  ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   4.2.5 Preparation of cell pellets  To prepare cell pellets the cells were trypsinized as described (see 4.2.1) and the cell suspension was centrifuged at RT for 5 min and 1,000 rpm. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet was snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until further usage.  Optionally and dependent on the experiment, the adherent cells were washed with ice cold PBS and detached in 1 mL PBS using a cell lifter. After centrifugation for 5 min at 3,200 rpm and 4 °C, the supernatant was removed and the pellet was snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C.   4.2.6 SYBR Green cell proliferation assay To determine the proliferation ability of keratinocytes after UV-irradiation a proliferation assay with the DNA intercalating agent SYBR Green (Life Technologies) was used and the amount of cells correlating with the DNA content,  was analyzed at different time points after UVA or UVA+B irradiation. 
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NHEKs or HaCaT cells were seeded in 24-well plates with a density of 104 cells in 500 µl DermaLife K medium or growth medium respectively. In addition, one standard plate with 1x, 2x, 4x, 6x, 8x and 10x 104 cells per well in quadruplicates were seeded to quantify the cell number. The irradiation was performed 24 h after seeding. Antioxidants were added at least 1 h before UV-irradiation, ROS inducer pyocyanin was added isochronally with the radiation. Immediately after UV-irradiation the standard plate was harvested by removing the media and keeping it at -20 °C.  Plates with later time points were harvested in the same manner at 0, 24, 48, 72, 96 and 120 h after the UV-irradiation.  For analysis of the total cell number for each treatment per well the plates were thawed and 500 µl PBS with 0.1 % triton and 1 : 2,500 SYBR Green was added to each well and incubated in the dark at RT for 1h. The florescence signal was measured at 485 nm with the Fluoroskan Ascent (Thermo Fischer Scientific). The total cell number of the treated wells was determined by correlating the amount of cells of the standard with the fluorescence signal.   4.2.7 Cell viability assay To determine the ability of keratinocytes to maintain or recover their viability after UV-irradiation a cell viability assay with the indicator dye resazurin (Promega, CellTiter-Blue) was performed. This solute changes upon reduction through viable cells into a highly fluorescent dye resorufin (579Ex/584Em). The increase of fluorescence is in general proportional to the metabolic capacity of the cells and indicates cell viability. In a flat bottomed 96-well plate 35,000 HaCaT cells or NHEKs were seeded in 200 µl growth medium or DermaLife K medium, respectively. Antioxidants were added at least 1 h before UV-irradiation, ROS inducer pyocyanin was added isochronally with the radiation and concentrations were also kept during and after the UV treatment. The cells were UV-irradiated 24 h after seeding and plates were incubated under their usual conditions at 37 °C and 5 % CO2. After UV-irradiation 100 µl CellTiter Blue 1:10 in media were added to each well and incubated for 3 h at 37 °C and 5% CO2. To detect the fluorescence signal 5 different positions of each well were analyzed with the rhodamine (Ex = 550 nm, Em = 610 nm) filter set of a fluorescence microplate reader infinite F200 PRO (Tecan).   4.2.8 Detection of total reactive oxygen species and superoxide anion To monitor the production of real time reactive oxygen and nitrogen species in live cells the Total ROS/Superoxide Detection Kit (Cat. No. ENZ-51010, ENZO Life Science) was used. The non-fluorescent, cell-permeable ROS detection dye of the kit reacts with reactive species, like hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), peroxinitrite (ONOO-), hydroxyl radicals (HO.) or peroxy radical (ROO.) and 
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becomes fluorescence and thus indicates the presence of ROS/RNS types. The non-fluorescent, cell-permeable superoxide detection dye reacts in the same manner but specifically with superoxide (O2-). NHEK or HaCaT cells were seeded in a flat-bottom 96-well plate with a density of 35,000 cells 24 h before UV-irradiation. No cells were seeded into the wells for blank controls. The ROS inhibitors N-acetyl-L-cysteine (NAC) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were diluted in PBS and added at least 1h prior to UV-irradiation with a concentration of 5 mM and 0.05 % respectively. As positive control the ROS inducer pyocyanin was solved in anhydrous N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) according to manufacturer’s protocol and was added to a final concentration of 500 µM directly after the UV-irradiation. The media of HaCaT cells was replaced by the kit provided 1x wash buffer with or without the appropriate ROS inhibitors or inducer during UV-irradiation. For the UV-irradiation of NHEKs the DermaLife K medium was maintained and exchanged to the kit provided 1x wash buffer with or without the appropriate ROS inhibitors or inducer after UV-irradiation. After UV-irradiation 100 µl of a 2x ROS/Superoxide detection mix was added to each well and the plate was immediately read out without removing the detection mix using a fluorescence microplate reader infinite F200 PRO (Tecan) with the fluorescein (Ex = 480 nm, Em = 520 nm) and rhodamine (Ex = 550 nm, Em = 610 nm) filter set. A time course was performed by additional readouts every 20 min, between measurements plates were kept under their usual conditions at 37 °C and 5 % CO2.   4.2.9 Cell cycle analysis by flow cytometry  The cell cycle of UV treated keratinocytes was analyzed at different time points by quantitation of DNA content with flow cytometry. In general, propidium iodide binds in proportion to the amount of DNA. Cells in S phase exhibit more DNA and a stronger signal than cells in G1-phase. At G2 phase the DNA content should be doubled and the fluorescence signal is approximately twice as big as in G1 phase. Between 1-72 h after UV-irradiation or HDAC inhibition cells were harvested by trypsinization as previously described (see 4.2.1). Cell pellets were washed with ice cold PBS and 106 cells were fixed in 70% Ethanol by vortexing and slowly adding 400 μl 100% ethanol to the cell suspension. After incubating for at least 1 h at 4 °C the alcohol was removed by centrifugation for 5 min, 4 °C at 3,200 rpm and cell pellets were suspended in 500 µl PBS. Disturbing RNA was digested for 30 min at 37°C with 0.5 µl/ml RNAse A and 500 µg/ml PI was added to stain the DNA for 10 min, before analysis by flow cytometry at a flow rate of approximately 150 events/sec employing a FACSCanto II (BD). An unstained control sample was used to set the voltage of forward (FSC) and side scatter (SSC) using the BD FACSDiva Software (PI filter set: 616/626 nm). The obtained data were depicted by using FlowJo v10.0.7 software.  
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4.2.10 Preparation, maintenance and treatment of organotypic skin cultures (OTCs)  4.2.10.1 Preparation and maintenance of dermal equivalents Organotypic cultures based on fibroblast-derived matrix (fdm) as dermal equivalent were produced as previously described by our lab (Berning et al., 2015).  Therefore, Falcon filter inserts or Greiner ThinCerts with a high pore density (pose size 0.4 µm) were placed in Greiner deep-well plates (6 or 12 well) and filled with either 19 or 5 ml FDM media respectively. To adapt incubation conditions, the plates were stored in a normoxia incubator at 37°C/5% CO2. Previously, starting from passage 5, NHEFs were expanded until the necessary amount of cells was reached. On three days, with one incubation day in between seeding, each day 1.5 x106 cells/well (6-well plates) or 0.333 x106 cells/well (12-well plates) were seeded. The separation of NHDFs was performed as previously described (see 4.2.1), while five 15 cm petri dish were singularized at once. To 10 ml CASYton 50 µl of the combined cell suspension was given and cell number was determined by automated cell counting (see 4.2.3). The required amount of cells for the first seed was centrifuged at 1000 rpm, 5 min, RT and either 1.5 x106 cells/well or 0.666 x106 cells per well were adjusted in FDM media. 1 ml for 6-well plates and 500 µl for 12-well plates were added with the corresponding cell concentration by dropping the suspension onto the filter insert. After one incubation day the cells obtained fresh media and the seed was repeated another two times. After the last cell seed, the cells were kept submersed in FDM media for four weeks, while media was exchanged 3x per week (fig. 58 a). For further application, FDM media was replaced by rFAD media the day before treatment.  4.2.10.2 Preparation and maintenance of organotypic skin cultures (OTCs) To produce OTCs as previously described by our lab (Berning et al., 2015) NHEKs or HaCaT cells were seeded onto the dermal equivalent described in chapter 4.2.11.1 to build a stratified epithelium. After 4 week maturation of the dermal equivalents in FDM media, cultures obtained rFAD media one day before keratinocyte seed. NHEKs or HaCaT cells were cultivated to a confluency of 80 % and trypsinized as previously explained (see 4.2.1). Singularized with a 70 µm cell strainer, the cell number was determined (see 4.2.3) and the required amount of cells were centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 min and resuspended in rFAD/DermaLife media (1:1) for NHEKs or rFAD/growth media (1:1) for HaCaT cells. 1 ml cell suspension with a concentration of 1 x106 cells/ml (6-well plate) or 500 µl cell suspension with a concentration of 0.5 x106 cells/ml (12-well plate) were given by dropping onto the dermal equivalent. The day after epithelia seeding, the media was exchanged to rFAD media and keratinocytes were kept submerse for another 4 days, followed by an airlift, meaning the removal of media of the insert. While total media was exchanged 3x per week, NHEKs epithelia maturated for four weeks and HaCaT cell epithelia maturated for one week until further treatment (fig. 58 b).   
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4.2.10.3 UV-irradiation  Before starting the UV-irradiation, the UV-lamp (HB 404 tanning lamp, Philipps) was turned on for at least 10 min (for UVA+B composition see spectra, chapter 9.1 fig. 65, appendix). To avoid media degradation and reduction of the actual UV dose, the rFAD media was replaced by PBS during all irradiation periods. Additional supplements, which were previously added to the rFAD media, were also kept in PBS during UV-irradiation and renewed with fresh media after the treatment. Lids of the plates were removed before UV-treatment but just UVA treated samples were covered with a UVB-filter (for UVA composition see spectra, chapter 9.1 fig. 65, appendix). Overheating of the cultures was prevented by mechanical ventilation, which was built in the UV-lamp housing. UV dose was adjusted by different time units: 1 J/cm2 + 2 mJ/cm2 UVA+B equals to 45 s radiation, while covered with the UVB filter 1 J/cm2 UVA equals to 55 s radiation. UV-irradiation was performed three times per week (every Monday, Wednesday and Friday) for four weeks by placing the plate directly under the UV-lamp with a distance of 15 cm and cultures were UV-irradiated the appropriate time. Thereafter, PBS was exchanged with fresh media and with or without additional supplements. As a functional control for the UV-lamp and to detect shot-term effects of UV-irradiation some cultures of the experiments were UV treated only once at the last day of the UV-irradiation period and were harvested immediately 1 h after treatment.   4.2.10.4 Supplement deprivations and compound treatments Former groups showed that UV light exposure of human cells may lead to the creation of reactive oxygen species (for review see Pillai et al. 2004, Kammeyer et al. 2015). To prevent or even abolish the creation of ROS the antioxidant N-acetyl-L-cytein (2 mM) was added with the media exchange to the cultures for four weeks. Due to the already high concentration of 2-phospho-L-ascorbic acid in the rFAD media some cultures obtained during the whole UV-irradiation period no ascorbic acid at all.   4.2.10.5 Detection of metabolic activity of dermal equivalents and OTCs The metabolic activity of dermal equivalents and OTCs was similar detected with the cell viability assay described in chapter 4.2.7. Equivalents and OTCs obtained CellTiter Blue diluted with fresh rFAD media (1:20) and were incubated under their normal condition for 3 h at 37 °C and 5% CO2. To detect the fluorescence signal triplicates of 100 µl of each culture were given to a flat-bottomed 96-well plate and plates were analyzed with a rhodamine (Ex = 550 nm, Em = 610 nm) filter set of a fluorescence microplate reader infinite F200 PRO (Tecan).  4.2.10.6 Harvest and processing of dermal equivalents and OTCs Dermal equivalents and OTCs, which were multiple (chronically) UV-light treated, were harvested three days after the last UV-irradiation to avoid short-term effects of the UV-light. Before harvesting 
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the samples the metabolic activity of all cells in a culture was detected by a cell viability assay (see 4.2.7).  Upon washing out the metabolic activity dye with PBS, the culture with the filter was cut out of the insert and processed as followed.  (a) Cryo-conservation One half of the culture was bedded in Tissue Tek and slowly frozen in the gas phase of liquid nitrogen in disposable plastic cryomold caskets and stored at -80 °C until cryo-section were performed. For this, the frozen cultured were cut at -24-28 °C to 6-7 µm sections using a cryotome (Leica) and the resulting sections were placed on Superfrost microscopy slides and stored at -20 °C until further staining.  (b) Paraffin embedding  and preparation of tissue sections The other half of the culture was given overnight in specialized fixative for anatomy and histology (Morphisto). To harden the samples, they were dehydrated for at least 2 h and underwent an ethanol series (70%, 80%, 90%, 96% and 100%) before they were transfer to xylene, using a Tissue-Tek VIP 5 Jr. Vacuum Infiltration Processor. Paraffin embedding was performed at a Tissue-TekR TEC Tissue Embedding Console with liquid paraffin and samples were stored at RT. Cooled formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) dermal equivalents and OTCs were cut with a size of 7 μm using a Leica microtome (SM2010 R) and sections were mounted on uncoated microscope slides before drying at 37 °C for 2 days. (c) Histological staining with hematoxylin and eosin and image acquisition To make the morphology of tissue visible it is possible to stain the diverse structures with histological dyes: The naturally occurring hematoxylin is absorbed as alkaline hemalm at the negative charged DNA of the cell and stains the nucleus blue. Eosin is mainly staining acidophil proteins of the cytoplasm or alkaline structures of the extra cellular matrix red.  The paraffin of FFPE and dried sections was removed by immersing the slides for 1x 8 min and 1x 5 min in xylene and rehydrated 4 min stepwise in decreasing ethanol concentration series (100%, 96%, 80% and 70%) until sections were suspended in ddH2O for 2 min. Finally, the sections were given into hematoxylin solution for 6 min and washed under fluent tap water for 6 min before they were given for another 6 min into a 1 % Eosin solution. Dispensable pigment was removed for 6 min under fluent tap water and sections were dehydrate with an increasing ethanol concentration series (1 min 80% and 2x 2 min 96%) and remaining water was removed with steps of 2 min iso-propanol and 2x 5 min xylene. The stained sections were mounted in Eukitt mounting medium and were analyzed with an Olympus BX-51 microscope containing an OSIS Color View CCD camera and the accompanying cell^D software (Olympus).  
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(d) Picrosirius Red staining Sirius Red is a benzamine dye, which stains in an aqueous picric acid collagen fibers red and cytoplasm, nuclei and muscle fibers yellow. While observation with polarized light, collagen I fibers appear yellow-orange and collagen III fibers exhibit a green double refraction. (VS Constantine et al. 1968) Staining was performed with the Picrosirius Red kit (Morphisto) according to the manufacturer’s protocol: FFPE and dried sections (see 4.2.11.6 (b)) were deparaffinized in 2x 10 min xylene and hydrated in a decreasing ethanol concentration series (96%, 80%, 70%, 60% each 4 min). After 4 min in tap water, the nuclei were stained for 8 min in Weigert’s iron hematoxylin, slides were rinsed in ddH2O and washed for 10 min with fluent tap water. Finally collagen fibers were stained in a Picrosirius red staining solution for 1 h and dispensable dye was removed by rinsing the slide in acetic acid solution. Remaining water was removed with 2x 4min in 96% ethanol, 4 min in isopropanol and 2x 10min xylene. The Picrosirius Red stained sections were mounted in Eukitt mounting medium and analyzed by circularized polarization-filter equipped AxioPhot Zeiss microscope with an AxioCamMRc camera and AxioVison 40 V 4.8. software.   Figure 58 | Scheme of the produced a | fibroblast derived dermal equivalents or b | of the organotypic 3D skin culture (OTC) as NHDF-keratinocyte co-culture.  (Figure kindly provided by Marius Tham, PhD Thesis 2015 and further modified) _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
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4.2.11 Indirect immunofluorescence (IIF) of NHEKs, HaCaT cells, dermal equivalents and OTCs  4.2.11.1 Indirect Immunofluorescence staining of Poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR) The 10H anti-PAR (mouse) antibody and the corresponding staining protocol (Updated from: Bürkle et al., Carcinogenesis 14, 559-561, 1993) were kindly provided by the group of Prof. Dr. Alexander Bürkle (University of Konstanz, Constance). Cells or tissue cryo-sections on objective glass slides were rinsed in ice cold PBS before they were placed for fixation into a methanol/ acetic acid solution (3:1) for 5 min at RT. After washing the slides 2x in PBS, they were placed in a humid chamber and 30-80 µl 10H primary antibody solution (10 µg/ml in PBSMT) was applied on cell layers or sections and incubated at 37 °C for 1h 30 min. The unbound bulk of antibody was removed by washing 3x for 5 min with PBS. Before the secondary antibody solution was applied on the cells and incubated 45 min in a humid chamber, the secondary anti-mouse antibody was diluted 1:200 in PBSMT. Finally, the slides were washed 5x 5 min with PBS in the dark and air-dried cell layers or sections were covered with 1.5 µg/ml DAPI in Vectashield mounting medium and glass cover slips.  4.2.11.2 Indirect Immunofluorescence staining of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs) By the direct insult of UV-irradiation to DNA, the bases cytosine and/or thymine built due to photochemical reaction cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers. This photoproduct can also be detected with specific antibodies via indirect immunofluorescence staining. The corresponding staining protocol was kindly provided by the group of Dr. Beate Volkmer and Dr. Rüdiger Greinert (Research center Elbe Klinik, Buxtehude). Cells were fixed on slides for 5 min at -20 °C in 100% methanol and further given for 5 min at -20 °C in 100% acetone. Fixed cells or sections on objective slides can be long-term stored at -80 °C. For rehydration slides were washed 5 min in PBS, put into a 3% BSA/PBS solution for 30 min and again washed for 5 min in PBS. Denaturing of the DNA was performed with a 0.1 M NaOH solution in 70% ethanol for 3 min and dehydrated in an increasing ethanol concentration series (70%, 90% and 100%, 1 min each). When the slides were dry Proteinase K (5 µg/ml in PBS) was applied, and incubated at 37 °C for 10 min in a humid chamber. After washing 3x 10 min PBS, unspecific antigens were blocked with FCS for 30 min in the humid chamber and primary anti-CPD antibody (mouse, 1:100 in 2% BSA/PBS) was applied and incubated at +4 °C o/n. The unbound bulk of antibody was removed by washing 3x for 10 min with PBS. Before the secondary antibody solution was applied on the cells and incubated 30 min in a humid chamber at RT, the secondary anti-mouse antibody was diluted 1:200 in 2% BSA/PBS solution. Finally, the slides were washed 3x 10 min with PBS in the dark and air-dried cell layers or sections were covered with1.5 µg/ml DAPI in Vectashield mounting medium and glass cover slips. 
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4.2.11.3 Indirect Immunofluorescence staining of further antigens Other targets of interests such as 53BP1, aggrecan, acetyl-histone H3 (Lys9), collagen I, collagen IV, decorin, fibronectin, filaggrin, heterochromatin protein 1, integrin ß1, keratin-10, Ki67, pATM, PML bodies, human replication protein A, transforming growth factor ß3, thrombospondin and yH2AX were detected as follows: (a) Preparation and fixation of cells on objective slides Cells, which grew on glass objective slides were washed with PBS and given to the appropriate fixation solution (see Table 12). Cryo-Sections (see 4.2.11.6 (a)) were thawed and also fixed in the appropriate fixation solution. (b) Permeabilization of cell membranes and Blocking of unspecific antigens No permeabilization of cell membrane was needed if cells were fixed in an acetone solution or cryo-sections were used for staining. Cells fixed with formaldehyde were washed 3x 5 min in PBS, incubated with 0.5 % Triton X-100 in FCS for 15 min at RT in a humid chamber and rinsed in PBS.  (c) Detection of antigens: primary antibody conjugation Primary antibody was diluted in FCS and 30-80 µl were applied on the cell layer or section. After incubation of either 1.5 h at RT or o/n at 4 °C residual Antibody was removed by washing the slides 3x in PBS for 5 min. (d) Addition of fluorophore-conjugated secondary Antibody and mounting The appropriate secondary antibody labeled with a fluorophore was applied with a 1:200 dilution in PBS and incubated for 45 min at RT in the dark in a humid chamber. Finally, slides were washed 3x 5 min in PBS, rinsed in ddH2O and air-dried cell layers or sections were covered with1.5 µg/ml DAPI in Vectashield mounting medium and glass cover slips. (e) Image Acquisition Two-dimensional image acquisition of aggrecan, Col I, Col IV, decorin, fibronectin, filaggrin, integrin ß1, keratin-10, TGFß3 and thrombospondin stainings was performed with the AX-70 fluorescence microscope (Olympus) and an F-View II CCD-camera and the Cell^F software. 3D image z-stacks were performed according 4.2.14.1 for 53BP1, H3K9ac, HP1ß, pATM, PML bodies, RPA70 and yH2AX stainings. The complete sections of Ki67 stainings were imaged using a Cell Observer fluorescence microscope equipped with a AxioCam MRm and the ZEN software (Zeiss).    
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4.2.12 Bariatric surgeries  Bariatric surgeries of severely obese patients were performed in the “Interdisziplinäres Adipositaszentrum” of the Charité Berlin - Universitätsmedizin Berlin in the group of Prof. Dr. Jürgen Ordemann. Patients received either a Roux-en-Y gastritic bypass (RYGB) (fig. 59 a) or a sleeve gastrectomy also known as duodenal switch (fig. 59 b). Figure 59 | Obese patients either received  a | Roux-en-Y gastritic bypass or  b | sleeve  gastrectomy.        Figure modified (Cummings et al. 2004) _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    4.2.13 Isolation of PBMCs and cytospin preparation To isolate peripheral mononuclear cells, like monocytes (macrophages and dendritic cells) and lymphocytes (T cells, B cells, and NK cells) whole human blood was collected in DB vacutainer cell preparation tubes with sodium citrate. To 3 ml blood 3 ml PBS was added and carefully pipetted to a 15 ml Falcon reaction tube onto 5 ml Ficoll-Paque Plus without disturbing its surface. The reaction tubes were centrifuged without the centrifugal brake for 20 min at 400 g and RT until four different layers were formed. The lowest layer was built by a pellet of erythrocytes and granulocytes followed by the Ficoll layer and a ring of PBMCs is separating the Ficoll from the blood plasma.  With a plastic Pasteur pipette from Falcon the plasma was removed and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C for subsequent experiments. The PBMC ring was carefully removed with a 1000 µl pipette from Eppendorf and given to a new ice-cooled 15 ml Falcon reaction tube. After washing the PBMCs with ice-cold PBS and further centrifugation step for 10 min at 300 g and 15 °C with deactivation of the centrifugal brake, the cell pellet was transferred with 1 ml ice-cold PBS to a 1.5 ml Eppendorf safe-lock reaction tube.  To measure the cell number with the CASY coulter counter 10 µl of the cell suspension were diluted in 990 µl PBS and 50 µl of the dilution was given to 10 ml of CASYtone. A suspension of 0.8 x106 cells/ml was produced and 250 µl were further centrifuged with a cytospin onto Poly-Prep microscopy 
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slides for 4 min at 500 U/min, RT. After the fixation of the cells in 3.7% formaldehyde in PBS for 10 min at RT, microscopy slides were stored in PBS at 4°C and 0.05 % sodium azide until further usage but not longer than 4 weeks. Remaining PBMCs, which were not centrifuged onto microscopy slides, were centrifuged for 5 min, 4 °C at 1000 g and snap frozen and stored at -80°C until further utilization.   4.2.14 Determination of human telomere length by quantitative fluorescence in situ hybridization (qFISH) To determine the telomere length we used a polynucleotide acid probe from Dako with the complementary sequence (C3TA2)3 of the telomere sequence (T2AG3)n which was bound to a fluorophore Cy3. According to the manufactory protocol a staining efficiency of almost 100% can be achieved, thus the signal intensity of the telomere (TSI) should be normally equal to the length of the telomere. Cryo-section or cells on slides were previously fixed for 10 min at RT with a 3.7% formaldehyde-PBS solution and washed 3x 5 min in PBS. According to the used size of the cover slip, 0.025 µl/mm2 of the telomere PNA probe was applied to sample and coverslip was placed without air bubbles onto the cell layer or section. The lid of the hybridization machine HYBrite (Vysis) was sprayed with water and wet sponges were placed on the left and right side of the hybridization surface. The prepared slides with PNA probe were put on the hybridization stage and intermediated air was removed by pressing the slides down with forceps. The DNA was denatured for 3 min at 80 °C and hybridized for 3 h 30 min at 30 °C.  Cover slips were removed by shaking the slides in form amide solution washed for 30 min at the same, giving them in a pre-warmed 55 °C SSC solution for 5 min until they were washed for 10 min with PBS containing 0.05% Tween-20 and eventually rinsed in ddH2O and briefly air dried. Cell layers or sections were covered with1.5 µg/ml DAPI in Vectashield mounting medium and glass cover slips or alternatively an IIF was directly performed afterwards (see 4.2.12).  4.2.14.1 3D z-stack image acquisition The qFISH and immunostaining images for 53BP1, H3K9ac, HP1ß, pATM, PML bodies, RPA70 and yH2AX were acquired with a stage-driven Olympus IX 81-ZDC inverted microscope (IX2 Series) with a MT20 illumination system. 1344x1024 16-bit 3D image stacks consisting of 15-20 planes, each separated by an inter-planar distance of 0.3 μm and visualized at 60x magnification were acquired for Cy3, Cy5, FITC or DAPI. The images were digitalized by a Hamamatsu C10600 camera which was controlled by the Olympus Cell^R software.  For cell layers at least 10 images were randomly set to the position list according to the DAPI staining, while at least 5 positions were set for stained sections. For telomere stained PBMC samples, the image acquisition was performed by Dr. Damir Krunic. 
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4.2.14.2 Macro-based image analysis of telomere and immunofluorescence staining Due to the high data amount of fluorescence images, an unbiased automated tool for image analyzation was needed and resulted in the application of the open source software FIJI. As the name of the software says “FIJI Is Just ImageJ” it is a bundle of image processing package with plugins based on ImageJ (1.51f, National Institutes of Health, USA) to facilitate scientific image analysis (Schindelin et al. 2015). The image analysis of telomere signal intensities in PBMCs was performed by Dr. Damir Krunic. For our purpose small macroinstructions (short: macro) were written by Dr. Damir Krunic and were kindly provided. The whole modified code, which was used for the analysis of 3D image z-stacks, can be found in the appendix. The basic principle operating mode of the macro sequence is further described:  (a) Background subtraction & z-projection of image stacks The maximum and minimum display value of brightness and contrast was set to 0 and 4095 after the 16-bit range was set to 12-bit (0-4095).  Each image of a stack was background subtracted with the ImageJ Rolling Ball tool: telomere-Cy3 radius = 3 pixels (fig. 60 a), nucleus-DAPI radius = 200 pixels (fig. 60 b) and e.g. 53BP1-FITC radius = 5 pixels (needed adjustment due to the staining intensity) and a z-projection of all images in one stack was generated by adding the signals together. Finally all z-projected images of one sample were built together to one summarizing mosaic montage. Figure 60 | Background subtraction and z-projection of image stacks a, b | The background of each image of the image stacks was subtracted with the command “rolling ball” and the information of the stack was combined by projecting the stack per the z-axis to one image level. c | After z-projections the images of one staining was combined to one montage image. _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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   (b) Marking nuclei  Intact nuclei in the image montage generated from the DAPI stained samples were automatically segmented according to the DAPI stained nuclei with the size of 6000 -120000 pixels (depending on the cell type) and a circularity of 0.4-1.0 and cells which were cut by the edge of a single image were excluded (fig. 61).   Figure 61 | Marking nuclei Visible nuclei were marked according to the DAPI staining and DAPI regions of interests (DAPI ROIs) were saved.  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   (c) Analysis of the entire signals in the nuclei If the whole signals were analyzed in the nucleus the obtained ROIs (yellow) from the DAPI images were overlaid of the examined image (e.g. IIF staining image) and in these ROIs the Raw Integrated Density (RawIntDen, table last row) was detected. The staining intensity per nucleus area was calculated as followed: RawIntDen / Area. Finally, the resulting mean (table, third row) showed the average nucleus signal per nucleus area.  
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 Figure 62 | Analyzing the total staining signal of nucleus per area The ROIs received from marking the nucleus with the DAPI staining were overlaid of the examined staining (IIF staining image, left). Afterwards the Raw Integrated density and the area was measured per cell (table).  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    (d) Detection of target signals (e.g. for telomere staining) in the segmented area of nuclei The telomere and other immunostaining signals were just analyzed in those areas demarcated and previously marked by the DAPI stain. To obtain the region of interest (ROI) in which the telomere signal occur, the scale was set globally as followed: Distance in pixel = 1, Known distance = 1, pixel aspect ratio = 1, unit of length = 1 pixel and telomere signals were segmented with auto threshold “Li dark” from 1 to 255 according to telomere staining. The signal intensity was measured by “analyzed particles” with the size of 2 to infinity pixels, while circularity was set from 0.0 to 1.0.   Figure 63 | Detection of target signals a | The DAPI markings were superimposed with the telomere montage images. b | Only telomere signal intensities in the marked nucleus were marked and analyzed.  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   
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(e) Analysis of co-localization of double stainings The co-localization of double stainings was analyzed with the maximum signal of each staining: In a first step the maxima of the telomere staining were determined (a -> a’) and saved as single points in a new image (a’). The IIF images were also detected for their maxima but the outcome was saved in a new image as segmented particles (b -> b’). The co-localization (c, white) of both new images (a’, b’) was saved in a new image (c’) and the number of co-localized points was determined.  Figure 64 | Co-localization of double stainings a | Image of telomere qFISH staining a’ | Maxima of telomere staining b | IIF staining image. b’ | Maxima and segmented of the IIF staining image c | Colocalization of both stainings, red segmented IIF signals, white: colocalization c’ | New image with just colocalization _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   4.2.15 Determination of human telomere length by quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) For the detection of the telomere length with another approach the telomere measurement by quantitative PCR according to Cawthon (Nucleic Acids Research, 2002, Vol. 30 No.10) improved for Roche LightCycler by Gil and Coetzer (Molecular Biotechnology, 2004, Vol. 27) was performed.  The special designed primers enable the DNA polymerase to extend it from its 3’-end when it is hybridized to the telomere sequence but not if it is hybridized to the complementary primers. The ratio of telomere repeat copy number to a single copy gene number is proportional to the average telomere length. 
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Genomic DNA of NHEKs, HaCaT cells or human PBMCs was isolated with the QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (Cat No./ID 51304) from the Qiagen company. Each frozen cell pellet was thawed with a mixture of 176 µl PBS, 20 µl Proteinase K (600 mAU/ml) and 4 µl RNase A (Qiagen 100 mg/ml). Further steps were performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Elution of the genomic DNA was performed with 200 μL AE buffer and a 5 min incubation step at RT before centrifugation. Finally, the concentration was determined with a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fischer Scientific). Relative quantification of copy numbers was performed in a 96-well plate based LightCycler 480 Instrument II (Roche). The Efficiency of the PCR reaction was determined with a dilution series, pooling part of each sample together and preparing a concentration series of 6, 3, 1.5, 0.75, 0.375, 0.1875, 0.09375, 0.046875 and 0 ng/µl. Dilutions were always made with nuclease free water and DNA quality reduction was prevented by avoiding repetition of freeze-thaw cycles. The reaction for each sample was performed in technical duplicates while one 15 µl reaction consisted of 5 ng DNA, 6 µl SYBR master mix (2x), 0.3 μM forward and reverse primers of the single copy gene RPLP0 or 0.2 μM forward and reverse primers of the telomere primers. Furthermore, a negative control with water instead of DNA was performed for each primer pair. The plate was sealed with adhesive clear qPCR seals (Biozym), centrifuged at 2,000 rpm for 1 min. The single copy gene reaction was performed with an initial denaturation for 10 min at 95 °C, followed by 40 cycles of 5 s at 95°C, 10 s at 58 °C and 40 s at 72 °C. The telomere reaction was also started for 10 min at 95 °C but followed by 30 cycle of 5 s at 95 °C, 10 s at 56 °C and 60 s at 72 °C. Finally, both plates were cooled to 4 °C after the reactions. The Transition rate was set to 20 °C, except for the annealing phase of the telomere reaction (4 °C/s). Fluorescence intensity was measured after each cycle and a melting curve was performed after the last reaction.  The crossing point (CP) values were determined with the relative quantification “Second Derivative Maximum Method” of the Roche Light Cycler 480 1.5.0. SP4 software. If efficiency was higher than 2 it was presumed as 2, if efficiency was lower than 1.8, qPCR was repeated. Furthermore, to compare samples, telomere and single copy gene Cp values of the same sample were normalized with the T/S ratio, which reflects relative length.   4.2.16 Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) To study the cytokine levels of human IFN-α, IFN-β, IFN-γ, IFN-λ 1, 2 and 3, human IL-1α, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12p70, IL-13, IL-15, IL-17, IL-23 and human TNF-α in human blood plasma, the VeriPlex Human Cytokine 16-Plex ELISA Kit from pbl Assay Science was used.  Human blood plasma was collected from untreated non-obese probands as described previously (chapter 4.2.13). The ELISA was performed as described in the manufacturer’s protocol. After thawing the human blood plasma it was directly applied undiluted to the plate in technical duplicates. 
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An INTAS ECL ChemoCam imager 3.2. was used to perform the readout with the software INTAS Chemostar. Image analysis was performed with the Q-View Software version 3.082 and cytokine concentrations were determined according to a five-parametric curve fitting of the standard series.    4.2.17 The advantages of the blood study and its limitations For investigating the influence of stress on human telomere length numerous studies utilized leukocytes (Cumano & Godin 2007). Especially granulocytes have longer telomeres compared to the lymphocytes B, T and NK cells (Rufer et al. 1999) and thus depending on the blood composition such leukocytes samples might have influenced the outcome of these studies. Thus, in the present study peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were applied for the detection of telomere length. However, also B cells exhibited longer telomeres in comparison to T cells (Weng et al. 1997; Martens et al. 2002) but further separation into the B and T cell factions was not performed in this study. As considered that just 15 % of the lymphocytes are B cells (Blumenreich 1990) this might be negligible. Because the blood samples were collected over a period of three years we received strong differences between the single time points of the TSI levels probably caused by experimental, time-dependent and/or technical factors (see chapter 2.1.1.1). The utilized normalization performed by the biostatistician Thomas Hielscher (Division of Biostatistics, DKFZ, Heidelberg) aimed at eliminating these effects to make the experiments comparable with each other.  Nevertheless, the overlap between the time series effect and the sample composition of each experiment remains problematic: The samples are not randomly distributed to the experiments, in fact TSI measurements of pre-OP samples were performed in the beginning and 2-year-post OP samples were mostly measured at the end of the study. We did not include control samples, which could have been measured systematically over the 3 years of the study duration and which we could have used for the normalization. Thus, we might have corrected the 1-year-post OP samples upwards because the TSI was mostly measured in the beginning of the study while the original raw data systematically exhibited lower values, meaning of increased values after normalization. Correspondingly, the initial assumption, that the mean TSI of each experiment is equal, is difficult because the sample compositions of the experiments are systematically depended on the study progress and limits the possibilities of statistics. As stronger the interference factors and the experimental factors of interest coincide with each other as more complex is the separation between both effects, in other words, as stronger the interference effect is eliminated as more might the estimated effect of interest be influenced.  In addition, the number of measurements in one experiment is relatively low, which might have led to extreme effects. However, we measured technical replicates in consecutive experiments, which were 
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considered for the normalization. With Thomas Hielscher’s normalization we received an even range of sample distributed over time by simultaneously preserving the connection between clinical (age, gender, BMI) and experimental (time point) factors in which we were interested in.   4.2.18 Statistical analysis Further statistical analysis, which was not performed by the biostatistician Thomas Hielscher, was performed with the help of GraphPad Prism Software (Version 4.00, 2003). Results and performed tests of the analysis are indicated in the figure legend of the corresponding data plot figure. For instance, to compare two populations an unpaired, two-tailed t-test was employed. For more populations either a one-way ANOVA or a two-way ANOVA was utilized. The relationship between a dependent variable and an explanatory variable was also approached with a simple linear regression.  If any populations did not reveal normal distribution in one experiment, the median was displayed as (red or black) line in the graph, otherwise the mean was depicted.                     
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NHEK Normal human epithelia keratinocytes o/n Over night OP Operation PAR Poly(ADP-ribose) pATM Phosphorylated ataxia telangiectasia mutated kinase PBMCs Peripheral blood mononuclear cells PBS Phosphate buffered saline  PBSMT PBS-Milk-Tween 20 solution PI Propidium iodide PNA Peptide nucleic acid qFISH Quantitative fluorescence in situ hybridization qPCR Quantitative polymerase chain reaction ROI Region of interest ROS Reactive oxygen species RPA70 Human replication protein A rpm Rounds per minute RT Room temperature SMRV Squirrel monkey Retrovirus SSC Sodium-saline citrate TGF beta Transforming Growth Factor beta TSI Telomere signal intensity UV Ultra-violette    
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9.   Appendix 9.1 Spectrum of the utilized UV-lamp    Figure 65 | Spectrum of the utilized UV-lamp with (UVA, blue) and without (UVA+B, red) UVB-filter _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    9.2 Macro instructions 3D image z-stack analysis for the telomere stained PBMCs was performed by Dr. Damir Krunic with his following self-written software subprogram called macro in the open source FIJI. Macros for analyzing keratinocytes and fibroblasts were kindly provided from Dr. Damir Krunic and Dr. Manuel Berning and further modified and utilized for the analysis of 3D image z-stacks acquired with an Olympus IX 81-ZDC inverted microscope (IX2 Series). The here given macro instructions are examples and needed to be modified depending on the quality of staining.  9.2.1 Macro for making image montages: setBatchMode(true); BigFolderToSave=1; NoSubfoldersOrRegions=2; SavingDisk="variable"; LoadPath= " variable "; 
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NoImagesPerRegion=10; NoChan=4;   for(i=0;i<NoSubfoldersOrRegions; i++)  { for(x=1; x<(NoImagesPerRegion+1); x++)  { h=NoImagesPerRegion*NoChan;  y=(NoChan)*x-3+(i*NoChan*NoImagesPerRegion);   t=i+1;   open(LoadPath+"\\("+y+").tif");   saveAs("Tiff", SavingDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+BigFolderToSave+"\\"+t+"  3D 16bit\\01 ("+x+").tif");   close();  z=y+1;   open(LoadPath+"\\("+z+").tif");   saveAs("Tiff", SavingDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+BigFolderToSave+"\\"+t+"  3D  16bit\\01 cy5 ("+x+").tif");   close();  p=y+3;   open(LoadPath+"\\("+p+").tif"); saveAs("Tiff", SavingDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+BigFolderToSave+"\\"+t+"  3D 16bit\\01 d ("+x+").tif");   close();  j=y+2;   open(LoadPath+"\\("+j+").tif");   saveAs("Tiff", SavingDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+BigFolderToSave+"\\"+t+"  3D 16bit\\01 k ("+x+").tif");   close();  } } setBatchMode(false);   9.2.2 Macro for marking nuclei in the image montages StartBigFolder=1; EndBigFolder=2; StartFolder=1; EndFolder=2; HardDisk=" variable ";  MinMarkingThreshold=130; MinTeloThreshold=100;  for(u= StartBigFolder; u<= EndBigFolder; u++)  { for(y= StartFolder; y<= EndFolder; y++)  {  open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\montage d.tif"); run("Median...", "radius=11"); run("Unsharp Mask...", "radius=40 mask=0.99"); setAutoThreshold("Huang dark"); setAutoThreshold("Huang dark");  run("Make Binary");  run("Fill Holes");  run("Watershed"); setAutoThreshold("Huang dark"); 
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setAutoThreshold("Huang dark");   setAutoThreshold();  setThreshold(1, 255);  run("Set Scale...", "distance=1 known=1 pixel=1 unit=1 global");  run("Analyze Particles...", "size=3000-60000 circularity=0.40-1.00 show=Nothing display add");   saveAs("Measurements", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO  DAPI\\TEMP\\Results temp.txt");  run("Close");  close();  roiManager("Save", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\RoiSet.zip");   open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\montage.tif");  setThreshold(MinTeloThreshold, 65565);  run("Set Measurements...", "  mean min integrated limit redirect=None decimal=3");  roiManager("Measure");  saveAs("Measurements", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\Results Mean.txt");  run("Close");  close();  roiManager("Delete"); } }   9.2.3 Macro for analysis of the entire signals in the nuclei setBatchMode(true);  StartBigFolder=1; EndBigFolder=2; StartFolder=1; EndFolder=2; NoChanels=2; HardDisk=" variable ";   for(u= StartBigFolder; u<= EndBigFolder; u++)  {  for(y= StartFolder; y<= EndFolder; y++)  {   open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\montage.tif");  run("Set Scale...", "distance=1 known=1 pixel=1 unit=1 global"); run("Unsharp Mask...", "radius=3 mask=0.9");  resetMinAndMax();  open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\montage.tif"); run("Set Measurements...", "area mean min integrated redirect=None decimal=3");  roiManager("Measure");  saveAs("Measurements", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\Results "+y+".txt"); wait(500); 
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  run("Close");   roiManager("reset"); close();   } }  setBatchMode(false);   9.2.4 Macro for TSI analysis of keratinocytes and fibroblasts: setBatchMode(true); StartBigFolder=1; EndBigFolder=2; StartFolder=1; EndFolder=2; HardDisk=" variable ";  MinMarkingThreshold=130; MinTeloThreshold=50;  for(u= StartBigFolder; u<= EndBigFolder; u++)  { for(y= StartFolder; y<= EndFolder; y++)  {   open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\montage.tif");  run("Set Scale...", "distance=1 known=1 pixel=1 unit=1 global");  run("Set Measurements...", "  integrated redirect=None decimal=3"); resetMinAndMax(); run("Unsharp Mask...", "radius=3 mask=0.9");   roiManager("Open", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\RoiSet.zip");  NRoi=roiManager("count");  roiManager("reset");   for(i=0; i<NRoi; i++)  {    if(i<9)    x="0"+(i+1);   else    x=i+1;   roiManager("Open", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\RoiSet.zip");  roiManager("Select", i);  resetMinAndMax(); setAutoThreshold("Li dark"); setAutoThreshold("Li dark"); run("Find Maxima...", "noise=300 output=[Segmented Particles] above"); setThreshold(1, 255);  roiManager("Select", i);  roiManager("reset");   setThreshold(1, 255);  run("Analyze Particles...", "size=2-Infinity circularity=0.00-1.00 show=Nothing add");   
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 NRoiCell=roiManager("count");    if  (NRoiCell>=1)   {   roiManager("Save", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\RoiSet "+x+".zip");   roiManager("reset");   }  else   {   roiManager("Open", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\Empty RoiSet.zip");   roiManager("Save", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\RoiSet "+x+".zip");   roiManager("reset");   } close();  } close();  open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\montage.tif");  roiManager("Open", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\RoiSet.zip");  NRoi=roiManager("count");  roiManager("reset");  for(i=0; i<NRoi; i++)   {    if(i<9)    x="0"+(i+1);   else    x=i+1;   roiManager("Open", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\RoiSet "+x+".zip"); run("Set Measurements...", "  min redirect=None decimal=3");   roiManager("Measure");   saveAs("Measurements", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\Results "+x+".txt");   run("Close");   roiManager("reset");   } close(); } }  setBatchMode(false);   9.2.5 Macro for analysis of co-localization of double stainings StartBigFolder=2; EndBigFolder=2; StartFolder=1; EndFolder=2; HardDisk=" variable ";  for(u= StartBigFolder; u<= EndBigFolder; u++)  { for(y= StartFolder; y<= EndFolder; y++)  { 
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open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\montage k.tif"); open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\montage.tif"); run("Find Maxima...", "noise=45 output=[Single Points]"); run("Gaussian Blur...", "sigma=1"); saveAs("Tiff", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\montage.tif Maxima k.tif"); close(); close();  setMinAndMax(0, 4095); call("ij.ImagePlus.setDefault16bitRange", 12);  run("8-bit"); run("Unsharp Mask...", "radius=3 mask=0.90"); setThreshold(40, 255);  run("Find Maxima...", "noise=1 output=[Segmented Particles] above"); saveAs("Tiff", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\montage k.tif Segmented.tif"); close(); close(); open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\montage k.tif Segmented.tif"); open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\montage.tif Maxima k.tif");  r="montage.tif Maxima.tif"; g="montage k.tif Segmented.tif"; run("Colocalization ", "channel1=["+r+"] channel2=["+g+"] ratio=[0] threshold=[14] threshold=[14] display=255 also"); close(); saveAs("Tiff", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\Colocalizated points (8-bit) k.tif"); close(); close(); close(); } }    9.2.6 Macro for counting co-localizations StartBigFolder=2; EndBigFolder=2; StartFolder=1; EndFolder=2; HardDisk=" variable ";  setBatchMode(true);  MinSingleTeloThreshold=128;  for(u= StartBigFolder; u<= EndBigFolder; u++)  { for(y= StartFolder; y<= EndFolder; y++)  {  open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\Colocalizated points (8-bit) cy5.tif");  run("Set Measurements...", "area limit redirect=None decimal=3"); 
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  roiManager("Open", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\RoiSet.zip");  NRoi=roiManager("count");  roiManager("reset");   for(i=0; i<NRoi; i++)  {    if(i<9)    x="0"+(i+1);   else    x=i+1;   roiManager("Open", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\RoiSet.zip");  roiManager("Select", i);  roiManager("reset");  setThreshold(MinSingleTeloThreshold, 255);  run("Analyze Particles...", "size=3-Infinity circularity=0.00-1.00 show=Nothing add");    NRoiCell=roiManager("count");    if  (NRoiCell>=1)     {   roiManager("Measure");   saveAs("Measurements", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\Results "+x+".txt");   wait(50);   run("Close");   roiManager("Save", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\RoiSet "+x+".zip");   roiManager("Reset");   }    else   {   run("Measure");   run("Clear Results");   saveAs("Measurements", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\Results "+x+".txt");   wait(50);   run("Close");   }  } close(); } } setBatchMode(false);   9.2.7 Macro for PBMCs TSI analysis: setBatchMode(true); StartBigFolder=56; NoSubfoldersOrRegions=12; DiskToSave="C"; 
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LoadPath= " variable "; NoImagesPerRegion=15; NoChan=2;  EndBigFolder=56; StartFolder=1; EndFolder=12; NoChanels=2; HardDisk=" variable ";   for(i=0;i<NoSubfoldersOrRegions; i++)  { for(x=1; x<(NoImagesPerRegion+1); x++)  { h=NoImagesPerRegion*NoChan;  y=i*h+(2*x-1); t=i+1;    open(LoadPath+"\\("+y+").tif");    saveAs("Tiff", DiskToSave+":\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+StartBigFolder+"\\"+t+"  3D  16bit\\01 ("+x+").tif");    close();   g=y+1;    open(LoadPath+"\\("+g+").tif");    saveAs("Tiff", DiskToSave+":\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+StartBigFolder+"\\"+t+"  3D  16bit\\01 d ("+x+").tif");    close();  } } setBatchMode(false);    // Adjust Parameters setBatchMode(true);  NoDapiLayers=20; FistDapiLayToProject=(NoDapiLayers/2)-(NoDapiLayers*0.2); LastDapiLayToProject=(NoDapiLayers/2)+(NoDapiLayers*0.2);  MinMarkingThreshold=130; MinTeloThreshold=50;  open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+StartBigFolder+"\\1  3D 16bit\\01 d (1).tif"); run("Brightness/Contrast..."); setMinAndMax(0, 4095); call("ij.ImagePlus.setDefault16bitRange", 12); close();  for(u= StartBigFolder; u<= EndBigFolder; u++)  {   //Core Macro according to Folder Tree Loading and Z_Projection  for(y= StartFolder; y<= EndFolder; y++)  {  dir= HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"  3D 16bit";  listCond=getFileList(dir); 
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 for(i=1; i<=(listCond.length/NoChanels); i++)  {    z=i;   if(i<10)    x="0"+i;   else    x=i;     open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"  3D 16bit\\01 d ("+z+").tif");  run("Subtract Background...", "rolling=200 sliding stack");  run("Z Project...", "start=FistDapiLayToProject stop=LastDapiLayToProject projection=[Max  Intensity]");  saveAs("Tiff", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\DAPI\\ZProjection of  "+x+" d.tif");  close();  close();   open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"  3D 16bit\\01 ("+z+").tif");  run("Subtract Background...", "rolling=3 stack");  run("Z Project...", "start=1 stop=40 projection=[Max Intensity]");  saveAs("Tiff", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\TELO ROI\\ZProjection of "+x+".tif");  close();  close();   } }  setBatchMode(false);    //Core Macro according to Folder Tree Montage of Single or Region  for(y= StartFolder;y<=EndFolder;y++)  {  dir= HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\TELO ROI";  listCond=getFileList(dir);  for(i=1; i<(listCond.length+1); i++)  {    x=0;   if(i<10)    x="0"+i;   else    x=i;    j=(listCond.length+1)-i;    z=0;    if(j<10)    z="0"+j;   else    z=j;    open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\TELO ROI\\ZProjection  of "+x+".tif");  }    f=listCond.length/5;  g=f*5;  
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 run("Images to Stack", "name=Stack title=[] use");  run("Make Montage...", "columns=5 rows="+f+" scale=1 first=1 last="+g+" increment=1  border=0");  saveAs("Tiff", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\montage.tif");  close();  close(); }  for(y= StartFolder;y<=EndFolder;y++)  {  dir= HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\DAPI";  listCond=getFileList(dir);  for(i=1; i<(listCond.length+1); i++)  {    x=0;   if(i<10)    x="0"+i;   else    x=i;    j=(listCond.length+1)-i;    z=0;    if(j<10)    z="0"+j;   else    z=j;    open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\DAPI\\ZProjection of  "+x+" d.tif");  }    f=listCond.length/5;  g=f*5;   run("Images to Stack", "name=Stack title=[] use");  run("Make Montage...", "columns=5 rows="+f+" scale=1 first=1 last="+g+" increment=1  border=0");  saveAs("Tiff", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\montage d.tif");   run("Close");  close();   } }  // Parameters to set  HardDisk=" variable ";  // Adjust Parameters setBatchMode(true);  open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+StartBigFolder+"\\1  3D 16bit\\01 d (1).tif"); run("Brightness/Contrast..."); setMinAndMax(0, 4095); call("ij.ImagePlus.setDefault16bitRange", 12); close();  
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MinTeloThreshold=100;  HardDisk="C:"; StartSubFolder=1; NumberOfSubFoldersInBigFolders = newArray(12, 0);  run("Set Measurements...", "  integrated redirect=None decimal=3"); roiManager("reset");     for (b=0; b<NumberOfSubFoldersInBigFolders.length; b++)      {  u=b+StartBigFolder;  for(y= StartSubFolder; y<= NumberOfSubFoldersInBigFolders[b]; y++)  {   open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\montage d.tif");  run("Median...", "radius=11"); run("Unsharp Mask...", "radius=2 mask=0.99"); run("Despeckle");  run("Options...", "iterations=1 black count=1");  setAutoThreshold();  setThreshold(100, 65535);  run("Options...", "iterations=1 count=1 black edm=Overwrite");  run("Make Binary", "thresholded remaining black");   setForegroundColor(255, 255, 255); run("Set Scale...", "distance=1 known=0 pixel=1 unit=pixel global"); makeLine(0, 1024, 6690, 1024); run("Draw"); makeLine(0, 2048, 6690, 2048); run("Draw"); makeLine(0, 3072, 6690, 3072); run("Draw"); makeLine(0, 4096, 6690, 4096); run("Draw"); makeLine(0, 5120, 6690, 5120); run("Draw"); makeLine(1344, 0, 1344, 6144); run("Draw"); makeLine(2688, 0, 2688, 6144); run("Draw"); makeLine(4032, 0, 4032, 6144); run("Draw"); makeLine(5376, 0, 5376, 6144); run("Draw"); makePoint(30, 18);  setAutoThreshold();  setThreshold(1, 255);  run("Set Scale...", "distance=1 known=1 pixel=1 unit=1 global");  run("Analyze Particles...", "size=4000-16000 circularity=0.2-1.00 show=Nothing display exclude add");  saveAs("Measurements", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\TEMP\\Results temp.txt");  run("Close");  close();  roiManager("Save", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\RoiSet.zip"); 
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 open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\montage.tif");  setThreshold(MinTeloThreshold, 4095);  run("Set Measurements...", "  mean min integrated limit redirect=None decimal=3");  roiManager("Measure");  saveAs("Measurements", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\Results Mean.txt");  run("Close");  close();  roiManager("Delete");    setBatchMode(true);  open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\montage.tif");  run("Set Scale...", "distance=1 known=1 pixel=1 unit=1 global");  run("Set Measurements...", "  integrated redirect=None decimal=3"); resetMinAndMax(); run("Unsharp Mask...", "radius=3 mask=0.9");   roiManager("Open", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\RoiSet.zip");  NRoi=roiManager("count");  roiManager("reset");   for(i=0; i<NRoi; i++)  {    if(i<9)    x="0"+(i+1);   else    x=i+1;   roiManager("Open", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\RoiSet.zip");  roiManager("Select", i); resetMinAndMax(); setAutoThreshold("Li dark"); setAutoThreshold("Li dark"); wait(500);  run("Find Maxima...", "noise=50 output=[Segmented Particles] above"); setThreshold(1, 255); wait(200);  roiManager("Select", i);  roiManager("reset");   setThreshold(1, 255); wait(200);  run("Analyze Particles...", "size=2-Infinity circularity=0.00-1.00 show=Nothing add");    NRoiCell=roiManager("count");    if  (NRoiCell>=1)     {   roiManager("Save", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\RoiSet "+x+".zip");   roiManager("reset");   }  
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 else   {   roiManager("Open", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\Empty RoiSet.zip");   roiManager("Save", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\RoiSet "+x+".zip");   roiManager("reset");   } close();  } close();  open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\montage.tif");  roiManager("Open", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\RoiSet.zip");  NRoi=roiManager("count");  roiManager("reset");  for(i=0; i<NRoi; i++)   {     if(i<9)    x="0"+(i+1);   else    x=i+1;   roiManager("Open", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\RoiSet "+x+".zip"); run("Set Measurements...", "  min redirect=None decimal=3");   roiManager("Measure");   saveAs("Measurements", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\Results "+x+".txt"); wait(100);   run("Close");   roiManager("reset");   } close(); } }    setBatchMode(false);  // Macro measures int dens of all sygnals in the cell It opens the roi of individual signals combine and measure    // there is no need to define end big folder since it is in the new array setBatchMode(true);  HardDisk=" variable "; StartSubFolder=1; NumberOfSubFoldersInBigFolders = newArray(12, 0);  run("Set Measurements...", "  integrated redirect=None decimal=3"); roiManager("reset");     for (b=0; b<NumberOfSubFoldersInBigFolders.length; b++)      {  u=b+StartBigFolder;  for(y= StartSubFolder; y<= NumberOfSubFoldersInBigFolders[b]; y++)  {  open(HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\montage.tif"); 
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 run("Set Scale...", "distance=0 known=0 pixel=1 unit=pixel global");  roiManager("Open", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\RoiSet.zip");  NRoi=roiManager("count");  roiManager("reset");  for(i=0; i<NRoi; i++)   {     if(i<9)    x="0"+(i+1);   else    x=i+1;      roiManager("Open", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet montage\\RoiSet "+x+".zip");  roiManager("Combine"); run("Measure"); wait(10); roiManager("Reset");    }      saveAs("Text", HardDisk+"\\For loading 3D\\3d\\"+u+"\\"+y+"\\TELO DAPI\\RoiSet  montage\\Results Mean.txt");   wait(100);   run("Close"); close();  } } setBatchMode(false);                   
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9.3 Medical data and TSI results  Table 18 | Medical data and results of obese patients Patient ID Age [y] BMI [km/m2] Gender Surgery date of blood withdrawal [mm/dd/yyyy] Time of blood withdrawal after surgery No of analyzed cells median TSI 1/1000 [a.u.]* 2 60 70 female Sleeve 9/7/2011 - 17 96.4655 60 54 female Sleeve 4/19/2012 7 m 108 100.1538 61 45 female Sleeve 12/13/2012 1 y 2 m 252 77.0166 62 48 female Sleeve 9/19/2013 2 y 177 98.1260 3 58 47 female Sleeve 9/9/2011 - 399 167.8345 59 40 female Sleeve 7/12/2012 10 m 145 118.4320 59 42 female Sleeve 1/17/2013 1 y 4 m 143 115.0818 60 45.5 female Sleeve 10/22/2013 2 y 1 m 106 136.6569 4 37 47 female Sleeve 9/20/2011 - 90 115.8035 37 36 female Sleeve 6/25/2012 9 m 173 122.1150 39 36 female Sleeve 11/11/2013 2 y 2 m 255 129.3600 5 60 52 male Sleeve 9/21/2011 - 45 126.7555 61 47 male Sleeve 10/1/2012 1 y 170 135.0134 62 48 male Sleeve 10/7/2013 2 y 207 126.0980 9 51 55 female Sleeve 10/18/2011 - 172 135.2343 52 39 female Sleeve 5/7/2012 6.5 m 254 122.8766 52 39 female Sleeve 11/5/2012 1 y 141 151.2604 53 31 female Sleeve 10/17/2013 2 y 158 185.5459 10 53 58 male Sleeve 10/25/2011 - 186 95.1238 54 43 male Sleeve 5/14/2012 6.5 m 88 121.1322 54 44 male Sleeve 11/5/2012 1 y 183 140.9154 55 41 male Sleeve 11/7/2013 2 y 165 164.4106 11 59 50 female Sleeve 11/1/2011 - 140 155.3732 60 39.5 female Sleeve 5/8/2012 6 y 125 125.3467 60 33 female Sleeve 11/12/2012 1 y 206 158.4386 61 33.5 female Sleeve 12/19/2013 2 y 1m 238 150.5418 12 59 51 female Sleeve 11/4/2011 - 97 96.2432 60 41 female Sleeve 5/7/2012 6 m 66 121.9322 60 34 female Sleeve 11/5/2012 1 y 198 124.7824 61 31.5 female Sleeve 10/7/2013 1y 11 m 299 114.3970 16 40 44 female Sleeve 11/30/2011 - 108 149.8419 41 32 female Sleeve 6/18/2012 6,5 m 93 138.1036 41 31 female Sleeve 12/10/2012 1 y 207 166.5816 42 33.5 female Sleeve 1/6/2014 2 y 1 m 199 167.2980 17 53 49 female Sleeve 1/10/2012 - 153 160.2433 53 42 female Sleeve 6/18/2012 5 m 135 113.4109 54 42.5 female Sleeve 1/31/2013 1 y 242 99.6747 55 38 female Sleeve 12/12/2013 1y 11 m 136 128.4121 19 52 59 female Bypass 2/21/2012 - 139 114.6976 
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53 47.5 female Bypass 7/16/2012 5 m 85 112.0495 53 42 female Bypass 3/14/2013 1 y 154 126.4636 52 41.5 female Bypass 6/5/2014 2y 4 m 217 116.9134 20 52 54 female Bypass 3/2/2012 - 95 151.5860 53 32 female Bypass 1/24/2013 10 m 234 141.9084 53 28 female Bypass 5/16/2013 1 y 167 152.6711 52 24.5 female Bypass 4/17/2014 2 y 1m 120 150.5464 21 40 44 female Bypass 4/4/2012 - 125 148.1450 41 25 female Bypass 7/8/2013 1 y 3 m 191 148.2920 40 25 female Bypass 4/10/2014 2 y 169 145.9936 23 38 43 female Sleeve 4/4/2012 - 146 158.6260 39 31 female Sleeve 10/1/2012 6 m 210 138.8421 38 30 female Sleeve 4/15/2013 1 y 168 144.9837 38 34.5 female Sleeve 2/27/2014 23 m 162 162.6855 24 52 43 female Bypass 4/16/2012 - 122 134.5683 52 39 female Bypass 10/4/2012 6 m 156 152.3551 53 39.5 female Bypass 4/11/2013 1 y 259 145.7016 52 40 female Bypass 4/17/2014 24 m 118 136.1532 25 68 43 male Sleeve 4/17/2012 - 94 125.4443 69 33 male Sleeve 2/14/2013 9 m 110 117.9874 70 34.5 male Sleeve 8/8/2013 1 y 3 m 278 113.9711 68 34.5 male Sleeve 5/15/2014 2 y 190 124.1808 27 45 50 female Bypass 4/23/2012 - 140 123.2113 46 39 female Bypass 11/5/2012 6 m 175 115.5814 46 33 female Bypass 7/15/2013 1 y 3 m 207 117.7920 47 35.5 female Bypass 4/14/2014 2 y 107 124.6752 28 42 44 female Bypass 4/23/2012 - 128 115.7858 43 33 female Bypass 11/5/2012 6 m 187 95.1196 44 30 female Bypass 4/14/2014 2 y 157 94.1862 29 31 57 female Sleeve 5/7/2012 - 173 173.6907 32 36 female Sleeve 5/16/2013 1 y 222 164.7466 33 39.5 female Sleeve 7/7/2014 2y 2m 284 170.7347 30 44 46 male Sleeve 5/8/2012 - 133 112.7756 44 34 male Sleeve 10/4/2012 5 m 216 115.3251 45 31 male Sleeve 4/11/2013 11 m 139 117.8451 46 32 male Sleeve 5/12/2014 2 y 216 125.5171 32 28 53 female Bypass 5/29/2012 - 217 164.1657 28 34 female Bypass 1/31/2013 8 m 217 141.6087 29 29.5 female Bypass 7/11/2013 1y 2 m 275 150.8561 34 28 42 female Sleeve 6/11/2012 - 167 154.6972 28 29 female Sleeve 1/28/2013 7 m 200 218.9114 29 25 female Sleeve 6/10/2013 1 y 207 172.9616 30 25 female Sleeve 6/16/2014 2 y 141 217.7496 35 48 69 female Sleeve 6/19/2012 - 132 136.9434 48 56 female Sleeve 11/12/2012 5 m 181 133.1956 
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49 50 female Sleeve 6/24/2013 1 y 264 123.2748 50 42 female Sleeve 6/19/2014 2 y 195 141.9958 36 63 62 male Sleeve 6/25/2012 - 207 120.0530 63 46 male Sleeve 11/12/2012 5 m 199 110.1266 64 41.5 male Sleeve 7/15/2013 1 y 264 111.3970 65 35.5 male Sleeve 6/26/2014 2 y 143 118.7896 37 47 64 male Sleeve 6/25/2012 - 88 125.6600 47 54 male Sleeve 4/8/2013 9,5 m 106 114.4956 39 50 55 male Sleeve 7/9/2012 - 234 119.4189 50 40.5 male Sleeve 4/11/2013 9 m 205 117.4927 51 42 male Sleeve 10/14/2013 1 y 3 m 252 120.1890 52 42.5 male Sleeve 7/3/2014 2 y 163 116.7567 40 37 65 female Bypass 7/9/2012 - 102 127.4414 37 50 female Bypass 1/17/2013 6 m 162 142.0888 38 48.5 female Bypass 6/10/2013 11 m 203 136.5466 39 57.5 female Bypass 7/7/2014 2 y 263 154.3818 41 55 54 female Sleeve 7/10/2012 - 133 127.1170 56 32 male Sleeve 5/13/2013 10 m 162 133.0901 57 33 male Sleeve 5/26/2014 1 y 11 m 194 128.0314 42 51 47 female Bypass 7/16/2012 - 149 123.3580 52 38 female Bypass 7/15/2013 1 y 177 133.7840 43 40 47 female Bypass 7/24/2012 - 195 163.5895 40 36 female Bypass 1/14/2013 6 m 230 149.7624 41 32 female Bypass 10/7/2013 1 y 3 m 247 132.1280 42 34 female Bypass 9/8/2014 2 y 1m 194 119.5377 46 43 67 male Sleeve 8/7/2012 - 171 116.8815 44 52 male Sleeve 1/14/2013 6 m 255 131.3658 45 42 male Sleeve 11/4/2013 1 y 3 m 147 126.5740 45 40 male Sleeve 8/18/2014 2 y 233 159.6337 47 48 46 female Sleeve 10/5/2012 - 322 140.6084 49 35.5 female Sleeve 5/6/2013 7 m 203 127.1081 49 36 female Sleeve 11/6/2013 1 y 1 m 151 132.7230 50 36.5 female Sleeve 10/6/2014 2y 229 136.7335 48 64 40 female Sleeve 10/9/2012 - 154 116.3124 64 31.5 female Sleeve 4/8/2013 6 m 162 123.7726 65 30 female Sleeve 11/18/2013 1 y 1 m 152 145.3556 66 33.5 female Sleeve 10/13/2014 2 y 298 130.4660 49 51 54 male Sleeve 10/15/2012 - 210 138.5484 62 50 male Sleeve 4/11/2013 6 m 136 131.0457 52 35 male Sleeve 10/31/2013 1 y 89 115.8090 50 30 61 male Sleeve 10/16/2012 - 116 104.6374 31 41 male Sleeve 6/10/2013 6 m 247 120.4238 31 36 male Sleeve 12/12/2013 1 y 192 123.5731 51 57 44 female Bypass 11/5/2012 - 131 99.2454 57 37 female Bypass 6/10/2013 7 m 379 97.0796 
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57 36.5 female Bypass 10/8/2013 11 m 226 95.5969 58 38 female Bypass 11/10/2014 2 y 254 107.0433 52 47 39 male Bypass 11/9/2012 - 134 130.6316 47 34 male Bypass 5/16/2013 6 m 247 136.4366 48 33 male Bypass 11/18/2013 1 y 201 148.8419 49 32 male Bypass 11/24/2014 2 y 189 123.6997 54 50 45 female Sleeve 1/7/2013 - 222 104.1778 50 28 female Sleeve 9/19/2013 8 m 342 105.0120 51 25.5 female Sleeve 3/13/2014 1 y 2 m 286 88.0914 55 58 67 female Sleeve 1/14/2013 - 121 101.0648 59 64 female Sleeve 10/7/2013 8,5 m 115 133.0090 59 65 female Sleeve 2/17/2014 1 y 1 m 221 120.9757 56 51 70 male Sleeve 1/28/2013 - 118 110.3097 52 51.5 male Sleeve 10/7/2013 8 m 254 127.2770 52 49.5 male Sleeve 3/24/2014 1 y 2m 186 131.1336 57 52 58 female Bypass 1/28/2013 - 158 168.7157 52 54 female Bypass 7/4/2013 6 m 213 175.7260 58 39 54 female Bypass 2/12/2013 - 217 84.0577 39 48 female Bypass 7/11/2013 5 m 280 106.0680 40 46 female Bypass 2/18/2014 1 y 290 101.7077 59 55 41 female Bypass 2/18/2013 - 122 124.8084 56 23 female Bypass 3/17/2014 1 y 1 m 176 113.4788 60 65 52 male Sleeve 2/22/2013 - 145 124.2964 65 42 male Sleeve 9/19/2013 6,5 m 271 137.8220 66 40.5 male Sleeve 3/13/2014 1 y 154 145.5124 61 32 49 female Bypass 2/25/2013 - 193 126.3534 56 37 female Bypass 9/30/2013 5 m 299 94.6620 57 36 female Bypass 4/28/2014 1 y 212 130.2961 62 43 56 female Sleeve 2/26/2013 - 140 137.2947 44 45 female Sleeve 9/5/2013 6 m 261 140.9252 50 43.5 female Sleeve 4/7/2014 1 y 1m 231 187.1676 63 48 38 male Sleeve 2/28/2013 - 134 113.7434 49 29 male Sleeve 9/16/2013 5 m 253 126.3172 49 30 male Sleeve 3/31/2014 11,5 m 201 135.2636 64 43 51 female Bypass 3/1/2013 - 130 113.3876 43 37 female Bypass 10/7/2013 7 m 256 113.5650 65 26 48 male Bypass 3/4/2013 - 159 146.7784 27 33 male Bypass 10/28/2013 7 m 211 161.9750 27 34 male Bypass 4/10/2014 1 y 1 m 148 163.8408 67 53 43 male Bypass 3/7/2013 - 190 122.6224 54 32 male Bypass 1/30/2014 8 m 137 125.6887 55 30.5 male Bypass 7/17/2014 1 y 1.5 m 217 111.9271 68 20 43 female Sleeve 4/8/2013 - 164 150.2486 21 32.5 female Sleeve 12/9/2013 8 m 267 166.6971 21 31.5 female Sleeve 4/14/2014 1 y 252 179.9886 
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69  43 49 female Sleeve 4/8/2013 - 234 134.8436 43 38 female Sleeve 4/14/2014 8 m 210 107.9002 44 37 female Sleeve 12/9/2013 1 y 177 125.5721 70 25 53 female Bypass 4/11/2013 - 148 152.1897 26 38.5 female Bypass 10/31/2013 6 m 176 163.3050 26 33 female Bypass 4/17/2014 1 y 175 170.2112 71 66 50 female Sleeve 4/16/2013 - 138 90.1857 67 41 female Sleeve 10/31/2013 6 m 133 107.2750 67 40 female Sleeve 5/8/2014 1 y 0.5 m 171 109.4839 73 27 60 female Sleeve 5/7/2013 - 117 149.7671 27 51 female Sleeve 11/11/2013 6 m 166 144.4116 28 49.5 female Sleeve 5/12/2014 1 y 160 169.6875 74 51 40 female Bypass 5/13/2013 - 174 151.1401 51 37 female Bypass 10/17/2013 5 m 174 171.9890 52 36 female Bypass 5/22/2014 1 y 131 176.5890 75 56 46 male Bypass 5/23/2013 - 156 115.4606 57 37 male Bypass 11/14/2013 6 m 72 128.9309 57 35.5 male Bypass 5/26/2014 1 y 189 95.0620 76 42 52 male Bypass 5/30/2013 - 142 128.2826 42 42 male Bypass 12/9/2013 6 m 209 132.8601 43 40 male Bypass 6/23/2014 1 y 107 112.8608 77 49 45 female Bypass 6/4/2013 - 132 105.8941 49 33.5 female Bypass 12/16/2013 6 m 196 104.4618 50 31 female Bypass 6/2/2014 1 y 221 94.7824 78 36 52 female Bypass 6/4/2013 - 172 115.0041 36 40 female Bypass 12/16/2013 6 m 198 103.8771 37 35 female Bypass 6/2/2014 1 y 219 117.9164 79 60 44 female Sleeve 6/5/2013 - 157 134.8028 61 35 female Sleeve 1/20/2014 7 m 210 114.4731 61 32 female Sleeve 6/2/2014 1 y 255 103.6240 80 66 46 male Sleeve 6/10/2013 - 185 117.0826 67 43 male Sleeve 1/13/2014 7 m 119 138.2800 67 43 male Sleeve 6/23/2014 1 y 184 126.1416 81 42 43 female Bypass 6/11/2013 - 292 111.4211 43 35.5 female Bypass 1/13/2014 7 m 121 127.5481 44 33 female Bypass 10/27/2014 1 y 4m 231 133.7822 82 54 45 female Sleeve 6/17/2013 - 205 117.6898 55 39.5 female Sleeve 12/9/2013 6 m 309 103.4589 55 39.5 female Sleeve 6/23/2014 1 y 234 89.6076 83 28 54 female Bypass 7/22/2013 - 230 144.8690 28 43 female Bypass 12/16/2013 5 m 153 142.3208 29 54 female Bypass 8/28/2014 1 y 1m 152 174.9177 84 49 42 female Sleeve 7/23/2013 - 136 107.8860 49 34 female Sleeve 1/13/2014 6 m 186 100.6990 85 41 57 female Sleeve 7/23/2013 - 263 140.2650 
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42 46 female Sleeve 1/23/2014 6 m 137 127.8931 42 43.5 female Sleeve 8/18/2014 1 y 1m 143 145.5794 86 25 48 male Sleeve 7/25/2013 - 221 158.5261 26 42 male Sleeve 2/17/2014 6,5 m 221 176.2857 87 28 51 male Sleeve 7/25/2013 - 343 142.2101 29 39 male Sleeve 12/12/2013 5 m 278 174.9251 29 26 male Sleeve 8/14/2014 1 y 0.5 m 155 173.5874 88 39 39 female Bypass 7/29/2013 - 232 121.5501 40 39 female Bypass 12/9/2013 5 m 231 148.9161 40 37 female Bypass 6/2/2014 10 m 218 153.2100 89 56 70 male Sleeve 7/29/2013 - 193 126.7921 56 57 male Sleeve 12/19/2013 5 m 162 144.4461 57 54.5 male Sleeve 8/14/2014 1 y 0.5 m 224 133.1574 90 52 47 male Sleeve 7/30/2013 - 179 101.5551 52 40.5 male Sleeve 2/13/2014 6 m 329 113.8029 53 40 male Sleeve 7/10/2014 11.5 m 271 81.1557 91 35 42 female Bypass 9/2/2013 - 269 131.4571 35 30 female Bypass 3/13/2014 6 m 334 165.2184 36 24 female Bypass 9/11/2014 1 y 73 139.1881 92 29 44 female Bypass 9/4/2013 - 263 167.7882 30 34 female Bypass 9/4/2014 1 y 220 171.7387 93 65 41 male Sleeve 9/11/2013 - 268 104.4751 66 32 male Sleeve 9/4/2014 1 y 204 102.6524 94 61 47 male Sleeve 9/16/2013 - 265 104.7631 66 42 male Sleeve 3/20/2014 6 m 203 137.4628 67 35.5 male Sleeve 9/22/2014 1 y 83 145.1815 96  62 39 female Sleeve 9/18/2013 - 349 109.5630 62 37.5 female Sleeve 2/24/2014 5 m 235 124.7095 63 38 female Sleeve 9/15/2014 1 y 310 125.3905 97 35 45 female Sleeve 10/8/2013 - 218 127.8029 35 33 female Sleeve 4/14/2014 6 m 147 140.4906 98 37 46 female Sleeve 10/28/2013 - 117 127.0480 37 40 female Sleeve 5/12/2014 6,5 m 202 147.0389 38 42 female Sleeve 11/10/2014 1 y 196 137.0103 99 54 43 male Sleeve 10/30/2013 - 176 117.0880 54 35 male Sleeve 4/10/2014 6 m 178 107.8066 55 34 male Sleeve 10/16/2014 1 y 203 115.0980 100 41 45 female Sleeve 10/31/2013 - 238 133.0260 41 36 female Sleeve 5/15/2014 6 m 201 120.8358 42 33 female Sleeve 11/13/2014 1 y 201 127.9064 101 50 44 male Sleeve 11/22/2013 - 76 131.1616 51 34.5 male Sleeve 6/5/2014 6 m 243 115.7620 51 33.5 male Sleeve 11/24/2014 1 y 187 128.7907 102 21 47 female Bypass 11/26/2013 - 77 169.0781 21 32 female Bypass 7/8/2014 7 m 248 144.5507 
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104 49 65 male Sleeve 1/14/2014 - 62 133.2201 49 48 male Sleeve 6/23/2014 6 m 105 102.0128 106 30 61 male Bypass 1/21/2014 - 140 125.7234 31 50 male Bypass 7/14/2014 6 m 196 158.3163 108 56 40 female Bypass 1/21/2014 - 125 122.2814 56 25.5 female Bypass 7/17/2014 6 m 162 142.3531 109 54 46 female Sleeve 1/24/2014 - 241 117.4284 54 38 female Sleeve 7/3/2014 6 m 170 118.7078 111 24 53 male Sleeve 1/27/2014 - 190 142.3939 24 38.5 male Sleeve 7/10/2014 6 m 292 155.1457 112 26 47 female Bypass 2/11/2014 - 152 150.1389 26 37 female Bypass 8/14/2014 6 m 206 141.3951 113 42 54 male Sleeve 2/24/2014 - 189 119.7875 42 39 male Sleeve 8/28/2014 6 m 257 134.8317 114 32 46 female Sleeve 2/24/2014 - 118 173.0095 32 32 female Sleeve 9/8/2014 6 m 123 165.1641 115 34 60 male Sleeve 2/26/2014 - 164 164.1519 35 47 male Sleeve 8/28/2014 6 m 157 154.4677 116 22 52 male Sleeve 2/28/2014 - 214 209.9879 22 34 male Sleeve 9/11/2014 6 m 99 153.9171 117 57 45 male Sleeve 3/5/2014 - 152 122.9519 58 36.5 male Sleeve 9/8/2014 6 m 224 104.8721 119 56 61 female Sleeve 3/12/2014 - 173 133.0629 56 52 female Sleeve 9/15/2014 6 m 70 157.3518 120 37 47 female Bypass 3/12/2014 - 141 86.2899 36 36 female Bypass 9/15/2014 6 m 167 102.2608 123 55 42 female Bypass 3/19/2014 - 151 123.3838 56 32.5 female Bypass 10/6/2014 6 m 126 109.9615 124 49 67 female Sleeve 4/8/2014 - 185 114.9306 n/a 47 female Sleeve 10/23/2014 6 m 202 152.1062 125 46 47 female Bypass 4/11/2014 - 162 133.7216 n/a 37.5 female Bypass 10/23/2014 6 m 257 132.9380 126 31 55 female Sleeve 4/11/2014 - 255 136.2652 n/a 41 female Sleeve 10/30/2014 6 m 311 136.3506 127 24 55 male Bypass 4/14/2014 - 204 147.8772 24 36.5 male Bypass 9/8/2014 5 m 127 129.6391 128 60 57 female Sleeve 4/18/2014 - 175 117.1899 n/a 41 female Sleeve 10/20/2014 6 m 371 92.2062 131 40 41 female Sleeve 5/14/2014 - 149 159.2811 n/a 33 female Sleeve 11/13/2014 6 m 278 127.1924 133 48 48 male Sleeve 5/24/2014 - 135 151.5178 n/a 33 male Sleeve 11/10/2014 6 m 106 160.4294 135 64 40 female Bypass 5/24/2014 - 243 126.4560 n/a 35 female Bypass 11/13/2014 5 m 168 151.2934 
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 Table 19 | Medical data and results of non-obese subjects  ID Age [y] BMI [km/m2] Gender Months of blood withdrawal median TSI 1/1000 [a.u.]* A 46 23 male Jan 146.1621 Mar 135.2584 May 163.6824 Jul 126.2907 Sept 150.6617 Nov 146.7417 B 31 23 female Jan 172.8795 Mar 194.2898 May 167.1806 Jul 164.9117 Nov 190.7065 C 26 n/a female Feb 127.2795 Apr 132.3791 Jun 172.9661 Aug 134.027 Oct 115.1641 D 59 28 male Jan 101.3942 Mar 103.0206 May 117.4624 Jul 91.62174 Nov 115.9257 E 27 24 female Jan 113.8421 Mar 135.2848 May 102.7134 Jul 89.69975 Sept 108.2822 Nov 100.9297 F 37 22 female Jan 113.4522 Mar 109.5298 May 154.2794 Jul 153.957 Sept 130.3229 Nov 101.2237 G 28 18 female Jan 162.3725 Mar 158.7008 May 152.0694 Jul 166.1167 Sept 177.4302 Nov 155.9387 H 28 22 male Jan 145.9812 Mar 188.0924 May 164.4814 Jul 160.4052 Sept 131.8859 Nov 133.5947 I 29 21 female Feb 131.7502 Apr 154.2027 Jun 134.9517 Aug 165.9627 Oct 153.2524 Dec 128.5802 K 37 24 female Feb 95.00024 Apr 131.9077 Jun 130.0577 Aug 109.5747 Oct 123.6316 Dec 143.6124 L 31 20 female Feb 159.1622 Apr 130.6467 
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Jun 102.0587 Aug 200.4935 Oct 123.3924 M 59 23 female Feb 110.4145 Apr 153.4446 Jun 120.7587 Aug 101.0212 Oct 112.1316 Dec 106.7643 N 34 26 male Jan 146.0431 Mar 116.3994 May 151.4244 Jul 122.139 Sept 147.4319 Nov 143.9737 O 30 23 female Feb 206.0405 Apr 171.8786 Jun 132.6657 Aug 160.5322 Oct 151.0926 Dec 128.7901 P 49 n/a female Jan 106.2735 Mar 147.7966 May 77.93739 Jul 104.191 Sept 109.7609 Nov 127.9395 Q 34 18 female Feb 130.6712 Apr 150.1586 Jun 152.9811 Aug 121.876 Dec 120.8541 S 26 22 female Feb 136.3222 Apr 142.1901 Jun 108.3177 Aug 113.5495 Oct 141.3311 Dec 123.9743 T 35 19 female Feb 174.8972 Apr 180.7317 Jun 112.0811 Aug 200.4742 Oct 170.7446 Dec 143.8624 U 27 20 female Jan 161.4221 Mar 119.6886 May 153.9304 Jul 154.1867 Sept 163.3977 Nov 136.4315 V 45 22 female Jan 119.6625 Mar 137.8713 May 116.0286 Jul 126.3292 Nov 218.8893 W 27 26 male Jan 143.3481 Mar 105.8744 May 185.2664 Jul 176.334 Sept 135.0839 Nov 148.9505 X 27 20 male Feb 142.9065 Apr 122.1537 Jun 167.1807 
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Aug 122.7322 Oct 142.8704 Dec 160.5531 * Data obtained after macro image analysis from Dr. Damir Krunic and statistically analyzed by Thomas Hielscher    9.4 Question of the Questionary  How would you estimate the amount of sleep you had recently; from 1 (much too less) to 10 (more than enough). In the last week:  1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 x9 10                       In the last month:  1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 x9 10                        How would you estimate your alcohol consumption recently; For 1 a lot to alcohol 10 no alcohol. In the last week:  1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 x9 10                       In the last month:  1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 x9 10                        How would you estimate the quality of food you had recently; For 1 bad quality (for example too much fast food, fat, sugar etc.) to 10 good quality. In the last week:  1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 x9 10                       In the last month:  1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 x9 10                        How would you estimate the stress at work you had recently; From 1 a lot of stress (too much work) to 10 no stress (relaxed). In the last week:  1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 x9 10                       In the last month:  1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 x9 10                        How would you estimate from 1 to 10 stress at home you had recently; From 1 a lot of stress to 10 no stress. In the last week:  1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 x9 10                       In the last month:  1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 x9 10                        How would you estimate your emotional state recently; From 1 a lot of emotional stress (E.g.: disagreements, child sickness, etc.) to 10 no stress. In the last week:  1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 x9 10                       In the last month:  1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 x9 10                        How would you estimate your health recently; From 1 bad health (for example bad common cold, influenza, etc.) to and 10 for perfect health (no disease). In the last week:  1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 x9 10                       In the last month:  1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 x9 10                                
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9.5 Simple linear regression of cytokine level correlation with the health impression retrospective for a week or a month  Table 20 | Correlation of cytokine concentration and health impression retrospective of one week analyzed with the simple linear regression. No significant correlation was obtained.                         *(cytokine signals all =0)          
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Table 21 | Correlation of cytokine concentration and health impression retrospective of one month analyzed with the simple linear regression. No significant correlation was obtained.                                *(cytokine signals all =0)                  
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 9.6 Simple linear regression of cytokine level and number of PBMCs  Table 22 | Correlation of cytokine concentration and the number of PBMCs analyzed with the simple linear regression. No significant correlation was obtained.                          *(cytokine signals all =0)           
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